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TOWARD THE DEFINABILITY OF THE ARRAY NONCOMPUTABLE

DEGREES

Abstract

by

Stephen M. Walk

We focus on a particular class of computably enumerable (c.e.) degrees, the

array noncomputable degrees defined by Downey, Jockusch, and Stob, to answer

questions related to array noncomputable degrees and definability in the partial

ordering (R,≤) of c.e. degrees.

First we demonstrate that the lattice M5 cannot be embedded into the c.e. de-

grees below every array noncomputable degree, or even below every nonlow array

noncomputable degree. As Downey and Shore have proved that M5 can be embed-

ded below every nonlow2 degree, our result is the best possible in terms of array

noncomputable degrees and jump classes. Further, it shows that the array noncom-

putable degrees are definably different from the nonlow2 degrees. We demonstrate

also that there are embeddings of M5 in which all five degrees are array noncom-

putable, and in which the bottom degree is the computable degree 0 but the other

four are array noncomputable.

Next we turn to the relativization of some important concepts in computability

theory. These include array noncomputability, which we have conjectured to be

definable in (R,≤), and other properties, such as promptness and contiguity, that

are known to be definable in (R,≤). We find that if d is a c.e. degree that is not
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prompt, then there is a c.e. degree a below d such that d is nonetheless prompt over

a, and we can choose this a to be in any interval below d. However, for each other

property P under consideration, there is a c.e. degree d that fails to have property

P and also fails to have the relativized property Pa for any a below d.

Finally we discuss our conjecture on the definability of the array noncomputable

degrees and report results that arose from the pursuit of it. Two of these would

be consequences of the conjecture itself, and another demonstrates a relationship

between Schaeffer’s composition hierarchy and Yuefei’s recursively-controlled Turing

reducibilities.



To Amy,

who’s heard it all before
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Array Noncomputable Degrees

In this work we will be concerned mainly with the structure (R,≤) of computably

enumerable (c.e.) Turing degrees. (We retain the symbol R for the set of these de-

grees even though we use the current terms computable and computably enumerable

rather than recursive and recursively enumerable.) This structure has revealed itself

to be rich, complex, and in many ways unpredictable. For example, Friedberg [22]

and also Muchnik [33] showed that there are c.e. degrees besides 0 (the degree of the

computable sets) and 0′ (the degree of the Halting Problem), and that the ordering

≤ is not linear; Sacks [34] showed that the c.e. degrees are dense; Lachlan [28] and

Yates [47] showed that some pairs of degrees fail to have a greatest lower bound,

so that (R,≤) is not a lattice, but some pairs of degrees do have greatest lower

bounds, so that some lattices can be embedded into (R,≤) ([28] and [47] again).

When we investigate the structure of (R,≤), it is often of interest to see what

degrees and what arrangements of degrees can exist below a certain degree b; that

is, what arrangements can exist among the degrees d < b. (For the rest of this

section, all sets and degrees under discussion will be c.e.) One of the most useful

tools for this line of investigation is permitting, which was introduced by Friedberg

and by Yates (see Soare [39, page 84]) and which allows us to specify that the set A

we’re constructing is below another set B. Quite simply, we are not allowed to put
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any number x into A unless B changes or “permits” below some specified number

x′. Then A ≤t B since, to see whether x ∈ A, we simply wait until a stage s such

that all elements of B less than x′ + 1 have been enumerated into B by stage s;

then x ∈ A if and only if x ∈ As, since B will never again change below x′ + 1.

How many permissions we need in order to fulfill any particular requirement of

the construction depends, of course, on how complicated the requirement itself is.

If we are trying to build a set A ≤t B such that A is noncomputable, then each

noncomputability requirement

Pe : A 6= Φe

needs just one permission to succeed. Such a construction can be carried out below

any noncomputable set B. In a different construction, however, each requirement

Re may need as many as f(e) permissions to succeed, where f is some computable

function; in this case we have a multiple-permitting construction.

Downey, Jockusch, and Stob [14] provide examples of multiple-permitting con-

structions that arise naturally in computability theory, such as the construction

of non-f -c.e. sets: Let f be any computable function. A set D ≤ 0′ is said

to be f -c.e. if there is a computable approximation D̂(x, s) such that for all x,

D(x) = lims D̂(x, s) and |{s : D̂(x, s) 6= D̂(x, s − 1)}| ≤ f(x). If B is given and

we are trying to build A ≤t B so that A is not f -c.e., this will require a multiple-

permitting argument [14, Theorem 4.1]. Other examples of constructions with a

multiple-permitting character are the construction of Martin–Pour-El theories [14,

Theorem 4.9] and of c.e. sets with certain separability qualities [14, Theorem 4.4].

As it turns out, such constructions cannot be carried out below every noncom-

putable c.e. degree. In [14], Downey, Jockusch, and Stob define the array noncom-

putable (anc) degrees and show that they are precisely the degrees below which

these multiple-permitting constructions can be carried out. Thus, for example, if a

2



degree b is array noncomputable, then some set that is not f -c.e. can be constructed

below it. If b is array computable (not anc), then no such set can be constructed.

They give the following series of definitions:

Definition. Downey–Jockusch–Stob [14, Definition 1.2]: A very strong array is a

collection of pairwise disjoint finite sets {Fi}i∈ω such that

•
⋃
Fi = ω,

• |Fi+1| > |Fi| for all i, and

• there is a computable function f such that for every i, Fi = Df(i) (where Dn

is the finite set with canonical index n).

In other words, a very strong array is a computable way to “cut ω up into

chunks,” so that the chunks increase in size.

Definitions. Downey–Jockusch–Stob [14, Definitions 1.3–1.5]: Let F = {Fi}i∈ω

be a very strong array. A computably enumerable set A is F -array noncomputable

if for every c.e. set We,

(∃n) [A ∩ Fn = We ∩ Fn].

A c.e. set A is called array noncomputable if it is F-array noncomputable for

some very strong array F , and a c.e. degree is array noncomputable if it contains

an array noncomputable set.

If A is F -array noncomputable, G is another very strong array, and b ≥ deg(A),

then there is a B ∈ b such that B is G-array noncomputable [14, Theorem 2.5].

That is, up to t-degree (in fact up to wtt-degree), array noncomputability is in-

dependent of the particular very strong array; this is why we are allowed to drop
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the explicit mention of the array and simply refer to such sets and degrees as ar-

ray noncomputable. It is also clear from [14, Theorem 2.5] that the class of array

noncomputable degrees is closed upward.

The anc degrees have nice qualities with respect to permitting, but other nice

qualities about them have been discovered in the past few years. One fact that

has come to light recently involves Π0
1-classes, where a set X is a Π0

1-class if X

is the set of paths through some computable tree. Cholak, Coles, Downey, and

Herrmann [6] have studied the lattice EΠ of Π0
1-classes under set inclusion and in

particular the automorphism group of EΠ. They show [6, Theorem 7.10] that the

array noncomputable c.e. degrees form an invariant class for this automorphism

group, much as the high degrees form an invariant class for automorphisms of E

(the lattice of c.e. sets under set inclusion).

Another interesting item is that, as demonstrated by Kummer, anc degrees also

have nice qualities with respect to complexity theory. The Kolmogorov complexity

of any c.e. set A is bounded by 2 logn (that is, for some c, for all n the complexity of

the first n bits of A is less than 2 logn−c; see Kummer [27]). Kummer [27, Theorem

3.2] showed that a degree d contains a set that attains this bound if and only if

d is anc. In fact there is quite a gap between anc degrees and array computable

degrees [27, also Theorem 3.2]: For any c.e. set A in an array computable degree,

and for every ε, the complexity of the first n bits of A is less than (1 + ε) log n for

almost every n.

As useful and as natural as the anc degrees are, it seems that the anc/array

computable dichotomy should be intrinsic to the structure of R itself. It would be

nice to show that Yes is the answer to the question,

Is the class of anc degrees definable in (R,≤)?

That is, is there an elementary first-order formula φ(x) (in the language with
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just the binary relation symbol “≤”) such that φ(a) is true in (R,≤) if and only

if a is array noncomputable? We have conjectured that a particular formula does

define the class of array noncomputable degrees in (R,≤). To state the conjecture

we need the following definitions:

Definitions 1.1. Friedberg–Rogers [23, page 124]: Given two sets A and B, A

is weak truth-table reducible to B, A ≤wtt B, if there are a functional Φ̂ and a

computable function f such that A = Φ̂(B) and for any x, the use u(Φ̂, B, x) ≤ f(x).

Ladner–Sasso [31]: A computably enumerable degree a is contiguous if for every

c.e. A,B ∈ a we have A ≡wtt B.

An array noncomputable degree cannot be contiguous; see Downey [13, Theorem

2.8] or Downey–Stob [19, Theorem 9.5] for a proof of this. Thus (since the anc

degrees are closed upward) if a degree a is anc, then every degree strictly above it

is noncontiguous. We have conjectured that the converse holds: that is, if every

degree strictly above a is noncontiguous, then a is anc. Downey and Lempp [17,

Theorem 1.1] have shown that the contiguous degrees are definable in (R,≤) by

the formula “x is locally distributive,” that is,

ξ(x) = (∀x1, x2, y)

[
(x1 ∪ x2 = x & y ≤ x) =⇒
(∃y1, y2) [ y1 ∪ y2 = y & y1 ≤ x1 & y2 ≤ x2 ]

]
.

(Here “a ∪ b = c” abbreviates “(∀z) [ a ≤ z & b ≤ z −→ c ≤ z ].”) If our conjecture

is true, it follows that the array noncomputable degrees are definable as well, by

the formula

(∀y) [ x ≤ y −→ ¬ξ(y) ].

We do not need to specify that x 6= y in this formula since array noncomputability

implies noncontiguity.
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1.2 Overview of the Work

The work in this thesis is concerned with topics related to array noncomputable

degrees and definability, if not always concerned directly with the conjecture itself.

We begin by examining the relationship between array noncomputable degrees and

embeddings of the modular nondistributive five-element lattice M5. In Chapter 2

we answer a question of Jockusch by showing that

Theorem 2.6, page 26. There is an array noncomputable degree below which

the lattice M5 cannot be embedded into the computably enumerable degrees.

Given a result of Downey and Shore [18], this shows that there is a definable

difference between the anc degrees and the nonlow2 degrees, since every nonlow2

degree bounds a copy of M5 and “x bounds a copy of M5” is easily rendered as

a formula in the language {≤}. Continuing in the area of lattice embeddings, we

prove the following:

Theorem 2.11, page 33. There is a nonlow anc degree below which the lattice

M5 cannot be embedded into the computably enumerable degrees.

Theorem 2.15, page 47. There is an embedding of M5 into the computably

enumerable degrees such that all five degrees are low and anc.

Theorem 2.16, page 48. There is an embedding of M5 into the computably

enumerable degrees such that the bottom degree is 0 and the other four degrees are

anc.

Moving on from lattice embeddings, in Chapter 3 we investigate relativizations

of properties of c.e. degrees, answering a question of Slaman by showing that

Theorem 3.17, page 74, and Corollary 3.31, page 93. For every c.e. degree

d that is not prompt, there is a c.e. degree a < d such that d is prompt over a.
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Further, such degrees a are dense in the degrees below d.

We examine properties known to be definable in (R,≤)—promptness, tardiness,

contiguity, and noncontiguity. We find that

Theorem 3.30, page 92. There is an incomplete prompt degree d that is not

tardy over any a < d.

Proposition 3.36, page 96. There is an incomplete noncontiguous degree d

that is not contiguous over any a < d.

Proposition 3.34, page 94. There is a contiguous degree d that is not non-

contiguous over any a < d.

In fact this is true for any contiguous degree.

The last two propositions are easy immediate consequences of results by Downey

and Lempp [17] and Downey and Stob [19]. Since we have conjectured that array

noncomputability is definable, we investigate a relativization of it also and show

that

Theorem 3.45, page 103. If d is an array computable c.e. degree, then for no

a < d is d anc over a.

Finally, in Chapter 4 we present results inspired by the pursuit of our conjecture.

Had the first been false, the conjecture would have failed (by a result of Ambos-

Spies [1]):

Theorem 4.3, page 111. If a is a low degree, there is a low anc degree b ≥ a.

We discovered another result independently during our pursuit of the conjecture,

but later learned that it follows from work in the Ph.D. thesis of G. A. Schweiter [36]:

Corollary 4.2, page 110. There are c.e. sets A and D such that A is non-

computable, deg(D) is noncontiguous, and for all D̂ ∈ deg(D), A ≤wtt D̂.
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The final result exhibits a nice relationship between the ≤n·rct (recursively-

controlled Turing) reducibilities developed by Yuefei [48] and the finite levels of

the composition hierarchy {cα} of ∆0
2 functions developed by Schaeffer [35]:

Theorem 4.10, page 118. A function f ≤t K is cn+1 if and only if f ≤n·rct K.

All of the results presented in this thesis are finite-injury or infinite-injury con-

structions. The reader is directed to Soare [39] for background on these types of

construction.

1.3 Conventions and Notation

Our notation is mostly standard as in [39] and other references. Some conventions

we will use freely throughout this work are as follows:

1. We let 〈·, ·〉 denote the standard pairing function

〈x, y〉 =
1

2
(x2 + 2xy + y2 + 3x+ y).

We denote as 〈x, y, z〉 the number 〈 〈x, y〉, z〉, and so on. When we use an

expression such as “〈We,Φe,Ψe〉,” it is to be understood as a tuple of objects

Wi,Φj ,Ψk where 〈i, j, k〉 = e.

2. If a functional is denoted by a capital Greek letter, then its use will often be

denoted by the lowercase Greek letter; for example the use of the computation

Φe(D; x) is ϕe(x), and the use of Γ(A; y) is γ(y). In many instances, however,

we do not give the use function a special name. Rather, when we refer to

the use of a computation Φe,s(As; x) at a stage s (whether the computation

halts or not), we will call it u(Φe, A, x, s). (Similar notation appears in the

definition of wtt-reducibility above; notations like these will be used frequently

starting in Chapter 2, where a more complete explanation appears.) If the
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oracle is the join of two or more sets, we assume that the use is computed

separately on each of these sets.

3. We will assume the common convention that if Φe,s(As; x)↓= n and As+1 �

u(Φe, A, x, s) = As � u(Φe, A, x, s), then also Φe,s+1(As+1; x)↓= n.

4. On the flip side of the same coin, we will assume the common convention

known as the “hat trick”: if Φe,s(As; x) ↓ and As+1 � u(Φe, A, x, s) 6= As �

u(Φe, A, x, s), then Φe,s+1(As+1; x)↑, whether Φe and A have been given to us

or are being built by us.

5. In general if Γ(A) is a total function then we will assume that the use u(Γ, A, x, s)

is increasing in x and nondecreasing in s.

6. We will assume that if a computation converges on an argument x in s steps,

then x ≤ s.

7. All parameters we define in a construction will remain the same from one

stage to the next unless we redefine them explicitly (or they diverge via the

hat trick).

8. Finally, when we direct that a large number x be chosen at stage s + 1 of

a construction, we mean that x should be larger than any number that has

appeared in a set or been used for a computation or even been mentioned

in the construction so far. Often it is enough to choose, say, x = s + 2 or

x = 〈s+ 2, e〉 for some e, but we will consistently use the term “large” for

the sake of readability.
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CHAPTER 2

ANC DEGREES AND LATTICE EMBEDDINGS

2.1 Introduction

Ever since Lachlan [28] and Yates [47] showed that R is not a lattice, it has been of

interest to see which lattices can be found in, or “embedded into,” R—and where.

In the papers [28] and [47] it was proved that the 4-element Boolean algebra can

be embedded into R. This result was extended to all finite distributive lattices

by Thomason [45] and by Lerman (unpublished—see Soare [39, p. 161]) and then

to the countable atomless Boolean algebra by Lachlan and by Lerman (see [39]).

Slaman [37] showed that the 4-element lattice could be embedded into any nontrivial

interval (where an interval [a,b] is simply the set of degrees {d : a ≤ d ≤ b}),

and Ambos-Spies [1, Corollary 4.3 and Remark 4.4] showed that every countable

distributive lattice can be embedded into any nontrivial initial segment [0, a] of

R. Both results were extended by Downey [12, Theorem 1.1] (and by Ambos-Spies,

Lempp and Soare—see [18, page 223]), who showed that every countable distributive

lattice can be embedded into any nontrivial interval of R.

Thus the question became, “Which nondistributive lattices can be embedded

into R?” Lachlan, in [29], showed that both the 5-element modular lattice and the

5-element nonmodular lattice, denoted as M5 and N5 respectively, can be embed-

ded into R; but an 8-element lattice was soon found that cannot be so embedded

(Lachlan and Soare [30]).
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For M5 and N5 there remained the question, “Where within R can these lat-

tices be embedded?” Ambos-Spies and Fejer [3, Proposition 2.5] showed that the

nonmodular lattice N5 can be enbedded into any interval into which the 4-element

Boolean algebra can be embedded, and by Slaman’s result [37] it followed that N5

can be embedded into all nontrivial intervals.

The modular lattice M5 (Figure 2.1) is not so well-behaved. Downey [12] and

independently Weinstein [46] showed that it cannot be embedded into every initial

segment of R; that is, there is a noncomputable degree a such that M5 cannot be

embedded into R below a. Cholak and Downey [7, Theorem 1] extended this result

by proving that for every nontrivial interval [c,b]—whether c is 0 or not—there is

an a ≤ b such that M5 cannot be embedded into [c, a].
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Figure 2.1: The lattice M5

Working with initial segments again, Cholak, Downey, and Shore have shown [8,

Theorem 4.5] that there is a nonlow degree below which M5 cannot be embedded.

It is to their methods that we now turn, to demonstrate first that there is an array

noncomputable degree below which M5 cannot be embedded, and then that there

is a nonlow such degree.
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This answers the question, communicated to us by Jockusch [25], of whether

every array noncomputable degree necessarily bounds a copy of M5. That the

answer should be Yes seems reasonable for the following reasons:

1. Downey and Shore [18, Theorem 3.1] proved that every nonlow2 degree bounds

a copy of M5. Not every anc degree is nonlow2 (or even nonlow), but every

nonlow2 degree is anc [14, Corollary 4.3]. Downey, Jockusch, and Stob [15],

by expanding the discussion from R to D(≤ 0′) and using a more general

definition of “anc” and the generalized definition of “low2,” show that, with

respect to initial segments, the anc degrees share some nice properties of

(generalized) nonlow2 degrees. In particular:

(a) If a is anc, then there is a 1-generic degree b ≤ a [15, Theorem 2.1]. (The

analogous result for generalized nonlow2 degrees was proved by Jockusch

and Posner [26, Lemma 3].)

(b) If a is anc, then any recursively presented nontrivial lattice can be embed-

ded into D(≤ a) with greatest and least elements preserved [15, Theorem

2.2]. (The analogous result for generalized nonlow2 degrees was proved

by Fejer [21, Corollary 8].)

Since nonlow2 degrees and anc degrees share some nice characteristics with re-

spect to initial segments of D(≤ 0′), it seems reasonable that they might share

some nice characteristics with respect to initial segments of R—in particular

the characteristic of bounding an M5.

2. Further, Downey and Shore [18] dubbed their technique “multiply inductive

permitting,” and this language naturally cues us to think of the “multiple

permitting” captured perfectly by the anc degrees. In particular, multiply

inductive permitting works because of the following characterization of the
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nonlow2 degrees: A degree a is nonlow2 if and only if there is a function

g ≤t a such that, for any f ≤t K, g is not dominated by f . (Here K is the

Halting Set and “g is dominated by f” means that f(n) > g(n) for almost all

n.)

The anc degrees are characterized by a similar property: A degree a is anc

if and only if there is a function g ≤t a such that, for any f ≤wtt K, g is

not dominated by f . (In fact this is the generalized definition of array non-

computability that is given in Downey-Jockusch-Stob [15, Definition 1.1].)

Though it is clear by comparison that the two permitting methods are differ-

ent, it is natural to wonder whether multiple permitting is enough to allow

the embedding of M5.

3. Finally, array noncomputability seems to imply information content that is

somewhat high, even though some anc degrees are low. Kummer [27] has

shown, for instance, that in R, the anc degrees are precisely the degrees

that contain a set that is “complex” in the sense of Kolmogorov complexity.

Further, the anc degrees are closed upward; that is, if a is anc, then every

degree above a is also anc [14, Corollary 2.8]. Because of the upward closure

property, this author likes to think of the class of anc degrees as stalactites

hanging from a cave ceiling; and it seems reasonable that within the “cave”

of the low2 degrees, we should be able to squeeze a copy of M5 in below each

stalactite.

However, this is not the case, as we now prove. (In fact, since every anc degree

bounds a strictly lower anc degree [14, Corollary 3.8], those stalactites stretch forever

closer to 0, the “floor”; thus perhaps our result is not so surprising.) This answers

the given question and also—since “a bounds a copy of M5” can easily be rendered

13



as a first-order formula in the language {≤}—it shows that the class of anc degrees

is not just different from the class of nonlow2 degrees, but is definably so.

2.2 The Cholak-Downey-Shore Module

As in [8], we construct a degree e that does not bound a weak critical triple. The

following definitions appear in that paper:

Definition. Let a, b0, and b1 be elements of an uppersemilattice L. Then a, b0,

and b1 form a weak critical triple if a ∪ b0 = a ∪ b1, b0 6≤ a, and, for d ∈ L, if

d ≤ b0, b1 then b0 6≤ d ∪ a.

This is a generalization of Downey’s notion of critical triple:

Definition. Let a, b0, and b1 be elements of an uppersemilattice L. Then a, b0,

and b1 form a critical triple if a∪b0 = a∪b1, b0 6≤ a, and, for d ∈ L, if d ≤ b0, b1

then d ≤ a.

Note that the three middle degrees of an M5 form a critical triple. It is clear that

a critical triple is a weak critical triple, but the converse is not true; see Figure 2.2.

If the interval [0, e] contains no weak critical triples, then [0, e] contains no

critical triples and thus no copy of M5. Thus as in [8] we build a computably

enumerable set E to meet the following requirements:

Ne :

If Λ(E) = A⊕B0 ⊕B1 and Ψi(A⊕Bi) = Bi,
then there are a computably enumerable set D

and functionals ∆i and Γ such that
∆i(Bi) = D and Γ(A⊕D) = B0,

where A, B0, and B1 are computably enumerable sets and Λ and Ψi (i = 0, 1) are

functionals. We assume that all possible sextuples 〈A,B0, B1,Λ,Ψ0,Ψ1〉 of such

sets and functionals are indexed in an appropriate manner, and this index is the e

in Ne: say e = 〈〈〈〈〈e1, e2〉 , e3〉 , e4〉 , e5〉 , e6〉 , where A = We1 , B0 = We2 , B1 = We3 ,

14
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Figure 2.2: A weak critical triple that is not a critical triple

Λ = Φe4 , Ψ0 = Φe5, and Ψ1 = Φe6. If all Ne are met, then the degree e bounds no

weak critical triple, so the lattice M5 cannot be embedded into [0, e].

Each Ne will be split into subrequirements Ne,x, as will be explained below.

In [8], a number ie(x) is calculated for each e and x before the construction starts;

this represents the number of layers of protection that should be built up for Ne,x

before we may take any action for Ne,x. This also will be explained below; in par-

ticular, ie(x) is the number of injuries that certain computations can sustain within

a certain period while still ensuring that another computation (that of B0(x)) does

not change. The constructions in [8] allow ie(x) to be redefined only when Ne,x

is initialized. The technique is flexible enough, however, to be adapted so that

ie(x) can be redefined at certain other stages (called almost–free-clear stages, de-

fined later) while the strategy for Ne,x is running. Such an approach is necessary

when we are trying to fulfill (positive) anc requirements; the number of injuries each

such requirement can cause is finite but may change as the construction goes on. To
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emphasize that the number ie(x) can be redefined at certain stages, we use the

notation “ie,s(x).”

The reader should be aware that for this entire section, all definitions, lemmas,

and diagrams—as well as the statement of the Ne,x strategy—appeared originally

in Cholak-Downey-Shore [8, Section 3]. We have made only minor modifications,

to accommodate the changing values of ie,s(x).

A subscript e is to be understood for each function defined (so that we have a

different set of functions for each sextuple as above), but we omit the subscript for

readability. We assume that the threefold join X ⊕ Y ⊕ Z is defined as

{3x : x ∈ X} ∪ {3y + 1 : y ∈ Y } ∪ {3z + 2 : z ∈ Z}.

First we have the basic length-of-agreement functions:

L(s) = max{x :(∀y < x)(∀z ∈ {3y, 3y + 1, 3y + 2})

[Λs(Es; z) = As ⊕B0,s ⊕B1,s(z)]}, and

lΨi(s) = max{x : (∀y < x)[Ψi,s(As ⊕Bi,s; y) = Bi,s(y)

and ψi,s(y) < L(s)] },

where {i, i} = {0, 1}. The function lΨi(s) measures the length of agreement between

Ψi,s(As ⊕Bi,s) and Bi,s on the Es-correct portion of these sets.

Given these basic length-of-agreement functions, we define further length-of-

agreement and restraint functions by induction:

l0(s) = lΨ0(s).
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If x < l0(s) let ρ0(A, x, s) = ψ0,s(x),

ρ0(B1, x, s) = ψ0,s(x), and

ρ0(B0, x, s) = x.

The number l0(s) is how far Ψ0(A ⊕ B1) and B0 agree at stage s. For any

x < l0(s), the numbers ρ0(X, x, s) for X = A,B1 give the use of the computations

involved for y ≤ x. Thus if we can somehow restrain A and B1 below ρ0(A, x, s) and

ρ0(B1, x, s), respectively, we will preserve the computations, and thus in particular

we will preserve B0 up to l0(s). The point is that we are building a functional Γ such

that γ(A⊕D) = B0, and if we could restrain A and B1 as described (which in fact

we can do by restraining E, under the assumption that Λ(E) = A⊕ B0 ⊕ B1), we

would give the computations Γ(A⊕D; y) = B0(y) for y ≤ x a “layer of protection.”

Thus we can think of l0(s) as the number of x’s that have (or the highest x that

has) one layer of protection.

l2i+1(s) = max{x : (∀y < x)[y < l2i(s) and

ρ2i(B1, y, s) < lΨ1(s)]}.

If x < l2i+1(s) let ρ2i+1(A, x, s) = ψ1,s(ρ
2i(B1, x, s)),

ρ2i+1(B0, x, s) = ψ1,s(ρ
2i(B1, x, s)) and

ρ2i+1(B1, x, s) = ρ2i(B1, x, s).

The number l1(s) tells how many x’s have two layers of protection. (A number

x has two layers of protection if Ψ0(A ⊕ B1) and B0 agree at least up to x and,

for all z ∈ B1 used for the computations of y ≤ x, Ψ1(A ⊕ B0) and B1 agree at

least up to z.) The function ρ1
e is a restraint like ρ0

e: If we can preserve A⊕B0 be-

low ρ1
e(A, x, s) = ρ1

e(B0, x, s), then we preserve B1 and thus A⊕B1 below ρ0
e(A, x, s)
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= ρ0
e(B1, x, s), thus preserving B0(y) for all y ≤ x, which are what we really care

about.

The layers of protection continue as in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Four layers of protection

l2i+2(s) = max{x : (∀y < x)[y < l2i+1(s) and

ρ2i+1(B0, y, s) < lΨ0(s)]}.
If x < l2i+2(s) let ρ2i+2(A, x, s) = ψ0,s(ρ

2i+1(B0, x, s)),

ρ2i+2(B1, x, s) = ψ0,s(ρ
2i+1(B0, x, s)) and

ρ2i+2(B0, x, s) = ρ2i+1(B0, x, s).

As noted above, under the assumption that Λ(E) = A⊕B0⊕B1, we can restrain

A⊕B0 ⊕B1 by restraining E. Thus we define the following restraints on E:

If x < li(s), let ρi(E, x, s) = max{λs(3ρi(A, x, s)),

λs(3ρ
i(B0, x, s) + 1), λs(3ρ

i(B1, x, s) + 2)}.

If x ≥ li(s), then for all X ∈ {A,B0, B1, E}, ρi(X, x, s)↑ .
If for almost all stages s, ρi(X, x, s)↓ then let

ρi(X, x) = lim
s
ρi(X, x, s), for X ∈ {A,B0, B1, E}.
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Finally we bring the subscript back in and define

le(s) = max{x : (∀y < x)[y < lie,s(y)(s)]}. (2.2.1)

Notice that le(s) measures how many x’s have ie,s(x) layers of protection. If x < le(s)

then let ρe(X, x, s) = ρie,s(x)(X, x, s), and if k = lims ie,s(x) exists and for almost all

stages s, ρk(X, x, s)↓, then let ρe(X, x) = lims ρ
ie,s(x)(X, x, s).

We use this length-of-agreement function to define expansionary stages: A stage

s is expansionary iff s = 0 or t < s is the most recent expansionary stage and

l(s) > l(t). Suppose Λ(E) = A ⊕ B0 ⊕ B1 and Ψi(A ⊕ Bi) = Bi; then (assuming

that lims ie,s(x) exists) there will be infinitely many expansionary stages. To meet

Ne, we would like to build a computably enumerable set D and functionals ∆i and

Γ such that if there are infinitely many expansionary stages then ∆i(Bi) = D and

Γ(A⊕D) = B1. To this end, we split Ne into subrequirements Ne,x:

Ne,x :
If there are infinitely many stages s such that le(s) > x, then

Γ(A⊕D; x) = B0(x) and ∆i(Bi) � (γ(x) + 1) = D � (γ(x) + 1).

We will make sure that the use function γ is increasing in x (and we will also make

it nondecreasing in the stage s), so that meeting all of the Ne,x’s really does make

the ∆i(Bi)’s total and equal to D.

We now present the strategy for meeting one Ne,x. The details are precisely as

in [8]. The subscript e has been retained in the notations ie,s(x), ρe(X, x, s), and

le(s), in the hope that this will make the relations between requirements clearer.

For readability, the subscript has been omitted from (and should be understood for)

the notations for the sets A, B0, B1, and D and the functionals and uses associated

with them. New functions px and ex are introduced, where px(s) is the number of

layers of protection present at stage s, and ex(s) ∈ {0, 1} is such that the outermost

layer of protection could be peeled off by an unlucky enumeration into Bex(s).
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Action for Ne,x at stage s+1. If le(s+1) ≤ x, do nothing. Otherwise, let t0 be

the last stage at which Ne,x was initialized (and t0 = 0 if this has never happened).

Let t (where t0 ≤ t ≤ s) be the most recent stage such that Γt(At ⊕ Dt; x) ↓ and

le(t) > x, if such a stage exists. Act for the first of the following cases that applies:

Case 1: t does not exist.

1. Define Γs+1(As+1 ⊕Ds+1; x) = B0,s+1(x) with large use γs+1(x) = d.

2. Define ∆i,s+1(Bi,s+1; d) = 0 with use δi,s+1(d) = ρe(Bi, x, s+ 1).

3. For all y with γs+1(x − 1) < y < d, if ∆i,s+1(Bi,s+1; y) ↑ then define

∆i,s+1(Bi,s+1; y) = Ds+1(y) with use 0.

4. If ie,s+1(x) is even let ex(s + 1) = 1; otherwise let ex(s + 1) = 0. Let

px(s+ 1) = ie,s+1(x) + 1.

Case 2: There is a stage t′ such that t < t′ < s+1 and Case 3 or 4 applies at stage

t′ for some Ne,y, where y ≤ x.

Proceed exactly as in Case 1.

Case 3: As+1 � (ρe(A, x, t) + 1) 6= At � (ρe(A, x, t) + 1).

In this case do nothing.

Case 4: For i ∈ {0, 1}, and l = px(t) − 1, Bi,s+1 � (ρle(Bi, x, t) + 1) 6= Bi,t �

(ρle(Bi, x, t) + 1).

In this case add γt(x) to Ds+1.

Case 5: For i = ex(t) and l = px(t), Bi,s+1 � (ρle(Bi, x, t)+1) 6= Bi,t � (ρle(Bi, x, t) + 1).

1. Let ex(s+ 1) = i and px(s+ 1) = px(s)− 1.

2. If Γs+1(As+1 ⊕ Ds+1; x) ↑ then define Γs+1(As+1 ⊕ Ds+1; x) = B0,s+1(x)

with use γt(x).
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3. Define ∆i,s+1(Bi,s+1; γt(x)) = 0 with large use.

4. For all y with γt(x−1) < y < γt(x) and j ∈ {0, 1}, let ∆j,s+1(Bj,s+1; y) =

∆j,t(Bj,t; y) with use δj,t(y).

5. For j = i, let ∆j,s+1(Bj,s+1; γt(x)) = ∆j,t(Bj,t; γt(x)) with use δj,t(γt(x)).

Case 6: If none of the above cases applies:

1. If Γs+1(As+1 ⊕ Ds+1; x) ↑ then define Γs+1(As+1 ⊕ Ds+1; x) = B0,s+1(x)

with use γt(x).

2. For γt(x − 1) < y ≤ γt(x) and j ∈ {0, 1}, let ∆j,s+1(Bj,s+1; y) =

∆j,t(Bj,t; y) with use δj,t(y).

At any stage s + 1 we take the action needed for Ne,x, for 〈e, x〉 ≤ s + 1, in

increasing order.

A stage s at which Case 1 or 2 applies is called a free-clear stage since we are

free to redefine our functional Γ and, if necessary, our functionals ∆i. In Case 1,

this is because we’re actually defining them for the first time; in Case 2, it’s because

Case 3 or 4 has occurred for x or some y ≤ x.

A stage s at which Case 3 or 4 applies is called an almost–free-clear stage. In

Case 3, A changes, thus causing Γ(A⊕D; x) to diverge so that we may redefine it

at our next opportunity; in Case 4, B0 and B1 both change, thus causing ∆0(B0)

and ∆1(B1) to diverge below γ(x), so that we may redefine ∆0(B0; γ(x)) = 1 and

∆1(B1; γ(x)) = 1 and put γ(x) into D—thus causing Γ(A⊕D; x) to diverge so that,

again, we may redefine it at our next opportunity.

Whenever Case 5 happens, one layer of protection has been peeled off the

Γ(A⊕D; x) = B0(x) computation. We can allow this to happen only a certain

number of times, or the computation will be lost.

Case 6 is just maintenance.
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The requirement Ne,x is injured if a layer of protection is peeled off. We are

concerned with the number of times this can happen between free-clear stages, so

our injury sets for Ne,x depend on the stage t:

Definition 2.1. Let t be a free-clear stage. Define I te,x as follows. Let t′ be the

next almost–free-clear stage, or ∞ if there is none. Let s ∈ Ite,x if either s = t or

t < s < t′ and Case 5 holds at s, i.e., pxe(s) < pxe(s− 1).

Notice that I te,x is finite. The px function decreases every time Case 5 applies, and

if px(s+ 1) < 0, then the “ρle(Bi, x, t)” in Case 5 is nonsense (as l = px(s+ 1) < 0);

thus Case 5 cannot apply again until px is reset at the next free-clear stage.

We now show (in the absence of any positive requirements) why the strategy

works. In fact, the following lemmas come directly from [8, Lemmas 3.4–3.6 and

Corollary 3.7] (altered slightly to take into account the changing value of the i-

function):

Lemma 2.2. Let t be a free-clear stage. Let I tx = {s0, s1, . . . sm}, and suppose that

for all sn ∈ I tx, px(sn) ≥ 0. Then for all sn ∈ I tx,

(i) for all k < px(sn) and for all X ∈ {A,B0, B1, E},

Xsn � (ρke(X, x, t) + 1) = Xt � (ρke(X, x, t) + 1);

(ii) for all such k, ρke(X, x, sn) = ρke(X, x, t);

(iii) for l = px(sn) and i = ex(sn),

Bi,sn � (ρle(Bi, x, t) + 1) = Bi,t � (ρle(Bi, x, t) + 1); and

(iv) for this l and i, ρle(Bi, x, sn) = ρle(Bi, x, t).

Proof. By induction on n. For n = 0 (so sn = s0 = t) the result is obvious. Let

j = ex(sn − 1) = i and l = px(sn).

(i) The defining equations for the ρ functions indicate that for any t, ρa(Bb, x, t) =

ρa+1(Bb, x, t) when a + 1 ≡ b (mod 2), and the definitions of px(v) and ex(v) for
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Cases 1 and 2 and subsequent alterations for Case 5 reveal that px(v) ≡ ex(v)

(mod 2) for any v with px(v) ≥ 0. In particular, since Case 5 applies at sn,

ρle(Bj, x, t) = ρp
x(sn−1)
e (Bj, x, t) (as j = ex(sn−1) )

= ρp
x(sn−1)
e (Bj, x, sn−1) (by induction hypothesis).

Another consequence of Case 5 applying at sn is that we have

Bj,sn � (ρp
x(sn−1)
e (Bj, x, sn−1) + 1) 6= Bj,sn−1 � (ρp

x(sn−1)
e (Bj , x, sn−1) + 1).

These two facts, with parts (iii) and (iv) of the induction hypothesis (for sn−1),

indicate that

Bj,sn � (ρle(Bj , x, t) + 1) 6= Bj,t � ρle(Bj , x, t) + 1).

Let k ≤ l be least such that Bj,sn � (ρke(Bj , x, t) + 1) 6=

Bj,t � ρke(Bj , x, t)+1). Since the ρ functions are defined with regard to, in particular,

Ψj(A⊕Bi), it must be the case that for some X ∈ {A,Bi}, Xsn � (ρk(X, x, t)+1) 6=

Xt � (ρk(X, x, t) + 1). If X were A, then Case 3 would apply at stage s, by the

induction hypothesis; so X is Bi. If k < l, then Case 4 would apply at stage sn, by

the induction hypothesis (since Bj,sn � (ρke(Bj , x, t) + 1) 6= Bj,t � (ρke(Bj, x, t) + 1)

under the assumption that Case 5 holds). Thus k = l and (i) holds.

(ii) This is clear by induction on {s0, s1, . . . , sn}, since ρke depends entirely on the

uses of certain computations and, by part (i), these computations are undisturbed

between stage t and stage sn.

(iii) Certainly Bi,sn � (ρl(Bi, x, t) + 1) = Bi,t � (ρl(Bi, x, t) + 1); otherwise Case

4 holds (since this l < px(t)) and sn is not in I te,x.

(iv) This is clear by parts (i) to (iii).
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Lemma 2.3. Let e, x ∈ ω. Let 〈A,B0, B1,Λ,Ψ0,Ψ1〉 be the eth sextuple of sets and

functionals. Suppose that Λ(E) = A⊕B0⊕B1 and Ψi(A⊕Bi) = Bi for i ∈ {0, 1}.

Suppose that Ne,x is initialized only finitely often. Suppose further that lims ie,s(y)

exists for all y ≤ x.

Then Γ(A⊕D; x)↓ and for all y ≤ γ(x), ∆i(Bi; y)↓.

Proof. Let t be a stage such that Ne,x is never initialized after stage t and for

all v ≥ t, ie,v(y) = lims ie,s(y) for all y ≤ x. (Denote the limit as m.) Since

Λ(E) = A ⊕ B0 ⊕ B1 and Ψi(A ⊕ Bi) = Bi for i ∈ {0, 1}, and since for each k,

y ∈ ω the function ρke(X, y, s) is determined entirely by the use functions λ and ψi,

we see that ρke(X, y) = lims ρ
k
e(X, y, s) exists and is finite for any k ∈ ω. Certainly

ρme (X, y) exists for each X, then, so let v0 ≥ v be a stage by which, for y ≤ x, each

ρme (X, y, s) has reached its final value and each Xv � ρme (X, y) = X � ρme (X, y).

After stage v0, Cases 3 and 4 can never apply again for y ≤ x, so Case 2 can

never again apply (for x). As noted after Definition 2.1, Case 5 can apply only

finitely many times after stage v0—in fact no more than ie,s(x) + 2 times after the

final stage s when Case 2 applies. Case 1 can have applied only once after v0. Thus

Case 7 applies for s ≥ v0, and therefore (i) lims γs(x) exists and Γ(A⊕D; x)↓ and

(ii) for all γ(x− 1) < y ≤ γ(x), δi(y) = lims δi,s(y) exists and ∆i(Bi; y)↓.

Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3, the proof indicates that there will actually

be a last free-clear stage. With this in mind we can prove the following:

Lemma 2.4. Assume the hypothesis of Lemma 2.3. Suppose also that |Ite,x| ≤

ie,t(x) + 1, where t is the last free-clear stage. Then Ne,x is met.

Proof. By induction on x. (This follows exactly as in [8].) By Lemma 2.3,

Γ(A ⊕D; x) ↓ and for all y ≤ γ(x), ∆i(Bi; y) ↓. Since t is the last free-clear stage,

Γ(A⊕D; x) = Γt(At ⊕Dt; x); similarly ∆i(Bi; y) = ∆i,t(Bi,t; y) for all y ≤ γ(x).
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If s is the greatest stage in I te,x, then by Lemma 2.2,

B0,s � (ρ0(B0, x, t) + 1) = B0,t � (ρ0(B0, x, t) + 1).

But by definition, ρ0(B0, x, s) = ρ0(B0, x, t) = x, so B0(x) = B0,s(x) = B0,t(x).

(B0(x) = B0,s(x) because otherwise Case 5 would apply again after stage s.) Thus

Γ(A⊕D; x) = Γt(At ⊕Dt; x) = B0,t(x) = B0(x).

Now let y be such that γ(x−1) < y ≤ γ(x). (By induction, ∆i(Bi) � γ(x− 1) + 1

= D � γ(x − 1) + 1.) By construction, y can enter D at some stage s only if

Case 4 applies at stage s in the strategy Ne,x′ for some x′ with γs(x
′) = y. Since

γs(x
′) > limv γv(x− 1), it must be that x′ ≥ x.

Suppose x′ > x. Since γs(x) < γs(x
′) ≤ limv γv(x) and γ is strictly increasing

in x, there must be some s′ > s such that γs′(x) 6= γs(x). Then s′ is a free-

clear stage for Ne,x (at no other stages does γ ever change), so at s′ we redefine

∆i(Bi; y) = 1 = D(y).

If x′ = x, of course, s is an almost–free-clear stage for Ne,x, and thus s < t. By

stage t (whether or not t is the free-clear stage that immediately follows s) we will

have redefined ∆i(Bi; y) = 1 = D(y).

Corollary 2.5. Suppose that limsie,s(x) exists and for every free-clear stage t,

|I te,x| ≤ ie,t(x) + 1. Then Ne,x is met.

When we build the set E, we will be trying to fulfill positive requirements in

addition to the negative requirements Ne,x, so we will have to find an appropriate

priority ordering to help us mix all the requirements. As in [8], we giveNe′,x′ higher

priority than Ne,x if and only if 〈e′, x′〉 < 〈e, x〉 .

Whatever the mix, sometimes a positive requirement Rn will have to initialize

a lower-priority Ne,x. However, given e we cannot allow just some Ne,x’s (and not

others) to be initialized by Rn, since all of the Ne,x’s are supposed to be creating

the same set D and functionals Γ and ∆i.
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To this end, as in Cholak-Downey-Shore [8, Subsection 6.2], we call a strategy

Ne,x a child of the parent strategy Ne,0. Then we will allow a requirement Rn to

initialize a negative requirement Ne,x only if Rn has higher priority than the parent

Ne,0—that is, only if n ≤ 〈e, 0〉 .

2.3 Nonbounding ANC Degrees

2.3.1 An anc degree that does not bound an M5

We turn now to Jockusch’s question [25] and the construction of an array noncom-

putable degree below which there are no weak critical triples, proving the following.

Theorem 2.6. There is an anc degree a below which the lattice M5 cannot be em-

bedded.

In [14, Corollary 3.8, attributed to Cameron Smith] it is shown that for any anc

degree a there is an anc degree b < a such that b is low. Thus we immediately

have a corollary:

Corollary 2.7. There is a low anc degree b below which the lattice M5 cannot be

embedded.

Let F = {Fi}i∈ω be the very strong array

F = {{0}, {1, 2}, {3, 4, 5}, . . . }.

We use the usual anc set construction requirements as in [14], reserving the sets

F〈n,j〉 for the fulfillment of requirement

Rn : (∃i) [E ∩ Fi = Wn ∩ Fi ].

The strategy is as follows.
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Action for Rn at stage s+ 1.

Case 1 If Rn has no witness set, find the least k such that

minF〈n,k〉 > max {ρe′(E, x′, t) + 1 : t ≤ s+ 1 & ρe′(E, x
′, t)↓} .

Choose F〈n,k〉 as a witness set for Rn, and initialize all Rn′ with n′ > n and

all Ne′,x with 〈e′, 0〉 > n.

Case 2 . Suppose Rn has a witness set F = F〈n,k〉.

If (∀j ≤ k)
[
Es ∩ F〈n,j〉 6= Wn,s+1 ∩ F〈n,j〉

]
, then we say that Rn needs atten-

tion, and we enumerate all of Wn,s+1 ∩ F into Es+1. (Then, of course, we say

that Rn has received attention.) Initialize all Rn′ with n′ > n. (If Rn does

not need attention at stage s+ 1, we take no action for it at this stage.)

This strategy will be interwoven with the strategies for the Ne,x’s. We meet the

requirements simultaneously as is expected: by giving requirements the power to

initialize others only at certain times. To initialize a positive strategy Re means

to cancel the current witness set. To initialize a negative strategy Ne,x means to

cancel the set D and functionals Γ and ∆i associated with that strategy and start

from scratch. Some of the initialization instances are given in the Rn action above.

For the most important instance, we need one more definition.

Definition 2.8. At a stage s + 1, we say that Ne,x has been present from stage t

to stage s + 1 if there is no free-clear stage t1 for Ne,x with t ≤ t1 ≤ s+ 1.

Clearly, ifNe,x has been present from stage t to stage s+1, and t ≤ t′ ≤ s′ ≤ s+1,

then Ne,x has been present from stage t′ to stage s′.

We will assume the following priority ordering on our requirements: R0, N0,

R1, N1, . . . , where the subscript on a negative requirement is to be interpreted

as a pair 〈e, x〉 . In our construction, a positive requirement will have power over
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all lower-priority positive requirements and over all lower-priority parents Ne,0 and

their children. A child of a higher-priority parent (i.e., a child ofNe,0 with 〈e, 0〉 < n)

may have power over Rn, depending on when its last almost–free-clear stage was

and when Rn acquired its current witness set. Specifically, such an Ne,x will have

power over Rn at stage s + 1 if Ne,x has been present from the stage that witness

set was chosen to stage s+ 1.

The intuition is that if Ne,x is to defend itself from attacks by higher-priority

Rn’s, then it needs to know how many layers of protection they can peel off—so that

it can build up that many layers before starting its strategy. To this end it would

be helpful to know how big each such Rn’s witness set is. The problem is that an

Rn may change its witness set after Ne,x decides how many layers to build up—and

thus Rn, because its new witness set necessarily has more elements than its old one

did, may eventually peel off all of these layers. Therefore Rn should defer to Ne,x

at stage s+ 1—and not enumerate anything—if Rn picked a new witness set after

Ne,x decided on its number of layers; but by the construction this will be precisely

the situation “Ne,x has been present from the stage at which Re chose its witness

set until stage s+ 1.”

At each stage s+ 1, we act for R0, N0, R1, N1, . . . , Rs+1, Ns+1, in that order.

For Rn, we act as described above. The work for Ne,x is a little more complicated.

Whether we act for Ne,x at a stage s + 1 depends on whether le(s + 1) > x—but

“le(s+ 1) > x” is meaningless unless ie,s+1(x) is defined. Thus we must make sure

ie,t(x) is defined at almost all stages; specifically, we will define it for all stages

t ≥ 〈e, x〉 . For readability, we will refer to the action of defining ie,t(x) at stage t

as “defining (or redefining) the i-function.”

For s + 1 = 〈e, x〉 , then, we define the i-function for the first time, and we

keep redefining it until Ne,x acts for the first time (that is, until x < le(s + 1)).
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The point of ie,s(x) is that it is the number of protective layers the computation

Γ(A⊕D; x) = B0(x) should build up before we act for Ne,x, since a certain number

of layers may be peeled off while we act for Ne,x and we need the computation intact.

Thus, once we start acting for Ne,x, we are not allowed to change the number of

layers involved. If we do so before Ne,x acts, however, no harm is done.

It will turn out, in this construction, that n = lims→∞ ie,s(x) exists. Thus, if

the hypothesis of Ne,x holds, then eventually the computation Γ(A⊕D; x) = B0(x)

will build up n layers of protection, and Ne,x will start acting.

Once Ne,x has acted for the first time, we may redefine the i-function only

at almost–free-clear stages for Ne,x—unless Ne,x is initialized, at which stage we

redefine the i-function and keep redefining it until Ne,x starts acting again, just as

if Ne,x had never acted. Thus:

Construction of E at stage s + 1. We take action for Rn = R〈e,x〉 and Ne,x,

for all 〈e, x〉 ≤ s + 1, in the order of priority—that is, first R0, then N0, R1, N1,

. . . , Rs+1, Ns+1.

For each n = 〈e, x〉 in turn, do the following:

• First perform the action for Rn given on page 27.

• Then perform the following steps for Ne,x:

1. Define the i-function for Ne,x, if 〈e, x〉 ≥ s+ 1:

– If 〈e, x〉 = 0, then let ie,s+1(x) = |F0|.

– If s+1 = 〈e, x〉 orNe,x is initialized at stage s+1, then let ie,s+1(x) =∑
n≤ 〈e, x〉 |Fm|, where each Fm is the current witness set for Rm.

– Let t0 < s+ 1 be the most recent stage such that either

∗ Ne,x was initialized at t0, or

∗ Ne,x had an almost–free-clear stage at t0,
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or t0 = 0 if there is no such stage. If x ≥ le(t) for all t, t0 ≤ t ≤

s + 1, then redefine ie,s+1(x) =
∑

n≤〈e,x〉 |Fm|. (Notice that even if

x ≥ le(s+ 1) at every stage s+ 1, thus forcing us to define ie,s+1(x)

at every stage, we will still have lims ie,s(x) ↓< ∞ provided there

is some stage after which the witness sets Fm, m ≤ 〈e, x〉 , never

change.)

– Otherwise, let ie,s+1(x) = ie,s(x).

2. If x < le(s + 1), then take the action described on page 20 for Ne,x. If

x ≥ le(s + 1), do nothing.

3. If the ρ-function has increased, that is, ρe(E, x, s+1) > ρe(E, x, t) where t

is the last stage at which Ne,x acted, and neither Case 3 nor Case 4 holds,

then for all m ≤ s + 1 let tm be the stage at which the current witness

set was chosen for Rm. Initialize the following positive requirements:

– Rm, where m > 〈e, x〉 ;

– Rm, where 〈e, 0〉 < m ≤ 〈e, x〉 and Ne,x has been present from

stage tm to stage s+ 1.

End of construction.

We verify that the construction works, using a preliminary lemma:

Lemma 2.9. Let F be the witness set at stage s+ 1 for a positive requirement Rn,

〈e, 0〉 < n ≤ 〈e, x〉 , and let t be the stage at which F was chosen. If Ne,x has been

present from stage t to stage s+ 1, then no element of F can be enumerated into E

below ρe(E, x, s+ 1) + 1 at stage s+ 1.

Proof. We have minF > ρe(E, x, t) + 1. If y ∈ F is enumerated into E below

ρe(E, x, s+1)+1 at stage s+1, then ρe(E, x, s+1) ≥ y > ρe(E, x, t), a contradiction

since F would have been cancelled when the ρ-function increased.
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With this (admittedly trivial) fact in hand, we prove the following by induction

on n = 〈e, x〉 :

Lemma 2.10. The following hold for all n = 〈e, x〉 :

(i) Rn is initialized only finitely often;

(ii) Rn is satisfied and receives attention only finitely often;

(iii) lims ie,s(x) exists and is finite;

(iv) If ρe(E, x, s)↓ at infinitely many stages s, then ρe(E, x) exists;

(v) Ne,x is satisfied.

Proof. For n = 0, (i) and (ii) are clear since R0 can never be initialized. Parts (iii)

through (v) follow for n = 0 precisely as in the general case that follows, so we do

not write the proofs twice.

(i) By the induction hypothesis, let s0 be a stage by which each higher-priority

Rn′ has finished receiving attention. Let s1 > s0 be a stage such that any Ne′,x′ that

ever acted before s0 either acts again at some s′, s0 < s′ ≤ s1, or never acts again

after s0. Finally, let t ≥ s1 be a stage such that for each higher-priority Ne′,x′ (that

is, 〈e′, x′〉 < n), either ρe′(E, x
′, v)↑ for v ≥ t or ρe′(E, x

′, v) = lims ρe′(E, x
′, s) for

v ≥ t.

After stage t, Rn may be initialized only by children of higher-priority Ne′,0’s

(that is, 〈e′, 0〉 < n ≤ 〈e′, x′〉 ). Let F be the witness set for Rn at stage t. If

Rn is ever to be initialized again, say at stage t1, this initialization must be caused

by some Ne′,x′ (with 〈e′, 0〉 < n) such that (a) Ne′,x′ has been present from the

stage t0, when F was chosen, until stage s + 1; (b) for no t′ with t0 < t′ ≤ t1 is

ρe′(E, x
′, t′) > ρe′(E, x

′, t0) (otherwise F would have been initialized already); and

(c) ρe′(E, x
′, t1) > ρe′(E, x

′, t′1) (where t′1 is the most recent stage before t1 at which

Ne′,x′ acted).
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The increase in the ρ function (c) was caused by the enumeration into E, between

t′1 and t1, of some y < ρe′(E, x
′, t′1), where y ∈ F ′′, the current witness set for some

Rn′′ . Clearly n < n′′, because if n′′ < n, then the enumeration would have happened

before stage s0 and thus before stage t′1 (by the assumption thatNe′,x′ acted between

stages s0 and s1). This means that F ′′ was chosen after F , for otherwise F ′′ would

have been cancelled when F was chosen. Thus F ′′ was chosen after stage t0, and in

particular y > maxF . But then

ρe′(E, x
′, t′1) > y > maxF > minF > ρe′(E, x

′, t0),

contradicting part (b) in the choice of t1.

(ii) BecauseRn eventually stops getting initialized, at some stage it has a witness

set F that will never be cancelled. Since Wn ∩F is finite, the requirement E ∩F =

Wn ∩F will be met after finitely many enumerations of elements of Wn ∩F into E,

and Rn never acts again.

(iii) Whenever ie,s(x) is redefined, it is set equal to the sum of all |Fn′| (where Fn′

is the witness set for Rn′) for n′ ≤ 〈e, x〉, so once these witness sets stop changing,

ie,s(x) need change only once more (to catch up).

(iv) Wait till a stage t such that the Rn′ , n
′ < 〈e, x〉 , have stopped acting

and ie,t(x) = lims ie,s(x). For v ≥ t such that ρe(E, x, v) ↓, we have ρe(E, x, v) =

ρ
ie,v(x)
e (E, x, v) = ρ

ie,t(x)
e (E, x, v); but by Lemma 2.9 nothing has entered E be-

low ρ
ie,t(x)
e (E, x, t + 1) since stage t + 1 (since stage t, in fact), and therefore

ρ
ie,t(x)
e (E, x, v) = ρ

ie,t(x)
e (E, x, t+ 1). In particular ρe(E, x, v)↓ for all such v.

(v) Only those Rn′ with n′ ≤ 〈e, x〉 can ever enumerate elements into E that

allow Case 5 to apply for Ne,x. Let t be a free-clear stage. At stage t we define

ie,t(x) =
∑

n′≤ 〈e, x〉 |Fn′|, where Fn′ is the witness set for Rn′ at stage t. Clearly

|I te,x| ≤ ie,t(x) if these witness sets are not cancelled (thus causing larger witness

sets to be chosen) before the next free-clear stage.
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Suppose, then, that the witness set Fn′ for some Rn′ is cancelled, and a new

witness set F ′ chosen, at some stage t1. If n′ ≤ 〈e, 0〉, then Ne,0 and all of its children

are initialized, so the next stage at which Ne,x acts will be a free-clear stage for Ne,x

(Case 1 will apply). If 〈e, 0〉 < n′ ≤ 〈e, x〉 , then Ne,x is not initialized but all

elements of the new witness set F ′ are greater than ρe(E, x, t1). By Lemma 2.9,

from now until the next free-clear stage, Rn′ cannot at any stage t2 enumerate a

number into E that is less than ρe(E, x, t2); for Ne,x would have been present from

the stage when F ′ was chosen until t2.

Thus the only witness sets that can allow Case 5 to occur between a free-clear

stage t and the next free-clear stage are those witness sets that have already been

chosen at stage t, so certainly |I te,x| ≤ ie,t(x).

The lemma proves the theorem.

2.3.2 A nonbounding nonlow anc degree

In light of Downey and Shore’s work [18], the degree constructed in the previous

section must be low2. We next turn our attention to constructing such a degree

that is properly low2:

Theorem 2.11. There is a nonlow anc computably enumerable degree e below

which the lattice M5 cannot be embedded.

This is the best possible result in terms of jump class.

Again we follow the lead of [8] to build a set E whose degree does not bound a

weak critical triple, as well as a set WE that is computably enumerable in E and

meets the following requirements:

Ξn : (∃w) (w ∈WE iff lim
l
ϕn(w, l) = 0).

If all Ξn are met, then by the Limit Lemma WE 6≤t 0′, so E is not low. We meet

Ξn via the module (to be explained below) given in Section 4.3 of [8].
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The actions we take to meet the positive (anc) requirements Rn and the negative

(nonbounding) requirements Ne,x will be altered to allow the construction to take

place on a tree. One further change in the Rn procedure allows us to keep the Rn’s

and the Ξn’s from interfering with each other. Instead of reserving the finite sets

{F〈n,i〉}i∈ω for the particular requirement Rn, as in the previous section, we now

“shift over” and reserve the finite sets {F〈n+1,i〉}i∈ω for Rn. This leaves available

the elements of S = ∪
i∈ω
F〈0,i〉 to help us fulfill the nonlow requirements Ξn. Thus,

during the construction, whenever we choose a new witness set for Rn, we will

choose F〈n+1,k〉, where k is the least such that minF〈n+1,k〉 is large.

The fulfillment of the nonlow requirements happens as in [8]. The strategy given

there is as follows:

Action for Ξn at stage s+ 1. Do the first of the following cases that applies,

if any:

Case 1 A witness w does not exist. Choose a large witness w ∈ ω and a large use

us+1(w) ∈ S and let w ∈ W
Es+1

s+1 iff ϕn,s(w, s) 6= 0. If ϕn,s(w, s) ↓, then let

ln(s+ 1) = s+ 1; otherwise let ln(s+ 1) = s.

Case 2 A witness w exists, ϕn,s(w, ln(s)) = 0, and w /∈ WEs
s . Add us(w) to Es+1

and w to W
Es+1

s+1 . Choose a new large us+1(w) ∈ S. Let ln(s+ 1) = ln(s) + 1.

Case 3 A witness w exists, ϕn,s(w, ln(s)) = 1, and w ∈ WEs
s . Add us(w) to

Es+1 and remove w from WEs+1

s+1 . Choose a new large us+1(w) ∈ S. Let

ln(s+ 1) = ln(s) + 1.

Case 4 A witness w exists and ϕn,s(w, ln(s))↓. Let ln(s+ 1) = ln(s) + 1.

Notice that though the use for a witness of Ξn must be chosen from S, to keep

it from interfering with the anc requirements, the witness itself need only be a large

element of ω.
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The strategy Ξn can act infinitely many times. To initialize the strategy means

to discard its current witness and the use associated with that witness. The strategy

will meet Ξn as long as it is not initialized infinitely often: First note that the set

WE is c.e. in E, since nothing is removed from WE unless its use is enumerated

into E. If the strategy is initialized only finitely often, then one witness w will

exist for cofinitely many stages. If WE ≤t 0′, then by the Limit Lemma WE is

computably approximable, say by ϕn; but the Case 2 and Case 3 actions (and

the Case 4 nonaction) in the strategy guarantee that if lims ϕn,s(w, s) exists, then

lims ϕn,s(w, ln(s)) ↓= lims ϕn,s(w, s) and that this value is not equal to WE(w).

The proof of Theorem 2.6 used a finite injury construction. Now, however,

because the nonlow requirements are infinitary in nature, we will meet all the re-

quirements (nonbounding, anc, and nonlow) via a priority tree. The nature of the

tree construction will require a delicate balance among the requirements, so we

have to be more subtle than in the previous section, particularly with regard to the

definition of the i-functions and the cancellation of requirements by other require-

ments. We will not explicitly use the notion of “presentness,” but it will turn out

that the movement of the approximation to the true path, and the way we define

the i-function iδ(s) at any stage, will actually capture the presentness idea for the

tree construction.

The tree will be a subtree of {ω + 1}<ω, where the greatest element of ω + 1 is

denoted ⊥. We approximate the true path f through the tree by specifying a node

fs at each stage and letting f = lim infs fs.

We assume that the requirements Ne,x are ordered in some appropriate com-

putable fashion. Denote as Nem,xm the mth negative requirement; then all the

nodes of length 3m+ 2 will work on meeting Nem,xm. We say a node α is active at

stage s if it is the only node of length |α| on fs (that is, α ⊂ fs).
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As in [8], we use the idea of parent and child nodes, as follows. If xm = 0, then

each node of length 3m + 2 uses a different strategy to attempt to meet Nem,xm.

(That is, all of these nodes work independently.) These nodes are called parent

nodes.

If σ is a parent node working on Nem,0 (= Nem,xm), then its children are all the

nodes δ ⊃ σ that are working on Nem,1, Nem,2, and so on. Given a parent node σ

and its child δ, call all children of σ that are the same length as δ sibling nodes.

Then δ and all of its sibling nodes use the same strategy (coordinating with their

parent and all other children of that parent) to meet Nem,xm. (It helps to view a

node “family,” parent and children, as a team that all work together to meet Nem
via one particular strategy, with each group of siblings responsible for a particular

Nem,xm, and with no regard to what kind of strategy any of the other “families”

might be using.)

We will assume the following priority ordering: R0, Ξ0 N0, R1, Ξ0, N1, . . . .

As before, having priority over a requirement does not imply having absolute power

over that requirement; and in fact the details of the construction and the move-

ment of the true-path approximation will implicitly take into account the priority

ordering. However, it does not hurt to keep the ordering in mind when reading the

construction or the proofs that follow it.

Notation. To reflect the fact that our work takes place on a tree, we change our

notation somewhat. Specifically, if α is an anc node (i.e., a node that’s working on

an anc requirement), then the witness set for α is denoted Fα, or Fα,s if we wish

to emphasize the stage. Similarly, if γ is a nonlow node, then the witness for γ

is denoted wγ (or wγ,s), and its use at stage s is denoted us(wγ). Finally, if δ is

a nonbounding node working on the nonbounding requirement Ne,x, then we make

the following terminology changes:
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We write lδ for the length-of-agreement function for Ne (as defined in Equa-

tion 2.2.1). Notice that lδ = lδ′ for any δ′ in δ’s entire family.

We write ρδ(E, s) instead of ρe(E, x, s), iδ(s) instead of ie,s(x), and pδ(s) instead

of pxe(s). Notice that, since all of δ’s siblings are working on Ne,x with the same

strategy, we have ρδ(E, s) = ρδ′(E, s), iδ(s) = iδ′(s), and pδ(s) = pδ′(s) for any

sibling δ′ of δ.

We say that δ and its siblings have a free-clear stage at stage s, as before, if

Case 1 or 2 applies at stage s in their strategy for Ne,x. We say that they have an

almost–free-clear stage at s if s = 0, δ’s whole family is initialized at s, or Case 3

or 4 applies at stage s in their strategy for Ne,x.

Finally, as in the previous section, we permit ourselves to be somewhat loose with

language in certain situations if the context allows for no confusion. If iδ(s) > iδ(v)

for some v < s, we use a phrase such as “δ’s i-function has increased” or “the

i-function has increased for δ and its siblings”; and similarly, if ρδ(s)↓ and ρδ(s) >

ρδ(v) for some v < s, we say “δ’s ρ-function has increased.” Also, recall that the

key feature of the Cholak-Downey-Shore module is the monitoring of “layers of

protection” being peeled away from a computation; that the peeling away of a layer

is Case 5 of their module; and that these layers are peeled away by enumerations into

B0 and B1, but by convention those enumerations are tied to enumerations into the

set E we are building. Thus if we can keep certain numbers from being enumerated

into E, we will also keep layers from being peeled off, though enumerating a number

into E does not guarantee the peeling off of a layer. It may simply make possible

the peeling off a layer—which then may not occur. Thus, we will use phrases such

as “a number that is enumerated into E and allows Case 5 to occur.”

Outcomes of nonbounding nodes. Remember that siblings work together. Any

node whose siblings have an almost–free-clear stage at t has outcome 0 at that
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stage. Once a node δ and its siblings have a free-clear stage, and until their next

almost–free-clear stage, the outcome of any sibling at stage s is pδ(s), the number

of layers still protecting the Γ(A⊕D; x) = B0(x) computation. However, if s falls

between an almost–free-clear stage for δ and the next free-clear stage, the outcome

for δ at s will be greater than (i.e., to the right of) all other possible outcomes; it

will be “⊥.” Thus the leftmost outcome, 0, happens at almost–free-clear stages,

and the rightmost outcome, ⊥, happens between an almost–free-clear stage and the

next free-clear stage; and once a free-clear stage happens, the outcome equals the

number of layers of protection, so that each time Case 5 applies and a layer is peeled

off, the outcome moves to the left.

The i-functions of nonbounding nodes. If σ is a parent node working on a

requirement Nem,xm = Nem,0, then let k ≤ m be the number of nonlow nodes γ such

that γ 0̂ ⊆ σ. We will set iσ(s) = k at every stage s. This is an appropriate bound

(in fact a tight one) for the number of possible injuries toNem,0. In the construction,

if an anc node α ⊂ σ enumerates something into E, then σ is initialized (that is,

the sets and functionals that have been built by σ’s family for Nem,0 are discarded);

and the same happens if a nonlow node γ, γ 1̂ ⊆ σ, enumerates something into E

(because we will make γ’s outcome 0 if such an enumeration happens). If a nonlow

node γ, γ 0̂ ⊆ σ, enumerates a number into E that allows a layer to be peeled

off for σ, then γ must choose a new witness use that is greater than σ’s original

ρ-function, and thus it will not allow another layer to be peeled off (until at least

the next free-clear stage for σ, of course).

For any nonbounding node δ that is not a parent node (that is, δ is working

on some requirement Nem,xm, xm 6= 0), we will redefine the i-function for δ and its

siblings between almost–free-clear and free-clear stages, as before; the details will

be elucidated in the construction and will involve the following definitions.
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For any nonbounding node δ that is not a parent, let Cδ(t) be the collection of

nonlow nodes in the tree at stage t that extend δ’s parent, are not to the right of

δ, do not extend δ̂⊥, and have been active (that is, on the approximation fv) at

some stage v ≤ t. Similarly, let Dδ(t) be the collection of anc nodes in the tree at

stage t that extend δ’s parent, are not to the right of δ, do not extend δ̂⊥, and

have been active at some stage v ≤ t. (See Figure 2.4.)
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Figure 2.4: Where to find Cδ(t) and Dδ(t)

At any stage s + 1 at which the construction explicitly directs us to define

iδ(s+ 1), we will have in mind a specific sibling δ′ of δ and will set

iδ(s+ 1) = |Cδ′(s+ 1)|+
∑

α∈Dδ′(s+1)

|Fα,s+1|. (2.3.1)

If not directed explicitly to define iδ(s + 1), we will simply let

iδ(s+ 1) = iδ(s).

Construction, stage s+ 1. We will build nodes βs+1,k by induction on k, and

set fs+1 = βs+1,s+1.
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First, βs+1,0 = λ. Now let β = βs+1,k.

Case 1 (β is an ANC node): Suppose |β| = 3m, so that β is an anc node work-

ing on Rm.

1. Do the first that applies:

• If β has no witness set, choose a witness set Fβ for it (let Fβ =

F〈m+1,k〉, where k is least such that minF〈m+1,k〉 is large). If α ⊃ β

is working on a positive requirement of either type, then initialize α.

If α ⊃ β is a parent node, initialize its entire family.

• If β has a witness set Fβ andRm needs attention (that is, Es+1∩Fβ 6=

Wm,s+1 ∩ Fβ), give Rm attention by enumerating all of Wm,s+1 ∩ Fβ

into E. If α ⊃ β is working on a positive requirement of either type,

then initialize α. If α ⊃ β is a parent node, initialize its entire family.

• If β has a witness set andRm does not need attention, take no action

for Rm.

2. If k < s+ 1, then let βs+1,k+1 = β 0̂.

Case 2 (β is a nonlow node): Suppose |β| = 3m+1, so that β is a nonlow node

working on Ξm.

1. Follow the procedure given on page 34 for Ξm.

2. If k < s + 1, then if either Case 2 or Case 3 applies (in β’s strategy for

Ξm), let βs+1,k+1 = β 0̂; otherwise let βs+1,k+1 = β 1̂.

Case 3 (β is a nonbounding node): Suppose |β| = 3m+ 2, so that β is a non-

bounding node working on Nem,xm.
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1. Let t ≤ s be the most recent stage such that

• t is an almost–free-clear stage for β and its siblings, or

• β’s family was initialized at t,

or t = 0 if there is no such stage. If lβ(v) ≤ xm for all v such that

t < v ≤ s (that is, β and its siblings have not had a free-clear stage since

t), then redefine the i-function for β and its siblings:

Let β′ be the sibling of β such that

(a) β′ ⊆ fv for some v, t < v ≤ s, and

(b) for all other β′′ such that β′′ ⊆ fv for some v, t < v ≤ s, we have

β′ ≤L β′′.

(In other words, β′ is the “leftmost sibling” of β that has been active

since the most recent almost–free-clear stage.) For every sibling β0 of β,

set iβ0(s + 1) as in Formula 2.3.1, letting δ be β0 and letting δ′ be β′.

That is,

iβ0(s+ 1) = |Cβ′(s+ 1)|+
∑

α∈Dβ′(s+1)

|Fα,s+1|.

If β and its siblings have had a free-clear stage since their most recent

almost–free-clear stage, then let iβ0(s + 1) = iβ0(s) for all such siblings

β0.

2. Next, follow the procedure described on page 20 for Nem,xm, letting t

be the most recent stage such that Γt(At ⊕ Dt; x) ↓, lβ(t) > xm, and

some sibling of β was active at stage t, if such a stage exists; and t = 0

otherwise.

3. If Case 1 or 2 applies (for the Nem,xm strategy): Let t ≤ s be the most

recent almost–free-clear stage for β and its siblings; and let β′ be the
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leftmost sibling of β (β′ = β is allowed) that has been active at some

stage t′ with t < t′ ≤ s+ 1. Initialize all positive nodes to the right of β′.

4. If k < s+ 1, then let βs+1,k+1 = β ô, where o is determined as follows.

• If s+ 1 is an almost–free-clear stage, then o = 0.

• If for all u with t < u ≤ s + 1 (where t is the most recent almost–

free-clear stage) we have xm ≥ lβ(u) (in other words, β and its

siblings have not had a free-clear stage since their last almost–free-

clear stage), then o = ⊥.

• Otherwise, o = pδ(s+ 1), the remaining number of layers of protec-

tion.

At the end of stage s + 1 :

Define fs+1 = βs+1,s+1.

Initialize all nodes of positive requirements (nodes of length k ≡3 0 or ≡3 1)

that lie to the right of fs+1. Initialize all parent nodes (and their children) that lie

to the right of fs+1.

End of construction.

Lemma 2.12. Let f = lim inf fs. For all k,

(i) Let α = f � (3k). Then α is initialized only finitely often, so Rk is met (and

thus acts only finitely often).

(ii) Let γ = f � (3k + 1). Then γ is initialized only finitely often, so Ξk is met.

(iii) Let δ = f � (3k + 2). Then the strategy used by δ and its siblings succeeds

in meeting Nek,xk.

Proof. By induction. The case for k = 0 is obvious: The node working on R0

can never be initialized, and once it’s done working it cannot initialize the node
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working on Ξ0. The earlier comments about the i-function of a parent node show

that δ = f � 2 meets N0.

(i) Certainly, α can be initialized only finitely often by the movement of the

true-path approximation fs, and by the induction hypothesis all anc nodes above α

will stop being initialized, meet their requirements, and stop acting. Let s0 be the

least stage such that ft is not to the left of α for t ≥ s0, all anc nodes extended by

α are done acting by stage s0, and α is active at stage s0.

After stage s0, α can be initialized only for the sake of some nonbounding re-

quirement. Specifically, α can be initialized only by Step 3.3 of the construction—for

the sake of some δ, working on some Ne,x, such that

1. the most recent almost–free-clear stage t for δ and its siblings was before s0,

and δ and its siblings have not had a free-clear stage between stages t and s0,

and

2. the leftmost of δ’s siblings that have been active since stage t is to the left of

α.

Clearly t < s0, since this leftmost sibling cannot have been active since s0. Thus,

there are only finitely many times such an initialization can occur (all the possible

offenders are in full view at stage s0), so after some stage s1, α cannot be initialized.

Since α ⊂ f , α ⊂ fs2 for some s2 ≥ s1; and at stage s2, if α has no witness set,

α will choose a witness set Fα by the construction (the first case of Step 1.1). Now

since

• α is never initialized again,

• Wk ∩ Fα is finite, and

• α is active for infinitely many stages,
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the second case of Step 1.1 will eventually cause Rk to be met at some stage, and

after this stage the third case of Step 1.1 holds forever and α never acts for Rk

again.

(ii) By induction, wait until a stage t such that every anc node α ⊂ γ has

finished acting. That γ is not initialized finitely often after t, follows exactly as in

the argument for an anc node; both types of nodes are initialized the same way by

negative nodes. Since γ is never initialized after some stage s1, and since γ ⊂ fs2

for some s2 ≥ s1, if γ has no witness at stage s2, it will choose a witness w at s2.

Then the remark after the presentation of the Ξn strategy on page 34 indicates that,

since γ is never initialized again, it succeeds in meeting Ξk.

(iii) If δ is a parent node working on a requirement Nek,xk = Nek,0, the comments

made prior to the construction on page 38 show that δ’s strategy meets Nek,0.

Suppose δ is a child node working on Nek,xk with xk 6= 0. If Λ(E) 6= A⊕B0⊕B1

or Ψi(A ⊕ Bi) 6= Bi for either i, then Nek,xk is trivially met. So suppose Λ(E) =

A⊕B0 ⊕B1 and Ψi(A⊕Bi) = Bi for both i.

Since we have allowed δ and its siblings to redefine their i-function at stages

other than almost–free-clear stages, the possibility exists that, though the number

of layers built up for Nek,xk grows without bound, it may not grow fast enough to

ever overtake the i-function—so that δ and its siblings never have a free-clear stage

at which they can put their strategy into motion. This is not the case, however:

Claim. The function iδ(s) has a limit. Thus, after every initialization or almost–

free-clear stage, there is some greater stage at which the strategy used by δ and its

siblings for meeting Nek,xk starts to work.

Suppose otherwise—that is, suppose that after some stage t (an almost–free-

clear stage or a stage at which Nek,xk is initialized), the strategy never starts again.

Wait until the least stage s′0 ≥ t such that the true-path approximation never goes
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to the left of δ after s′0 and such that, by induction, no positive node α ⊂ δ is ever

initialized after stage s′0. Then wait until a stage s0 ≥ s′0 such that every anc node

α ⊂ δ has chosen its last witness set. Denote as δ′ the leftmost sibling of δ that has

been active since t.

If δ′ <L δ, then at every stage s ≥ s0 at which δ or one of its siblings is active,

we define

iδ(s) = |Cδ′(s)|+
∑

α∈Dδ′(s)

|Fα,s|,

by Step 3.1 of the construction. But since δ′ and nodes to its left are not active

after s0, we have Cδ′(s) = Cδ′(s0) and Dδ′(s) = Dδ′(s0) for all such s, so iδ(s) never

takes new nodes into account. Further, every anc node in Dδ′(s0) is either to the

left of the true path f or on it (as δ′ <L δ ⊂ f), so by the choice of s0 no such

node ever picks a new witness set after s0. Thus
∑

α∈Dδ′(s) |Fα,s| is the same for all

s ≥ s0, whence iδ(s) is constant as well.

On the other hand, if δ′ is not to the left of δ, then at some stage s1 ≥ s0,

δ will be active (as it is the lim inf), so that it will be the leftmost sibling. The

i-function will be redefined at s1 by Step 3.1 of the construction. As in the previous

paragraph, we see that Cδ(s) = Cδ(s1) and Dδ(s) = Dδ(s1) for all s ≥ s1, and that

by the choice of s1 (as s1 ≥ s0),
∑

α∈Dδ(s1) |Fα,s| is the same for all s ≥ s1, so that

iδ(s) is constant for s ≥ s1.

This proves the claim: the i-function does have a limit n, so eventually the

computations for Nek,xk will build up n layers and the strategy will start working.

Now we need to show that once the strategy is started, it eventually meets

Nek,xk . Let t1 be any free-clear stage and t2 the next almost–free-clear stage (or

t2 = ∞ if no such stage exists). We will show that no more than iδ(t1) layers can

be peeled away between stages t1 and t2 (that is, Case 5 of the module applies no

more than iδ(t1) times between t1 and t2).
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First notice the following:

Claim 2.13. Any witness set or witness use chosen at or after stage t1 cannot

enumerate anything into E that allows Case 5 to happen.

This is because ρδ(E, t1) ↓ and the computation for xk has built up iδ(t1)-many

layers (otherwise t1 would not be a free-clear stage); so any witness sets and witness

uses chosen later involve only numbers that are larger than ρδ(E, t1). In particular,

if a layer is peeled off at a later stage, the intact layers still have the same E-use

they had at stage t1—and this E-use is less than ρδ(E, t1). Certainly none of the

witness sets or witness uses chosen after t1 can enumerate anything smaller than

ρδ(E, t1), so such witness sets and witness uses can peel off no more layers.

Let δ′ be the leftmost sibling of δ that was active between the previous almost–

free-clear stage and t1. Any positive node to the right of δ′ is initialized at t1, by

Step 3.3 of the construction. Then by Claim 2.13, no such node can ever enumerate

anything into E that allows Case 5 to occur for δ and its siblings. Further, positive

nodes to the left of δ’s parent initialize δ’s family when they act, so they cannot

enumerate anything into E that allows Case 5 to occur for δ and its siblings. Thus

the only nodes that can enumerate anything into E that allows Case 5 to occur are

those nodes that extend δ’s parent node and are not to the right of δ′.

Such a node α either is in Cδ′(t1) ∪ Dδ′(t1), extends δ′ ̂ ⊥, or has never been

active by stage t1. (This is by the definition of Cδ′(t1) and Dδ′(t1).) If α extends

δ′̂⊥, then α is not active until after the next almost–free-clear stage for δ and its

siblings, so α cannot make an enumeration that allows Case 5 to happen. If α has

not been active by stage t1, then clearly it cannot pick any witness sets or witness

uses before then, so by Claim 2.13 it cannot make an enumeration that allows Case

5 to happen.
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Thus, between stages t1 and t2, the only nodes that can enumerate anything into

E that allows Case 5 to occur for δ and its siblings are the nodes in Cδ′(t1)∪Dδ′(t1).

The number iδ(t1) took into account the witness sets and witness uses that these

nodes had at stage t1; and by Claim 2.13, if these nodes pick new witness sets and

witness uses after stage t1, then none of the numbers involved can allow Case 5 to

happen for δ and its siblings. Thus iδ(t0) correctly counts the number of times Case

5 might apply between t1 and t2.

Since this is true for any free-clear stage t1, Nek,xk is met.

2.4 Remarks

Theorem 2.6 answers Jockusch’s question negatively. Also of interest is the “con-

verse” to the original question:

Question 2.14. If a is the top of a copy of M5, then must a be array noncom-

putable?

Beyond the stipulation that any degree above an anc degree must itself be anc,

it is not fully known what arrangements of array computability and array noncom-

putability can show up among the degrees in an M5. Since we know of no published

construction of a copy of M5 in which every degree is anc, we provide a proof that,

in fact,

Theorem 2.15. There is an embedding of M5 into R such that all five degrees are

array noncomputable and low.

We are also unaware of any published construction of an explicitly low2 anc

degree that bounds a copy of M5, and this result accomplishes that as well. The

construction is very easy, however, given the paper of Downey and Shore [18] and

the notes of Stob [42], so we relegate it to Appendix A.
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Thus it is possible for every degree in a copy of M5 to be array noncomputable.

It is certainly possible for the bottom of an M5 to be array computable, since the

bottom can be 0. Further:

Theorem 2.16. There is an embedding of M5 into R such that the bottom degree

is 0 and all of the others are array noncomputable.

Because we know of no published M5 construction that explicitly guarantees

this, we provide one; like the construction for Theorem 2.15, it is easy, so it can be

found in Appendix B.

As far as we are aware, Question 2.14 is still open: we do not know whether it

is possible to construct an M5 with array computable top. Note that if the top of

an M5 is array computable, then the other four degrees must be array computable

as well. However, trying to construct an M5 with even one of its middle degrees

array computable is very difficult. It does not seem possible to alter the standard

pinball machine construction to allow the addition of array computability require-

ments. The usual way to construct an array computable set [14] involves setting

up restraints (on A0, say) that may be injured not a finite number of times, but

only a computable number of times. That is, there is some function f (which of

course relates to the very strong array being considered) such that the restraint for

each array computability requirement Re,n may be injured only f(e) times in all.

To meet this condition during a pinball machine construction, we would have to be

able to compute, for each higher-priority “positive lattice requirement” P, the total

number of traces targeted for A0 that would ever be associated with P. For each

follower of such a requirement P, a trace targeted for A0 would be added to the

follower’s entourage at alternating stages until the follower entered its own target

set; so to compute the number of traces would require a knowledge of precisely when
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the follower and its descendants exited their hole, passed through each gate, and so

on. This is clearly too much to expect.

It is certainly not possible for the top of an M5 to be contiguous, as is easy to

show via a result of Lachlan:

Lachlan’s Lemma [29]: If B ≤wtt A1 ⊕ A2 (all c.e.), then there are c.e. sets

Bi ≤wtt Ai such that B ≡wtt B1 ⊕B2.

If A has contiguous degree, then B ≤t A implies B ≤wtt A. (It follows by

Lachlan’s Lemma that every contiguous t-degree a is locally distributive as defined

on page 5.) Then suppose we had an M5 with contiguous top deg(A), with bottom

deg(C), and with middle three degrees deg(A0), deg(A1), and deg(A2). Since deg(A)

is contiguous, A1 ⊕ A2 ≡wtt A, and further A0 ≤wtt A ≡wtt A1 ⊕ A2. Then by

Lachlan’s Lemma, A0 ≡wtt B1 ⊕ B2 for some Bi ≤wtt Ai. But then each Bi ≤t A0

and also Bi ≤t Ai, so Bi ≤t C since deg(C) is the bottom of the M5. Then

A0 ≡t C, a contradiction. (Ambos-Spies and Fejer [3, Corollary 2.2] provide a

similar proof that does not mention Lachlan’s Lemma explicitly but does exploit

local distributivity of contiguous degrees.)

The above fact about contiguity and efforts to answer Question 2.14 were what

sparked the aforementioned conjecture about the definability of the anc degrees.
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CHAPTER 3

RELATIVIZATIONS OF DEFINABLE CONCEPTS

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Relativization

Our aim in this chapter is to examine what happens when, given a c.e. set A and a

property P of c.e. degrees, we relativize P to A. Informally, relativizing a property

P to a set A is similar to relativizing a theorem or a proof to A: We remove all of

the computable or partial computable functions involved in the theorem, the proof,

or the definition of the property, and replace them with A-computable or partial

A-computable functions. The reader may be familiar with relativized versions of

such fundamental results in computability theory as the Enumeration Theorem, the

s-m-n Theorem, the Recursion Theorem, and Post’s Theorem. The most familiar

example of relativization is probably the jump operator: For any A, A′ is defined

by relativizing the definition of K = ∅′ to A, that is,

A′ = {e : Φe(A; e)↓}.

Here we are considering not the partial computable functions Φe but the partial A-

computable functions Φe(A). The domains of such functions are called computably

enumerable in A, or simply c.e. in A, sets, and degrees that contain such sets are

c.e. in A degrees. Of course we can replace “A” with “a” in any of these terms,

where a = deg(A).
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By replacing the computable functions with A-computable functions we are, in

essence, making A the bottom of our universe, so we could choose to restrict our

attention to sets and degrees that are c.e. in and above A:

Definition. We say that a set W is c.e. in and above A, denoted c.e.a. in A, if

W ≥t A and W = dom Φ(A) for some computable functional Φ.

We say that a degree d is a c.e.a.-in-A degree if d contains a set that is c.e.a.

in A; or, equivalently, if d = deg (A ⊕WA
e ) for some e. If a = deg (A), then we

also say that d is c.e.a. in a.

It is certainly not true that if A is c.e. and D is c.e.a. in A, then D must be c.e.

itself, or must even have c.e. degree. This is obvious if A is not low, but it is true in

general. Soare and Stob [41] demonstrated that for every noncomputable A, there

is some c.e.a.-in-A degree that is not c.e. (It is worth noting that by relativizing

the proof of this result, Soare and Stob refuted a conjecture of Cooper [9]—that

any degree that is c.e.a. in 0′ is c.e.a. in any high degree.) Arslanov, Lempp, and

Shore have shown [5] that there is a noncomputable c.e. set A such that every D

that is c.e.a. in A and below 0′ has c.e. degree; note that, by the Soare-Stob result,

this A cannot be low. Stob [44] has asked what happens if we restrict our attention

to weak truth-table reductions Φ̂. It turns out that if Φ̂ is a wtt-reduction, then

dom Φ̂(A) must have c.e. degree if A does; see Appendix C.

We will take a slightly different approach in this chapter, in that we will be

considering all of the c.e.-in-A degrees, not just those that are c.e. in and above A.

We are interested in the following question:

Question 3.1. Let P be a property that holds for some noncomputable incomplete

c.e. degree. Let d be a noncomputable c.e. degree such that P(d) does not hold in

R. Then is there a c.e. degree a < d such that Pa(d) holds in the c.e.-in-a degrees

Ra?
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Here Pa is the relativized version of P; the precise definition of Pa will of course

depend on P. If for every d 6= 0 there is an a < d as in Question 3.1, we say that

P relativizes nicely. Question 3.1 grew from a question of Slaman [38]:

Question 3.2. If d is a tardy c.e. degree, is there a c.e. degree a < d such that d

is prompt over a?

A prompt degree (in the unrelativized sense) is one that contains a promptly

simple set. Prompt simplicity is defined on page 55 below, or the reader can see

Soare [39, Chapter XIII] for more information. A tardy degree is one that is not

prompt.

After some preliminary work, we answer Question 3.2 positively:

Theorem. Promptness relativizes nicely.

We then move on to other properties. Since promptness is definable by a ∀∃-

formula in (R,≤) (as is well known), we focus on definable properties—tardiness

(definable by a ∃∀-formula), contiguity (by a ∀∃∀-formula), and noncontiguity (a

∃∀∃-formula). In this manner we examine two-quantifier– and three-quantifier–

definable properties. Then, because we have conjectured that array noncomputabil-

ity is definable by a ∀∃∀∃-formula, we examine a relativization of array noncom-

putability. We originally hoped, rather rashly, that some pattern would emerge

among the patterns that relativized nicely, and that this pattern would lend some

support to our conjecture. We were disappointed in this search for a pattern: Of the

properties we studied, promptness is the only one that relativizes nicely. However,

it relativizes very nicely indeed, as we shall see.

Given our earlier comments about making a the bottom of our universe, it

might seem most natural to focus entirely on c.e.a.-in-a sets. Instead, whenever we

relativize a property to a degree a, we will replace all c.e. sets in its definition with

sets that are c.e. in, but not necessarily above, a. In every case, the formulation
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involving c.e.-in-a sets is equivalent to, or even has advantages over, a c.e.a.-in-

a formulation. For promptness and tardiness, our results are stronger when we

use a c.e.-in-a formulation. For contiguity and noncontiguity, the definition of the

relativized property is the same no matter whether we formulate it with c.e.-in-

a sets or with c.e.a.-in-a sets. Finally, in the case of array noncomputability, we

cannot get the basic results we would expect from the relativized concept unless we

look at a c.e.-in-a formulation. Though it sounds as if we are cheating to get nice

results in this case, we will show that the c.e.-in-a formulation is in fact the proper

one to use for array noncomputability.

3.1.2 Preliminaries

Usually, if we are interested in the set WA
e , we will watch the approximation WAs

e,s =

{x : ΦAs
e,s(x)↓}. This approximation clearly depends on the particular enumeration

of A. Since we are assuming the hat trick, any enumeration into A below the use

u(Φe, A, x, s) will cause the computation for x to diverge, so that x “leaves” WA
e .

Thus as A changes, the number x can flicker in and out of our approximation to

WA
e . Note that if x ∈ WA

e , there must be some stage at which x enters WA
e and

never again flickers out. Thus:

Definition 3.3. Let A be a c.e. set, with computable enumeration {As}s∈ω. Let

WA
e be a set that is c.e. in A, with approximation WAs

e,s based on the given enumer-

ation of A. That is, letting Φe be the functional such that WA
e = dom Φe(A), we

have x ∈WAs
e,s if and only if Φe,s(As; x)↓.

For any x, we say that x is in WA
e by stage s for good, denoted x ∈WAs

e, s, for good,

if

x ∈WAs
e,s & x ∈WAt

e,t for all t ≥ s; (3.1.1)

that is, x is in WA
e by stage s and never leaves.
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Clearly if WAs
e, s, for good and t ≥ s, x ∈ WAt

e, t, for good. Note also that, since we are

assuming the hat trick, Condition 3.1.1 is equivalent to

x ∈ WAs
e,s & As � u(Φe, A, x, s) = A � u(Φe, A, x, s). (3.1.2)

Conventions: As noted earlier, to refer to the use of the computation Φe,s(As; x)

we use the notation u(Φe, A, x, s)—that is, we list first the functional, then the

oracle, then the argument, and finally the stage. Two variations on this basic

notation are as follows:

1. If the functional Φe enumerates a c.e.-in-A set BA—that is, if BA =

dom Φe(A)—then we may write u(BA, A, x, s) for the use of the computation

Φe,s(As; x).

2. Further, if the oracle of a computation is a join A⊕B, but we wish to refer only

to the numbers used from A, we will write this A-use as u(Φe(A⊕B), A, x, s).

(We could, of course, write “(u(Φe, A⊕B, x, s))/2 or (u(Φe, A⊕B, x, s)−1)/2,

depending on whether u(Φe, A⊕B, x, s) is even or odd,” but the given notation

is tidier.)

Finally, in all of the above situations, if there is no doubt that a computation

actually converges (rather than simply converging at a certain stage, perhaps to

diverge later), we may delete mention of the stage and write “u(Φe, A, x).” This

will most commonly be done when Φe(A) is known to be a total function fA, so

that we refer to the use as “u(fA, A, x).”

3.2 Relativizing Promptness

Given a c.e. set A, we wish to relativize the concept of prompt simplicity to a

concept of prompt simplicity over A. To do so, we should take a cue from the way
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prompt simplicity is related to ordinary simplicity. Recall that a c.e. set D is simple

if D is coinfinite and for every c.e. set We, the following holds:

Se : We infinite =⇒ (∃x) [ x ∈We ∩D ].

To relativize this notion we would simply stipulate that all sets involved would be

c.e. in A, so that DA is simple over A if for all WA
e ,

SAe : WA
e infinite =⇒ (∃x) [ x ∈ WA

e ∩DA ].

Note that, as indicated in the previous section, we are defining this concept with

regard to all c.e.-in-A sets, not just c.e.a.-in-A ones.

To say that a set D is promptly simple (in the unrelativized case) means that it

is simple and that for each We, some witness for Se shows up “promptly.” That is,

there is a computable function p such that

Pe : We infinite =⇒ (∃x) (∃s) [ x ∈We, at s ∩Dp(s) ],

where “x ∈ We, at s” means that x ∈ We,s − We,s−1. The function p is usually

assumed to satisfy p(s) ≥ s for all s, since if it doesn’t satisfy this stipulation, we

can just substitute the function p′(s) = max{p(s), s}.

Since prompt simplicity has everything to do with when the witness x appears

in the sets, we need to relativize the dynamic idea of x ∈We, at s:

Definition 3.4. Let A be a c.e. set, with computable enumeration {As}s∈ω. Let

WA
e be a set that is c.e. in A, with approximation {WAs

e,s }s∈ω based on the given

enumeration of A.

For any x, we say that x enters WA
e at stage s, denoted x ∈WAs

e, at s, if x /∈WAs−1

e,s−1

and x ∈WAs
e,s .

Conventions: In this chapter we will adopt the convention that for every s, there

is only one pair e and x such that x ∈ WAs
e, at s. There may, however, be many x’s
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and e’s such that x is removed from WA
e at stage s; that is, x ∈WAs−1

e,s−1 but x 6∈WAs
e,s .

This is because x ∈WAs−1

e,s−1 if and only if Φe,s−1(As−1; x)↓, where WA
e = dom Φe(A),

and an enumeration into A would cause this computation to diverge, by the hat

trick. We assume also that if x ∈WAs
e, at s, then x ≤ s.

Once we have the notion of x ∈WAs
e, at s, we should define prompt simplicity over

A by writing a requirement similar to Pe. However, we cannot just stick superscripts

on everything and require that for each e,

(P ′e)A : WA
e infinite =⇒ (∃x) (∃s) [ x ∈WAs

e, at s ∩DAs
pA(s)

].

The problem is that even if x ∈WAs
e, at s, x may not be a true witness for SAe —since

x may flicker out of WA
e at some later stage. For the same reason, x ∈ DAs

pA(s)
does

not imply that x ∈ DA. We should not consider a number x to be a witness for

prompt simplicity over A unless it is a witness for simplicity over A, and for this

reason we make the following definition, which is a combination of Definitions 3.3

and 3.4:

Definition 3.5. Let {As}s∈ω and WAs
e,s be as in Definition 3.4.

For any x, we say that x enters WA
e at stage s for good, denoted x ∈WAs

e, at s, for good,

if

x ∈WAs
e, at s & x ∈WAt

e,t for all t ≥ s; (3.2.1)

that is, x enters WA
e at stage s and never leaves.

Notice that Condition 3.2.1 is equivalent to

x ∈WAs
e, at s & As � u(Φe, A, x, s) = A � u(Φe, A, x, s). (3.2.2)

We can now define the relativized version of prompt simplicity:
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Definition 3.6. Let A be a c.e. set, with computable enumeration {As}s∈ω. For

every set WA
e that is c.e. in A, let {WAs

e,s }s∈ω be the approximation to WA
e that is

based on the given enumeration of A.

A set DA ≥t A is promptly simple over A if it is coinfinite and there are

• a computable approximation {DAs
s }s∈ω of DA based on the given enumeration

of A, and

• a function pA ≤t A,

such that for every e,

WA
e infinite ⇒ (∃x) (∃s) [ x ∈WAs

e, at s, for good ∩D
A
pA(s)

pA(s), for good
]. (3.2.3)

The reader may be wondering why we look at the stages of a computable approx-

imation rather than considering A as an oracle, looking at WA
e as an enumeration

from A, and requiring

WA
e infinite ⇒ (∃x) (∃t) [ x ∈WA

e, at t ∩DA
qA(t) ] (3.2.4)

for some qA ≤t A, which seems an easier way to work. In fact, some of our con-

structions will use A as an oracle. However, we will be especially interested in the

situation where DA has c.e. degree, so for some results, we will be constructing com-

putably enumerable sets. If we needed to use A as an oracle in every construction,

we would lose the ability to build computably enumerable sets. Further, because

of Condition 3.2.2 above, it is not hard to see that there is an A-computable func-

tion qA that satisfies 3.2.4 if and only if there is an A-computable function pA that

satisfies 3.2.3.
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3.2.1 The basic results

In this subsection, we will confirm that some of the nice properties of prompt

simplicity carry over to prompt simplicity overA. The details are admittedly tedious

but need to be checked.

The first nice property is that, like prompt simplicity, prompt simplicity over A

is independent of the approximations to DA and WA
e . We will show this precisely

as in the unrelativized case (see Soare [39, XIII.1.3]), but first we need to recall

the following definition: A strong array is a collection of sets {Ui}i∈ω such that

Ui = Df(i), where Dn denotes the finite set with canonical index n and f is some

computable function.

Proposition 3.7. Let A be a c.e. set with computable enumeration {As}s∈ω. Sup-

pose that DA is promptly simple over A, where pA and {DAs
s }s∈ω are as in Condi-

tion 3.2.3; that {D̂s}s∈ω and {V̂e,s}s∈ω are strong arrays such that V̂e,s = ∅ if e > s;

and that there are partial functions ϕA, ψAe ≤t A such that

• DA = {x : (∃t) (∀s ≥ t) [ x ∈ D̂s ]};

• for all x and s, x ∈ D̂s =⇒ ϕAs (x)↓;

• for all x and s, [ϕAs (x) ↓ & As � ϕAs (x) = As+1 � ϕAs (x) & x ∈ D̂s] =⇒

x ∈ D̂s+1;

• WA
e = {x : (∃t) (∀s ≥ t) [ x ∈ V̂e,s ]};

• for all e, x and s, x ∈ V̂e,s =⇒ ψAe,s(x)↓; and

• for all e, x and s, [ψAe,s(x) ↓ & As � ψAe,s(x) = As+1 � ψAe,s(x) & x ∈ V̂e,s] =⇒

x ∈ V̂e,s+1.
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Then there is a function qA ≤t A such that for all e,

WA
e infinite =⇒

(∃x) (∃s) [ x ∈ V̂ At
e,t for all t ≥ s & x ∈ D̂t for all t ≥ qA(s) ].

Proof. Let pA and {DAs
s }s∈ω be as in Condition 3.2.3. Using A as oracle, define

qA(s) for any s thus: For all e ≤ s, for all x ∈ V̂e,s − V̂e,s−1 see whether As �

ψAe,s(x) = A � ψAe,s(x). If not, then ignore this x; but if so, then run the original

approximation to WA
e , and use A, to find tx such that x ∈ WAtx

e, at tx, for good. (Such

a tx must exist because x ∈ V̂e,t for all t ≥ s and thus x ∈ WA
e .) Compute

pA(tx). Let ux be such that for all v ≥ ux, D
ApA(tx)

pA(tx), for good
⊂ D̂v. Finally, set

qA(s) = max{ux : x ∈ V̂e,s − V̂e,s−1 for some e}, or qA(s) = s if this set is empty.

Now suppose WA
e is infinite. There are an x and a t such that x ∈WAt

e, at t, for good

and x ∈ DApA(t)

pA(t), for good
. Let s be least such that x ∈ V̂e,v for all v ≥ s. Then ψAe,v(x)↓

and Av � ψAe,v(x) = A � ψAe,v(x) for all v ≥ s; so to compute qA(s), we compute pA(t),

and we set qA(s) ≥ u where D
ApA(t)

pA(t), for good
⊆ D̂v for all v ≥ u. Thus x ∈ D̂qA(s) as

desired.

We would also like to know that being promptly simple over A is independent

of the enumeration of A:

Proposition 3.8. Let DA be promptly simple over A via the function pA and the

enumeration {As}s∈ω, and let {Âs}s∈ω be another enumeration of A. Let {D̂ bAs
s }s∈ω

be the approximation to DA, and for all e let {Ŵ bAs
e,s }s∈ω be the approximation to

WA
e , based on the new enumeration {Âs}s∈ω.

Then DA is promptly simple over A via the enumeration {Âs}s∈ω and some

A-computable function qA.

Proof. Using A as oracle, we define a function qA ≤t A to satisfy Condition 3.2.3 for

the new approximations. To define qA(s+1), let x and e be the unique numbers such

that x ∈ Ŵ bAs+1

e, at s+1. If x /∈ Ŵ bAs+1

e, at s+1, for good (which we can determine computably
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in A using Condition 3.2.2), then define qA(s+ 1) = s+ 1. If x ∈ Ŵ bAs+1

e, at s+1, for good,

then run the approximation of WA
e , using the original enumeration {As}s∈ω, until

a stage t such that x ∈ WAt
e, at t, for good. Compute α = pA(t). Run the original

approximation {DAs
s } of DA to stage α. If x /∈ DAα

α, for good, then define qA(s+ 1) =

s + 1. If x ∈ DAα
α, for good, then run the new approximation {D̂ bAs

s }s∈ω of DA, until

a stage v such that x ∈ D̂ bAv
v, for good. Set qA(s + 1) = v. Clearly the function qA is

computable in A and satisfies Condition 3.2.3.

Remark 3.9. An additional helpful fact (foreshadowed by the fact that no promptly

simple set is computable) is that if DA is promptly simple over A, then DA >t A.

For if DA ≡t A, then DA ≤t A and so DA = WA
e for some e. But DA is infinite

since DA ≡t A >t ∅; so Condition 3.2.3 yields a contradiction. α

We now prove a relativized version of the Promptly Simple Degree Theorem,

which says that a c.e. set D is equivalent to a promptly simple set if and only if D

“promptly permits.” For our relativized version (as in [39, Chapter XIII, Theorem

1.6]) we will need preliminary lemmas, so we prove those first. The reader should be

aware that the proofs of Lemmas 3.11 and 3.12 and one direction of Proposition 3.13

are, like the proof of Proposition 3.7, direct adaptations of the unrelativized proofs

given in Soare [39, Chapter XIII, Proposition 1.3, Lemma 1.5, and Theorems 1.6

and 1.7]. Ordinarily we would put such work into an appendix, but the proofs are

included here so that the reader (not to mention the author) may get accustomed

to working with the relativizations.

First we relativize the definition of strong array in the obvious way:

Definition 3.10. An A-strong array is a collection of sets {UA
i }i∈ω such that UA

i =

DfA(i), where fA is some total A-computable function.

Lemma 3.11. (Relativized Slowdown Lemma.) Let A be any set. Let {UA
e,s}e,s∈ω

be an A-strong array of finite sets such that for all s, UA
e,s ⊆ UA

e,s+1.
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Let UA
e =

⋃
UA
e,s. Then there is a computable function g such that for all e,

WA
g(e) = UA

e and, for all x in UA
e , there is a stage s such that x ∈ UA

e,s and x /∈WA
g(e),s.

Proof. Let ΦA
f(y,e) be given by

ΦA
f(y,e)(x) =

{
0, if (∃s) [ x ∈ UA

e,s & ¬(ΦA
y,s(x)↓) ],

↑, otherwise.

By the Relativized Recursion Theorem, there is a computable function g such that

ΦA
g(e) = ΦA

f(g(e),e), so that

WA
g(e) =

{
x : (∃s) [ x ∈ UA

e,s & x /∈WA
g(e),s ]

}
.

That WA
g(e) ⊆ UA

e is clear by the first conjunct in the definition of WA
g(e) and the

fact that UA
e,s ⊆ UA

e,s+1 for all s. To see that UA
e ⊆ WA

g(e), let x ∈ UA
e , and let t

be least such that x ∈ UA
e,t. If x /∈ WA

g(e), then x /∈ WA
g(e),t, so by definition of g,

x ∈WA
g(e), a contradiction. The last clause of the lemma is obvious.

Lemma 3.12. Let D be c.e. Suppose pA is an A-computable function such that

pA(s) ≥ s for all s and, for all e,

WA
e infinite ⇒ (∃x) (∃s) [x ∈WAs

e, at s, for good & Ds � x 6= DpA(s) � x].

Then there is an A-computable function qA such that qA(s) ≥ s for all s and, for

all e,

WA
e infinite ⇒ (∃∞x) (∃s) [x ∈WAs

e, at s, for good & Ds � x 6= DqA(s) � x].

Proof. Using the Relativized Recursion Theorem, define a computable function g

such that

WA
g(e,n) =

{
x > n : (∃s)

[
x ∈ WAs

e,s −WAs
g(e,n),s &

As � u(Φe, A, x, s) = A � u(Φe, A, x, s)

]}
.

The first conjunct in the definition is computable; the second, computable in

A. The role of A in the following is dual. On one hand, we will be watching the
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computable approximations to the A-c.e. sets WA
e —approximations that are tied

to the computable enumeration of A. In this regard, we will view A as being in a

state of formation. On the other hand, we will use A as an oracle to run the entire

construction. Consulting A will allow us to tell whether a number that has entered

WA
e at some stage is there for good.

Now, for each s we define qA(s) thus: Find the unique e and x (if they exist)

such that x ∈ WAs
e, at s, for good; this is an A-computable procedure. For each n < x,

find the least tn > s such that x ∈ WAtn
g(e,n), at tn, for good. (If there were no such tn,

then x ∈ WA
g(e,n) by definition of g, a contradiction—so there must be such a tn.)

Define

qA(s) =

{
max{pA(tn) : n < x} if e and x exist for s, and
s otherwise.

Assume WA
e is infinite, and fix n. Notice that WA

g(e,n) is infinite. For if not,

say max{WA
g(e,n)} = m, then let x > m, n be in WA

e , and let t be such that

x ∈ WAt
e, at t, for good. Then there is some s ≥ t such that s satisfies the conditions

on s in the definition of WA
g(e,n). So this x ∈WA

g(e,n), contrary to assumption.

Now, since WA
g(e,n) is infinite, by the hypothesis of the lemma we have

(∃x) (∃s)

 x ∈WAs
g(e,n), at s &

x ∈WAt
g(e,n),t for all t ≥ s &

Ds � x 6= DpA(s) � x

 .
Given this x and s: By definition of g, since x ∈WAs

g(e,n), at s, we have x > n and

(∃v < s) [x ∈WAv
e,v & Av � u(Φe, A, x, v) = A � u(Φe, A, x, v)].

Thus, x ∈ WA
e . In particular, there is a v′ ≤ v such that x ∈ WAv′

e, at v′ and Av′ �

u(Φe, A, x, v
′) = A � u(Φe, A, x, v

′), that is, x ∈WAv′
e, at v′, for good.

The point is to guarantee thatDv′ � x 6= DqA(v′) � x. But since x ∈WAv′
e, at v′, for good,

for each n′ < x consider the least tn′ > v′ such that x ∈ WAt
n′

g(e,n), at tn′ , for good, and
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note that qA(v′) is defined to be the maximum of the pA(tn′) for all such tn′ and

that s = tn for our fixed n < x. Then since v′ < s ≤ pA(s) ≤ qA(v′), and since D is

c.e., we have Dv′ � x 6= DqA(v′) � x. Since x > n and n was arbitrary, the lemma is

proved.

The following is a relativized version of the Promptly Simple Degree Theorem.

Note that we are focussing on the case where both A and D are c.e. sets, as in

Question 3.2, instead of generalizing the result beyond this; this is why we call

Proposition 3.13 a relativized version of the Promptly Simple Degree Theorem,

rather than the relativized version.

Proposition 3.13. Let D and A be c.e., with D ≥t A. Let {Ds}s∈ω and {As}s∈ω

be computable enumerations of D and A, respectively. For all e, let {WAs
e,s }s∈ω be

the approximation to WA
e associated with the given enumeration of A.

Then the following are equivalent:

(i) D ≡t B
A for some BA that is promptly simple over A;

(ii) there is an A-computable function pA such that pA(s) ≥ s for all s and, for

all e,

WA
e infinite =⇒ (∃x) (∃s) [x ∈WAs

e, at s, for good & Ds � x 6= DpA(s) � x]. (3.2.5)

Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) Suppose BA is promptly simple over A via pA as in Condi-

tion 3.2.3 of Definition 3.6. Let BA = Ψ(D), and let {BAs
s }s∈ω be the computable

approximation to BA associated with the given enumeration of A. We define a

function qA as in Condition 3.2.5 by constructing an A-strong array {UA
e,s}e,s∈ω and

appealing to Lemma 3.11.

Construction, stage s. Using A as oracle, we define qA(s) thus. Choose the

unique e and x, if any, such that x ∈ WAs
e, at s; if x ∈ WAs

e, at s, for good, then proceed

as follows. If there is a y /∈ UA
e,s−1 such that Ψs(Ds; y) ↓= 0, u(Ψ, D, y, s) < x, and
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• y /∈ BAs
s , or

• y ∈ BAs
s but As � u(BA, A, y, s) 6= A � u(BA, A, y, s),

then let UA
e,s = UA

e,s−1∪ {y}. Find the least t such that y ∈WAt
g(e), at t, for good, where g

is defined through {UA
e,s}e,s∈ω as in Lemma 3.11. (The use of Lemma 3.11 is justified

in the remark after the construction.) Define qA(s) to be the least v ≥ pA(t) such

that BAv
v (y) = Ψv(Dv; y).

If e and x do not exist or x /∈ WAs
e, at s, for good, then let qA(s) = qA(s − 1) + 1,

and let UA
e,s = UA

e,s−1.

End of construction.

Clearly this entire process is computable in A. In particular {UA
e,s}s∈ω is an

A-strong array, and as UA
e,s ⊆ UA

e,s+1 for each s, the hypotheses of Lemma 3.11 are

satisfied.

Claim. The function qA satisfies Condition 3.2.5.

Proof. Suppose WA
e is infinite. Since BA >t A >t ∅, BA is infinite, and then so is

UA
e =

⋃
UA
e,s by the construction. For if UA

e were finite, there would eventually be a

y > maxUA
e and an s such that for all t ≥ s, Ψt(Dt; y)↓= 0 and either BAt

t (y) = 0

or BAt
t (y) = 1 and At � u(BA, A, y, t) 6= A � u(BA, A, y, t). Then eventually there

would be some x > u(Ψ, D, y, s) and some t > s such that x ∈ WAt
e, at t, for good. At

stage t, x would be enumerated into UA
e,t, contradicting maxUA

e < y.

Then WA
g(e) = UA

e is infinite, so by prompt simplicity of BA we have some

y ∈WAt
g(e), at t, for good∩B

Aα
α, for good, where α = pA(t). Use A as an oracle to enumerate

WA
g(e), and let t′ be such that y ∈WA

g(e),t′ . By the definition of g in Lemma 3.11, if s

is such that y ∈ UA
e,s−UA

e,s−1, then s < t′. Further, either BAs
s (y) = 0 or BAs

s (y) = 1

and As � u(BA, A, y, s) 6= A � u(BA, A, y, s); so BAv
v (y) = 0 for some v, s ≤ v < α.
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Now, qA(s) is the least stage w ≥ α such that Ψw(Dw; y) = BAw
w (y). Then

Ψw(Dw; y) = 1, so Ds � u(Ψ, D, y, s) 6= Dw � u(Ψ, D, y, s). But we put y into UA
e,s

only because there was some x > u(Ψ, D, y, s) such that x ∈ WAs
e, at s, for good; so in

fact Ds � x 6= DqA(s) � x, and Condition 3.2.5 is satisfied for WA
e .

(ii)⇒ (i) Given the function pA as in Condition 3.2.5, we will construct qA ≤t A

and BA ≡t D to satisfy, for all e,

Re :
WA
e infinite =⇒

(∃x) (∃s) [ x ∈WAs
e, at s, for good ∩B

A
qA(s)

qA(s), for good
].

This is more complicated than the analogous situation in [39]. The natural thing

to do, given the previous proofs, would be to use A as an oracle to build BA; since

BA is supposed to be c.e. in A anyway, there seems to be no harm in this. The

problem is that we also need to guarantee that D ≤t B
A. There are two ways to

code D into BA in such an instance: by using markers that change value depending

on what’s in BA already—as in [39, XIII, Theorem 1.6]—or by setting aside part of

BA specifically to code D (or A) and nothing more. If we use the former strategy

during an A-computable construction, we have guaranteed only that D ≤t B
A⊕A.

There is nothing in Re that makes BA ≥t A, so making D ≤t B
A⊕A is not enough

to make D ≤t B
A. If we use the latter strategy, on the other hand, then within the

part of BA that we have set aside to code D is a subset that stays empty to code

D; and as we are not allowed to use any of this subset to meet prompt simplicity

requirements, some of them may go unmet.

Thus, rather than using A as an oracle, we use a computable construction and

a trick. We first define the function f as follows:
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f(0) = 0,

f(1) = 3,

f(2) = 8,

f(3) = 15,

...

f(n) =
n∑
i=0

(2i+ 1)− 1.

Now we define a sequence of intervals:

I0 = {0}, and for all n > 0,
In = ( f(n− 1), f(n) ].

We use each In to code “n ∈ D?” into BA. The idea is that we will allow each

prompt simplicity requirement Re to put a witness y into BA only if y > f(e), and

we will remove y from BA if y leaves WA
e . Thus only e many witnesses (for Rn,

n < e) can be in BA � f(e) + 1 at any given stage. The size of Ie, however, is 2e+ 1;

so even if there are e witnesses and they are all in Ie, there are still e+1 slots open.

If e enters D, we will enumerate into BA every z ∈ Ie that’s not already in BA

as a witness for some Rn, n < e; there will be at least e+ 1 such z’s. Then we will

prevent these z’s from being removed from BA, by setting their A-use equal to 0.

This will guarantee that |BA ∩ Ie| ≥ e+ 1; and since this is the only way |BA ∩ Ie|

could be that big, we will have succeeded in coding the answer to “e ∈ D?” into

BA.

As for our strategy for Re, the idea is that, similarly to the construction in [39],

when we see a number x go into WA
e at stage t, we will wait pA(t) steps to see

whether Dt � x 6= DpA(t) � x, and if so, we have permission from D to put x into
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BA. The problems in our case, of course, are that, first, we don’t know whether x

will stay in WA
e , and second, we can’t compute pA(t).

The first problem is handled by taking x out of BA if x leaves WA
e . We will have

D-permission to do this, since x cannot leave WA
e unless A changes, and D ≥t A.

(This will be the only place we use the hypothesis that D ≥t A.) As for the

second, we simply compute pA(t) as well as we can—running the enumeration of

A and using whatever we get. The key is that, since pA is total, eventually this

process will yield some number α that may or may not be the true value of pA(t). If

Dt � x 6= Dα � x, then we have our permission: x enters BA and becomes a witness.

If Dt � x = Dα � x, however, we will say that x is under surveillance. If at some

later stage A changes below the use that gave us α, then we will try once more to

compute pA(t), and we will repeat this entire process until we get a permission, or

x leaves WA
e , or another number y is enumerated into BA as a witness.

Since witnesses for Re may flicker out of WA
e , forcing us to remove them from

BA, we cannot claim that Re is met just because we have acted for it. The best we

can do is to say that it looks met :

We say that a requirement Re looks met at stage s if there are a witness z and

a stage tz such that

• z ∈WAtz
e, at tz ,

• z ∈WAv
v for all v with tz ≤ v ≤ s, and

• Dtz � z 6= Dα � z, where qAss (tz)↓= α.

We say that a requirement Re is actually met if there are a witness z and a

stage tz such that

• z ∈WAtz
e, at tz , for good and

• Dtz � z 6= Dα � z, where qA(tz)↓= α.
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The former notion is computable and will be used during the construction; the

latter is not computable and will be used in the verification afterward. In particular

(assuming the “hat trick”)Re is actually met if and only ifRe looks met at cofinitely

many stages.

Construction, stage s+ 1. Denote as as+1 the unique element, if any, that is

enumerated into A at stage s+ 1.

Step 1 (Repair): Proceed as follows:

1. First, for any x and e such that x is under surveillance for Re, with

critical stage s′, and as+1 ≤ u(Φe, A, x, s
′) (so that x /∈WAs+1

s+1 by the hat

trick), declare x to be no longer under surveillance for Re. For all such

s′, set q
As+1

s+1 (s′) = s′ with use 0.

2. Next, if there are some x, e ≤ s+ 1 such that x was chosen as a witness

for Re at an earlier stage s′ but as+1 ≤ u(Φe, A, x, s) = u(Φe, A, x, s
′) (so

that now x /∈WAs+1

e,s+1), proceed as follows.

(a) First, remove all such x’s from BAs+1

s+1 ; they are no longer witnesses

for their respective Re’s. Declare that each such Re no longer looks

met. For all such s′, set qAs+1

s+1 (s′) = s′ with use 0.

(b) Next, let all such e’s be indexed as {e1 < e2 < · · · < ek}. For each

ei, let vi < s+ 1 be the stage such that xi ∈ W
Avi
ei, at vi (causing x to

be chosen as witness for Rei). Let ti be the least stage (if any) such

that vi < ti < s + 1 and, for some yi, yi ∈ W
Ati
ei, at ti , and yi ∈ WAt

t

for all t, ti ≤ t ≤ s + 1. (That is, yi entered W
Ati
ei,ti at stage ti, but

we didn’t consider taking yi as a witness for Rei because Rei looked

met at stage ti via xi.) For each ei, proceed as follows.
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i. If xi ≤ f(ei), then ignore this ei and go to ei+1. If xi > f(ei),

then run the enumeration of A, and try to compute pAtt (ti), until

the computation halts on some number αi.

ii. Run the enumerations of D and A to the αith stage; if Dti �

xi 6= Dαi � xi and A hasn’t changed below u(pA, A, ti) (the use

that gave us αi), then put x into B
As+1

s+1 with use u(Φei , A, xi, ti).

Define qA(ti) = s+ 1, with the same use u(Φei, A, xi, ti). Declare

that xi is a witness for Rei and that Rei looks met. Proceed to

ei+1.

iii. If Dti � x = Dαi � x, then declare x to be under surveillance for

Pei, with critical stage ti, and let uxi = u(pA, A, ti), the use of

the computation that produced αi. Proceed to ei+1.

Step 2 (Main Prompt Simplicity Action): Choose the unique x and e (if they

exist) such that x ∈ W
As+1

e, at s+1. If x > f(e) and Re does not look met,

then act as in Step 1.2(b). That is, run the enumeration of A, and try to

compute pAtt (s + 1), until the computation halts on some number α. Run

the enumeration of D to the αth stage, and if Ds+1 � x 6= Dα � x (and A

hasn’t changed below the use that gave us α), then put x into B
As+1

s+1 with use

u(Φe, A, x, s + 1). Define q
As+1

s+1 (s + 1) = s + 1, with the same use. Declare

that x is a witness for Re and that Re looks met.

If Dt � x = Dα � x, then declare x to be under surveillance for Pe, with

critical stage s + 1, let ux = u(pA, A, s + 1), and define qAs+1

s+1 (s + 1) = s + 1

with the same use u(pA, A, s+ 1).

If there are no such x and e, or x ≤ f(e), or Re looks met, then do nothing.
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Step 3 (Surveillance): For any x that is under surveillance for some Re with

critical stage s′ < s+1: If As+1 � ux 6= As � ux, where ux = u(pA, A, s′, s), then

run the enumeration of A to some step t to recompute α = pAtt (s′). (Again, α

may be wrong.) As in Steps 1 and 2, if x > f(e) and Ds′ � x 6= Dα � x, then

enumerate x into B
As+1

s+1 with use u(Φe, A, x, s
′); define qA(s′) = s + 1, with

the same use; and declare that x is a witness for Re and that Re looks met.

Otherwise do nothing.

Step 4 (Filling gaps): For any t ≤ s + 1 such that q
As+1

s+1 (t) ↑, define q
As+1

s+1 (t) as

follows, going from least t to greatest: First, run the enumeration of A, and

try to compute pA(t) until the computation halts. Then set qAs+1

s+1 (t) = s + 1

with use max{u(pA, A, t), u(qA, A, t− 1, s+ 1)}, where u(pA, A, t) is the use of

the pA(t) computation.

Step 5 (Coding): If x ∈ Dat s+1, then enumerate into B
As+1

s+1 every z ∈ Ix that is

not yet in BAs+1

s+1 . Set the A-use of each such z as u(BA, A, z, s+ 1) = 0.

End of construction.

Lemma 3.14. BA is promptly simple over A.

Proof. First, we claim that the function qA defined during the construction is total

and well-defined. At stage t, qAtt (t) is defined by Step 2; and at any stage v > t at

which qAvv (t)↑, we redefine it at Step 4 if at no other step. Also, if qAvv (t) is defined

at stage v, its use is set equal to

• 0, or

• the use u(Φe, A, x, s), where s < v, x ∈WAs
e, at s, and x is a witness for Re, or

• the maximum of uses u(pA, A, t, v) and u(qA, A, t− 1, v).
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Then we can show by induction on t that the use changes only finitely often. In

the second case, A can change below the use only once; then qA(t) is redefined with

use 0 and never changes again. In the third case, A can change below the use only

finitely often, using the induction hypothesis and the fact that pA is total. So the

use of qA(t) eventually settles down, and qA(t)↓.

This speaks to totality. Further, the only stages v at which qAvv (t) is redefined

are stages at which A has changed below the use u(qA, A, t, v − 1); and we never

define qA(t) twice in the same stage, since any non-Step 4 definition of qA(t) involves

the unique x and e, if any, such that x ∈ WAt
e, at t. Given this x and e, we define

qA(t) only if t is the current stage, or t is a previous stage and x has been a witness

for Re, or t is a previous stage and x has been under surveillance for Re. Clearly

these possibilities are distinct. This speaks to well-definition.

Now, let WA
e be infinite, and suppose Re is not met. By Condition 3.2.5 and

Lemma 3.12, there are infinitely many x such that for some s, x ∈ WAs
e, at s, for good

and D � x 6= DpA(s) � x.

Let s be least such that for some x > f(e), x ∈ WAs
e, at s, for good and Ds � x 6=

DpA(s) � x. Either Re looks met at stage s, or it doesn’t. If it doesn’t look met,

then by Step 2 there are two cases. In the first case, we enumerate x into BAs
s and

set qA(s) = s, both with use u(Φe, A, x, s). Since x ∈ WAs
e, at s, for good this use is

never disturbed, so x ∈ BAs
s, for good and qA(s) has final value s—so Re is met after

all. In the second case, our initial computation of pA(s) is some incorrect α, and

Ds � x = Dα � x; but in this case, x is put under surveillance and eventually meets

Re via Step 3.

On the other hand, if Re looks met at stage s, then there is some witness y such

that y ∈ WAv
e, at v for some v < s. Since Re is not met by assumption, y /∈ W

Av′
e,v′

for some v′ > s, and this is because of an enumeration into A below u(Φe, A, y, v)
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at v′. At stage v′, q
Av′
v′ (v) ↑ since the A-use of qA on v was previously set equal to

u(Φe, A, y, v). Then q
Av′
v′ (s)↑, as follows: by stage v′, x has never been declared a

witness or been put under surveillance for Re, so qAtt (s) has been defined at any

stage t, s ≤ t < v′, only by Step 4. Then u(qA, A, s, t) ≥ u(qA, A, v, t) at any such

t, by the way we compute uses in Step 4.

There are two cases at stage v′. Either some z ∈ WAt
e, at t for some stage t,

v < t < s, and thus z /∈ WAt
e, at t, for good by leastness of s; or else there is no such

z. If there is such a z, then we argue as for v that when z leaves WA
e , qA(s)↑; and

we continue for all such z until we reach x. If there is no such z (or when the last

such z leaves BA), then x will be put into BA as a witness or will be put under

surveillance. If x is put under surveillance, eventually it will become a witness. In

either case, Re is met, as x ∈ WAs
e, at s, for good and we are able to define qA(s) to be

the stage at which x enters BA.

Lemma 3.15. D ≡t B
A.

Proof. BA ≤t D: No x enters BA at stage s by Steps 1–3 of the construction unless

Ds � x 6= D � x. No z enters BA at stage s by Step 5 of the construction unless

z ∈ Ix for some x ∈ Dat s.

Further, no x leaves BA at stage s unless A changes below u(BA, A, x, s). This

can take place only by Step 1 of the construction: x is the witness for someRe and A

has changed below u(Φe, A, x, s
′), where s′ is such that x ∈WAs′

e, at s′—but then when

x was put into BA at stage v, the use was set at u(BA, A, x, v) = u(Φe, A, x, s
′), and if

A has not changed since then, u(BA, A, x, s) = u(Φe, A, x, s
′). Since A ≤t D we can

find, computably in D, a stage t such that At � u(BA, A, x, s′) = A � u(BA, A, x, s′);

if x ∈ BAt
t , then x ∈ BA.

D ≤t B
A (in fact D ≤wtt BA): Let x be given. Only requirements Rn, n < x,

may have witnesses that are less than or equal to f(x), and by construction, each
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Rn may have only one witness at any stage (no witness is chosen for a requirement

that looks met, and for any requirement that becomes “unmet” by enumeration

into A at a stage s, the witness is removed from BA during Step 1.2(a) of stage s).

Thus for any stage t, |BAt
t ∩ Ix|> x if and only if x ∈ Dt; so |BA ∩ Ix| > x if and

only if x ∈ D.

This completes the proof of Proposition 3.13.

Remark 3.16. Note that we used the fact that D ≥t A to show BA ≤t D for the (ii)

=⇒ (i) direction. For this, we need the hypothesis “D ≥t A” to be in the statement

of the theorem, for it does not follow from Condition 3.2.5 that D ≥t A necessarily.

It is easy to construct c.e. sets D and A satisfying the requirements

Pe : D 6= Φe,

Qe : A 6= Φe(D), and

Re :
WA
e infinite =⇒

(∃x) (∃s) [x ∈WAs
e, at s, for good & Ds � x 6= DpA(s) � x].

The requirements Pe and Qe are met in the usual manner. To meet Re, whenever

we see x ∈ WAs
e, at s, we restrain A to try to make x ∈WAs

e, at s, for good, and then make

sure D changes below x by some stage pA(s), say pA(s) = 2s. All requirements are

finitary and easy to mix, and the D and A so built clearly satisfy Condition 3.2.5

but not A ≤t D. α

Because a c.e. degree d > deg (A) contains a set that is promptly simple over A

if and only if every c.e. D ∈ d promptly permits over A, from now on we will simply

refer to c.e. degrees as being prompt over A or prompt over a where a = deg(A).

Note that for any A, deg(A) is not prompt over deg(A), as in Remark 3.9. Note also

that, as in the usual (unrelativized) case, the “(i) ⇒ (ii)” direction used only the
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fact that D ≥t B
A ≥t A (though in the unrelativized version A is ∅, so the second

inequality is implicit). Thus, as in the unrelativized case, we have an immediate

corollary: If b > d > a and d is prompt over a, then b is prompt over a as well.

3.2.2 Every degree is somewhat prompt

With the basic results in hand—in particular Proposition 3.13—we continue by

answering Question 3.2 positively:

Theorem 3.17. If d is any noncomputable c.e. degree, then there is a c.e. degree

a < d such that d is prompt over a.

Let D ∈ d be a c.e. set. Recall our convention (page 55) that for any c.e. set A

there is only one pair e and x such that x ∈ WAs
e, at s. We will also assume that we

have a particular index l such that D = domΦl(A) and for all x, u(Φl, A, x) = 0.

This way we can include an approximation of D with the approximations of all the

other c.e.-in-A sets, but we can assume that the approximation is a computable

enumeration, so that anything enumerated into D cannot exit. (This assumption

will be used without explicit mention in future constructions.) We will use the

notation “x ∈ Dat s” in place of “x ∈WAs
l, at s.”

We will meet the following requirement for all e:

Re :
WA
e infinite =⇒

(∃x) (∃s) [ x ∈WAs
e, at s, for good & Ds � x 6= DpA(s) � x ].

The idea of the strategy for Re is as follows. We are defining a function pA

to satisfy Condition 3.2.5 of our relativized version of the Promptly Simple Degree

Theorem. For all m, at any stage s we will have a marker Λs(m) that we consider

to be the use of the computation of pAss (m). The Λs(m)’s will be strictly increasing

in m and nondecreasing in s. We will make Λs+1(m) 6= Λs(m) if and only if As+1 �

Λs(m) + 1 6= As � Λs(m) + 1.
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If x ∈ WAt
e, at t, to make x a witness for Re we would like to (a) keep x in WA

e ,

and (b) guarantee that Dt � x 6= DpA(t) � x. Part (a) is accomplished by restraining

A; the restraint imposed by Re at stage s is denoted r(e, s). For part (b) we will

simply keep an eye on D until some stage v at which Dv � x is different from Dt � x,

and we will then enumerate Λv(t) into A to allow us to set pA(t) = v. Of course

it may be that Dt � x = D � x, but while we are watching D � x we will pick a

new witness x′ > x and start watching D � x′; and while we watch that, we pick

an x′′ > x′, and so on. Since D is noncomputable, it must eventually permit below

one of these x(n)’s, and when it does so, we will meet Re.

As before, we say that a requirement Re looks met at stage s if there are a

witness z and a stage tz such that

• z ∈WAtz
e, at tz ,

• z ∈WAv
v for all v with tz ≤ v ≤ s, and

• Dtz � z 6= Dα � z, where pAss (tz)↓= α.

We say that a requirement Re is actually met if there are a witness z and a

stage tz such that

• z ∈WAtz
e, at tz , for good and

• Dtz � z 6= Dα � z, where pA(tz) = α.

We assume the priority ordering R0, R1, · · · . At stage 0, set Λ0(m) = m for all

m.

Construction, stage s + 1. Set p
As+1

s+1 (s+ 1) = s + 1, with use Λs(s+ 1).

Step 1: Let z be the unique number that is enumerated at stage s + 1. If z ∈

Dat s+1, then proceed to Step 2. Otherwise let e be such that z ∈ WAs+1

e, at s+1

and proceed as follows:
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1. If Re looks met, then set r(e, s+ 1) = r(e, s) and go to Step 2;

2. If Re does not look met, then

(a) if z > y for all y (if any) that are pending for Re, then declare z

to be pending for Re, declare s + 1 to be the critical stage for Re

corresponding to z, and set r(e, s+ 1) = u(Φe, A, z, s+ 1) + 1; but

(b) if z ≤ y for some y that is pending for Re, then do nothing for Re.

Let Λs+1(m) = Λs(m) for all m, and proceed to the next stage.

Step 2: If the unique number enumerated at stage s+1 is enumerated into Ds+1 =

W
As+1

l,s+1 , then call this number x and proceed as follows:

1. Find the least e, if there is any, such that

• Re does not look met at stage s + 1,

• some z′ (x < z′ ≤ s+1) is pending for Re, and letting z be the least

such z′,

• if tz is the critical stage for Re corresponding to z, then Λs(tz) >

r(i, s) for all i ≤ e.

(a) For this Re, take the least such z and enumerate Λs(tz) into A.

Declare that Re looks met and that z is a witness for Re.

(b) Set Λs+1(tz) = s+ 1 and Λs+1(m) = Λs+1(m−1) + 1 for m > tz; and

let Λs+1(m) = Λs(m) for m < tz.

(c) Define p
As+1

s+1 (tz) = s+1 with use Λs+1(tz). Set r(e, s+1) = Λs+1(tz)+

1.

(d) If Λs(tz) < u(Φn, A, x, s) + 1, where xn is a witness for some Rn,

declare that xn is no longer a witness for Rn. Likewise, if Λs(tz) <

u(Φn, A, x, s) + 1 where xn is pending for some Rn, cancel all z ≥ xn
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pending for Rn. (Any of these xn may again be declared pending or

be declared a witness at some later stage.)

(e) Next, for any Rn such that

• Rn does not look met at stage s + 1,

• some z′ (x < z′ ≤ s+ 1) is pending for Rn, and

• if tz′ is the critical stage forRn corresponding to z′, then Λs(tz′) >

Λs(tz),

redefine pAs+1

s+1 (tz′) = s + 1 with use Λs+1(tz). This is allowed, since

A has changed below Λs(tz′).

(f) Define p
As+1

s+1 (y) = s + 1 with use Λs+1(y) for any y ≤ s + 1 with

pAs+1

s+1 (y) currently undefined.

2. If there is no such e, then let Λs+1(m) = Λs(m) for all m, and proceed

to the next stage.

End of construction.

Lemma 3.18. A ≤t D. (In fact A ≤wtt D.)

Proof. A number y is enumerated into A at stage s only if y = Λs(tz), where tz

is the critical stage for some z > x, where x ∈ Dat s. By the construction and

by conventions on the enumeration of WA
e (number 6 on page 9), x < z ≤ tz ≤

Λs(tz) = y; and since D is c.e., anything enumerated into D stays there. So D � y

tells us which numbers less than y ever get enumerated into D, and thus when y

had opportunities to enter A.

Lemma 3.19. The function pA is total and well-defined.

Proof. First, note that lims Λs(t) exists for all t. This is because Λs+1(t) 6= Λs(t)

only if, for some t′ ≤ t, Λs(t
′) is enumerated into A by Step 2.1 of the construction.
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But this can only happen once for any t′: In this case, for some e and z we have

z ∈ W
At′
e, at t′ , so that z has been pending for Re, and z is now (at stage s + 1)

being named a witness for Re. There can be only one such z by our convention on

enumerations (page 55).

Now, each pA(s) is defined at stage s. No pA(s) becomes undefined at stage t

unless some z < Λt(s) goes into A. This can happen only through Step 2 of the

construction, and at the end of that step, any undefined pA(s), s ≤ t, is redefined.

This and the preceding paragraph speak to totality and, since this is the only

situation in which any pA(s) is redefined, it also speaks to well-definition.

Claim 3.20. For any t, pA(s) ≥ pAtt (s).

Proof. Any time we redefine pA(s), we set it equal to the current stage. Thus for

any t, p
At+1

t+1 (s) ≥ pAtt (s).

Lemma 3.21. If D is noncomputable, then for all e, Re is actually met, acts

finitely often, and imposes finite restraint on A.

Proof. By induction on e. Suppose the lemma holds for all i < e, and wait until a

stage s0 such that all Ri’s, i < e, have stopped increasing their restraint, and let r

be the maximum restraint imposed by such requirements at stage s0 (and thus the

maximum imposed by them forever).

Suppose that Re already looks met at stage s0, with witness z. Let s′ be the

most recent stage at which z was declared to be pending for Re; then z ∈ WAs′
e, at s′

and r(e, s′) = u(Φe, A, z, s
′) + 1 by Step 1.2(a), and since Re looks met at stage

s0, Ds′ � z 6= Dα � z, where α = p
As0
s0 (s′). If any higher-priority requirement

had enumerated anything into A below u(Φe, A, z, s
′) + 1 between the stages s′

and s0, then by Step 2(d) z would not still be the witness for Re at stage s0; so

no such enumeration has happened. Then z ∈ W
As0
e,s0 , and r(e, s0) = r(e, s′) =
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u(Φe, A, z, s
′) + 1 = u(Φe, A, z, s0) + 1. Since the restraint r(e, s0) will be respected

from stage s0 on, we have z ∈ WAt
e,t for all t ≥ s0. Then, since z ∈ WAv

e,v for all v

with s′ ≤ v ≤ s0 also (as Re looks met at s0), we have z ∈ W
As′
e, at s′, for good; and

since Ds′ � z 6= Dα � z and p
As0
s0 (s′) ≤ pA(s′) by Claim 3.20, Re is actually met. In

particular, since it looks met for all s ≥ s0, Re neither enumerates anything into A

nor increases its restraint after stage s0.

So assume that Re does not look met at stage s0. Suppose that there are no

stage s1 > s0 and no z1 such that Λ(s1) > r and z1 is declared pending for Re at

stage s1 (that is, such that z1 > y for all y that are already pending for Re at stage

s1, and z1 ∈WAs1
e, at s1). Then WA

e is finite, so Re is met trivially. Further, Re never

acts after stage s0, that is, after stage s0 it neither enumerates anything into A nor

increases its restraint.

Thus, suppose that there is such an s1, and there is such a z1. Then by the

construction (Step 2.1), if some x < z1 ever enters D after stage s1, say at stage s′1,

then Re will be met, as follows. By Step 2.1(c) of the construction, we will define

p
As′1
s′1

(s1) = s′1. Also, at stage s1 we set the restraint r(e, s1) = u(Φe, A, z1, s1), and

by the induction hypothesis this restraint is respected, so z1 never flickers out of

WA
e ; that is, z1 ∈WAs1

e, at s1, for good, and Re is actually met.

If no x < z1 ever enters D after stage s1, then either WA
e is finite or there are

a stage s2 > s1 and a z2 > z1 such that z2 is declared pending for Re at stage s2.

For z2, similarly as for z1, if some x < z2 ever enters D after s2, Re will be actually

met. If no such x ever enters D, then either WA
e is finite or we can find s3 and z3,

and so on.

Thus if Re is not actually met, we have a sequence s1 < s2 < · · · of stages, and

a sequence z1 < z2 < · · · of pending numbers, such that D � zi does not change

after si. Since finding each si and zi is a computable procedure, D is computable,
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a contradiction. So some zi must succeed in actually meeting Re, and once Re acts

for this zi, it never again enumerates anything into A or increases its restraint.

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.17. Notice that we did not bother to make

A explicitly noncomputable. We wanted to answer Question 3.2, in which deg(D)

is assumed to be tardy. Since deg(D) is prompt over deg(A) in our construction,

if deg(D) is tardy then deg(A) is automatically not 0. We also did not bother to

make A strictly below D, since by Remark 3.9 no degree can be prompt over itself.

To make the set A low in the above construction, we would need to meet the

requirements

Ξe : (∃∞s) [Φe,s(As; e)↓] =⇒ Φe(A; e)↓ .

These requirements and the ones in the construction are all finitary and easy to

mix. In fact, we would need to alter the above work in just three places. First,

another step would have to be added at each stage (we would make it Step 1 and

renumber the others): A restraint q(e, s + 1) would be imposed by each Ξe, where

q(e, s+ 1) = u(Φe, A, e, s+ 1). Then, no Re would be allowed to enumerate Λs(tz)

into A unless Λs(tz) > r(i, s) and q(i, s + 1) for all i ≤ e. Finally, Lemma 3.21

would need another line, saying that “Ξe is met and imposes finite restraint,” which

would be clear by induction.

Thus, we see an immediate corollary:

Corollary 3.22. If d is any noncomputable c.e. degree, then there is a low c.e.

degree a < d such that d is prompt over a.

This is rather surprising. Initially we imagined that some c.e. degree d would

fail to be prompt—that is, would be tardy—over every c.e. a below it. We hoped

to define a notion such as “A c.e. degree is quite tardy if there is no a < d such

that d is prompt over a,” and see what characteristics might be shared by “quite
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tardy” degrees. (The name quite tardy would have been chosen since Harrington and

Soare [24] have already used the term very tardy for a different concept.) However,

Theorem 3.17 shows that no “quite tardy” degrees exist; all degrees are “somewhat

prompt.”

The next best thing would have been to use the degree a to measure how tardy

is. If a is 0, then d is prompt and thus not tardy at all; otherwise a can be thought

of as a “degree of tardiness,” and it might be interesting to see which degrees have

a low degree of tardiness, a low2 degree of tardiness, and so on. But Corollary 3.22

shows that all c.e. degrees have a “low degree of tardiness.”

In fact we can do more than simply make a low; we can push a down as far as

we want, showing that

Theorem 3.23. If c < d are any noncomputable c.e. degrees, then there is a c.e.

degree a < c such that d is prompt over a.

Let C be a c.e. set in c. Then Theorem 3.23 can be proved by altering the above

construction so that Step 2.1(a) (and thus (b)–(f) also) waits for permission from C

before enumerating Λs(tz) into A. We will not provide details for this construction

or proof that it works; further remarks on Theorem 3.23 appear in Subsection 3.3.2

below.

3.2.3 Jump inversion

Instead we move in the other direction and ask, “If the degree a in Theorem 3.17

can be low, how high can it be?” As high as we wish, as it turns out:

Theorem 3.24. If d is any noncomputable c.e. degree, then there is a c.e. degree

a < d such that a′ = d′ and d is prompt over a.
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Given a c.e. set D ∈ d, we need to build A <t D and pA ≤t A such that

A′ ≡t D
′, and so that for all e we meet

Re :
WA
e infinite =⇒

(∃x) (∃s) [ x ∈WAs
e, at s, for good & Ds � x 6= DpA(s) � x ].

We will meet Re precisely as in Theorem 3.17. We make A′ ≡t D
′ as in the

Sacks Interpolation Theorem, as described in Soare [39, Exercise VIII.2.7]. Namely,

given an enumeration {Ds}s∈ω, we define the computable function

f(x, s) =

{
x if Φx,s(Ds; x)↓,
s otherwise.

Next we define a c.e. set C such that

C [0] = ∅, and for all y,

C [y+1] = { 〈n, y + 1〉 : (∃s) [n ≤ f(y, s)] }.

Note that C ≤t D: To see whether a particular 〈n, y + 1〉 ∈ C, we wait until stage

n and see whether Φy,n(Dn; y)↓. If not, then f(y, n) = n, so 〈n, y + 1〉 ∈ C. If so,

on the other hand, then we use D as oracle and ask whether Dn � u(Φy, D, y, n) =

D � u(Φy, D, y, n):

• If No, then at some stage s > n Φy,s(Ds; y) ↑, so f(y, s) = s > n and thus

〈n, y + 1〉 ∈ C.

• If Yes, then Φy,t(Dt; y) ↓ for all t ≥ n, so f(y, t) = y for all such t, and thus

〈n, y + 1〉 ∈ C ⇐⇒ y ≥ n.

Our task will be to build A as a thick subset of C—almost. Actually the section

A[0] will be used for coding the markers Λ(s) for the function pA, as in the construc-

tion for Theorem 3.17, so definitely A[0] 6=∗ C [0]; but for every other section A[e], we

will guarantee that A[e] =∗ C [e]. Then
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y ∈ D′ =⇒ lim
s
f(y, s) <∞ =⇒ (a.e. n) [ 〈n, y + 1〉 /∈ C [y+1]] (3.2.6)

=⇒ (a.e. n) [ 〈n, y + 1〉 /∈ A[y+1]], and

y /∈ D′ =⇒ lim
s
f(y, s) =∞ =⇒ (∀n) [ 〈n, y + 1〉 ∈ C [y+1]] (3.2.7)

=⇒ (a.e. n) [ 〈n, y + 1〉 ∈ A[y+1]].

(Here the notation “a.e.” means “for almost every.”) Thus D′ ≤t A
′, as follows:

Let A∗ be the set { 〈n, y〉 : 〈n, y + 1〉 ∈ A}. Clearly A∗ ≤t A, so (A∗)′ ≤t A
′.

Now, 3.2.6 and 3.2.7 above show that limnA
∗( 〈n, y〉 ) exists for any y, so let S be

a set given by S(y) = limnA
∗( 〈n, y〉 ). Then S ≤t (A∗)′ by the Limit Lemma, so

S ≤t A
′. But also, by 3.2.6 and 3.2.7, we have y ∈ D′ if and only if S(y) = 0, and

y /∈ D′ if and only if S(y) = 1. So D′ ≤t S ≤t A
′. Further, we will make A ≤t D

via permitting, so that A′ ≤t D
′ and thus A′ ≡t D

′.

As in Subsection 2.3.2, we will perform the construction on a tree in (ω + 1)<ω,

where the greatest element of ω + 1 will be denoted as ⊥. The tree will have two

types of nodes:

• Re- or promptness nodes for all e, as in Theorem 3.17, working on the re-

quirements Re above. Such a node will always have outcome 0.

• Pe- or jump nodes for all e > 0, working on the requirements

Pe : A[e] =∗ C [e].

Such a node can have any outcome in ω ∪ {⊥}.

All the nodes of length 2e will work on meeting Re, and those of length 2e+ 1

will work on Pe. The only exception is the node 〈0〉 of length 1, which does nothing
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and always has outcome 0. As usual, we say a node α is active at stage s if it is the

only node of length |α| on fs.

Each Pe-node (e > 0) watches C [e] to see whether C [e] is finite or cofinite and,

if C [e] is cofinite, to see what has been left out. Suppose a Pe-node α is on the true

path. We will guarantee that its outcome is ⊥ if and only if C [e] (and thus, we hope,

A[e]) is finite. Otherwise, if and only if C [e] and A[e] are cofinite, α’s outcome is the

canonical index of C
[e]

.

Through the Pi-nodes above it, any Re-node β will have information about the

i-sections of C, for each i < e. Specifically, β will have a belief about whether each

such section is finite or cofinite, and about which numbers are missing from the

cofinite sections. Then β will expect A[i] to eventually contain every element of C [i]

that is not restrained by nodes above or to the left of β, so at stage s it will not

believe any computation with use u unless A
[i]
s already contains all the numbers

〈y, i〉 such that

• 〈y, i〉 is less than or equal to u,

• β believes 〈y, i〉 ∈ A[i], and

• 〈y, i〉 > max{r(α, s) : α <L β or α ⊂ β},

where r(α, s) is the node α’s restraint at stage s.

This idea is made more precise in the following definition:

Definition 3.25. Let β be an Re-node. Let σ0 ⊂ σ1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ σe−1 ⊂ β be Pi-nodes

for all i < e, and for each i < e let oi be such that σi ôi ⊆ β.

Suppose that Φe,s(As; x) ↓ with use u(Φe, A, x, s) = u. We say that this compu-

tation is β-correct if for all i < e, if oi 6=⊥, then

[ x ∈ (ω[i] − Doi) � u & x > max{r(α, s) : α <L β or α ⊂ β} ] =⇒ x ∈ A[i]
s .
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Thus β will not take action for its requirement unless the computations involved

are β-correct. That is, β will use the information from higher-priority Pi-nodes to

guess whether any x ∈ WAs
e, at s is there for good; β will not try to meet Re via x

if the computation is not β-correct. Any such β on the true path, moreover, will

eventually be correct every time it guesses. Thus either β will act for some x that

really is in WA
e , thus meeting Re, or it will ignore all the false alarms of x’s that are

not really in WA
e —thus meeting Re trivially but, more importantly, not injuring

the restraints of lower-priority nodes infinitely often.

As in Subsection 2.3.2, we will change our notation somewhat to reflect the fact

that we are working on a tree. The requirements will sometimes be indexed not with

e’s but with the names of nodes that are working on them. Thus, if β is working

on Re, we will sometimes refer to Re as Rβ (and we may refer to the functional Φe

as Φβ). This is especially important in the present construction, as each Re-node

β will work on its own version of Re and build up its own list of pending numbers;

in the construction for Theorem 3.17, there was just one list for Re. As before, we

have restraint functions r(e, s) that are associated with theRe’s; since the restraints

vary from node to node, they will be denoted r(β, s).

If β is an Re-node, we say that Rβ looks met at stage s if there are a witness z

and a stage tz such that

• z ∈WAtz
e, at tz via a β-correct computation,

• z ∈WAv
e,v for all v with tz ≤ v ≤ s, and

• Dtz � z 6= Dα � z, where qAss (tz)↓= α.

We say that Rβ is actually met if there are a witness z and a stage tz such that

• z ∈WAtz
e, at tz , for good and

• Dtz � z 6= Dα � z, where qA(tz) = α.
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Construction, stage s + 1. First set p
As+1

s+1 (s+1) = s+1 with use 〈Λs+1(s+ 1), 0〉.

Next define fs+1 = βs+1,s+1, the approximation to the true path, by induction on k:

First, βs+1,0 = λ. Now let β = βs+1,k.

Case 1 (β is a promptness node): Suppose |β| = 2e, so that β is a promptness

node working on Re. If there is some t ≤ s, and there is some x, such that

x ∈ WAt
e, at t by a β-correct computation and x > y for all y (if any) that are

pending for β, then

1. declare x to be pending for β,

2. declare t to be a critical stage for Rβ , and

3. set r(β, s+ 1) = u(Φe, A, x, s+ 1) + 1.

If k < s + 1, then let βs+1,k+1 = β 0̂.

Case 2 (β is a Pe-node): Suppose |β| = 2e+1, so that β is a jump node working

on Re. If e = 0, do nothing and let the outcome o be 0. Otherwise:

1. For all m such that 〈m, e〉 ∈ Cs and 〈m, e〉 > r, where r = max{r(α, s) :

α <L β or α ⊂ β}, enumerate 〈m, e〉 into A.

2. Let t < s + 1 be the most recent stage such that β ⊆ ft.

• If |C [e]
s | > |C [e]

t |, then let 〈n, e〉 = min
(
C

[e]
s − C [e]

t

)
, and let o be the

canonical index of the finite set

Do = { 〈m, e〉 : m < n & 〈m, e〉 /∈ Cs}.

• Otherwise, let o =⊥.

3. If k < s+ 1, then let βs+1,k+1 = β ô.

At the end of stage s+ 1 If Ds+1 6= Ds, then let x be the unique number enu-

merated into Ds+1.
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1. First, if

• some z′ (x < z′ ≤ s+ 1) is pending for some β, where

• Rβ does not look met at stage s+ 1, and

• if tz′ is the critical stage forRβ corresponding to z′, then 〈Λs(tz′), 0〉 >

r(σ, s+ 1) for all σ <L β and σ ⊂ β,

then let β be the ≤L-least such β, and z the least such z′ pending for

Rβ , and proceed as follows:

(a) First, enumerate 〈Λs(tz), 0〉 into A, and declare that Rβ looks met.

(b) If 〈Λs(tz), 0〉 < u(Φσ, A, xσ, s)+1 where xσ is a witness for some Rσ,

declare that all such Rσ no longer look met and that all such xσ are

no longer witnesses forRσ. Likewise, if 〈Λs(tz), 0〉 < u(Φσ, A, xσ, s)+

1 where xσ is pending for some Rσ, declare that all such xσ are no

longer pending for Rσ.

(c) Define p
As+1

s+1 (tz) = s+ 1 with use 〈Λs+1(tz), 0〉 , and set r(β, s+ 1) =

〈Λs+1(tz), 0〉 + 1.

(d) Next, for any Rσ such that

• Rσ does not look met at stage s+ 1,

• some z′ (x < z′ ≤ s+ 1) is pending for Rσ, and

• if tz′ is the critical stage forRσ corresponding to z′, then Λs(tz′) >

Λs(tz),

redefine pAs+1

s+1 (tz′) = s+ 1 with use Λs+1(tz).

Set Λs+1(tz) = s+ 1 and Λs+1(m) = Λs+1(m−1) + 1 for m > tz, and

let Λs+1(m) = Λs(m) for m < tz.

If there is no such e, then let Λs+1(m) = Λs(m) for all m.
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2. Define p
As+1

s+1 (y) = s + 1 with use Λs+1(y) for any y ≤ s + 1 with pA(y)

currently undefined.

3. Set fs+1 = βs+1,s+1.

End of construction.

Lemma 3.26. A ≤t D.

Proof. The number 〈n, 0〉 ∈ A only if n = Λs(tz) for some s and z, and for some

x ∈ Ds+1 −Ds, x < z. Clearly, n can be Λs(tz) only for tz ≤ n. So A[0] ≤t D.

As for a number 〈n, e〉 , with e 6= 0: If 〈n, e〉 /∈ C, then 〈n, e〉 /∈ A. Suppose

〈n, e〉 ∈ C, and let t be the stage at which it enters C. Let γ be the node of length

2e+ 1 that is active at stage t. If 〈n, e〉 is not put into A at stage t, it is because

r(t) = max{r(α, t) : α ≤L γ or α ⊂ γ} ≥ 〈n, e〉 .

The only way 〈n, e〉 can ever go into A at some stage t1 > t is if the approximation

to the true path moves to the left; otherwise restraints are respected. But we can

tell, computably in C ⊕D ≡t D, whether this happens. For given i < e, let γ′ be

a Pi-node active at any stage v. If the outcome of γ′ at stage v is ⊥, then we wait

till a stage w such that either some number enters C [i] or Φi−1,w(Dw; i− 1)↓ via a

D-correct computation. If the latter happens, then the outcome is always ⊥. If a

number enters C [i], then the outcome of γ′ will be a number k; and the outcome of

γ′ can never be a smaller number k′ unless C changes below max Dk.

So we can start at the top of the tree and move down, asking, for any Pi-node

active after t for i < e, whether the approximation to the true path ever moves to

the left. If so, we wait until it does and ask again; if it does not, then the restraint

will not go down. In this manner we can determine, computably in C⊕D, whether

the restraint for Pe ever goes down far enough for 〈n, e〉 to enter A.
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Lemma 3.27. The “true path” f = lim infs exists. In particular, if γ is a Pe-node

on the true path f , and γ ô ⊂ f , then o =⊥ if and only if C [e] is finite, and o ∈ ω

if and only if Do = { 〈m, e〉 : 〈m, e〉 /∈ C}.

Proof. Clearly, if C [e] is finite, then o =⊥. If C [e] is infinite, then C [e] is cofinite by

the definition of C. So suppose { 〈m, e〉 : 〈m, e〉 /∈ C} = Dn, and let s0 be a stage

such that C
[e]
s0 � max Dn + 1 = C [e] � max Dn + 1. Let 〈k0, e〉 be the least element of

C [e] that is not in C
[e]
s0 . Then at some stage s1 > s0, 〈k0, e〉 will be enumerated into

C, and the outcome of γ at the next γ-stage will be n (as 〈k0, e〉 will have been the

least number enumerated into C [e] between γ-stages and C
[e] � 〈k0, e〉 = Dn). Let

〈k1, e〉 be the least element of C [e] that is not in C
[e]
s1 ; then at some stage s2 > s1,

〈k1, e〉 will be enumerated into C, and the outcome of γ at the next γ-stage will be

n. And so on; in this manner we find a sequence of γ-stages such that the outcome

of γ at each is n. Since nothing less than max Dn is ever again enumerated into C [e],

so that C
[e]

always has index at least n, n is the lim inf of the outcomes of γ.

Lemma 3.28. Let f = lim inf fs. For all e,

(i) Let α = f � (2e). Rα is actually met, and α enumerates finitely many

numbers into A and imposes finite restraint on A.

(ii) Let γ = f � (2e+ 1). Then Pγ is met.

Proof. The proof is by induction on e. For e = 0, (i) follows as in the general case

below, and (ii) is trivial since for P0 there is nothing to meet.

(i) By the induction hypothesis, let s0 be a stage such that

• for every t ≥ s0, ft 6<L α;

• for any Re′-node α′ <L α or α′ ⊂ α (for any e′ < e), Rα′ looks met at stage t

for all t ≥ s0;
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• for any Re′-node α′ <L α, if z′ is the largest number pending for α′, then

Ds0 � z′ = D � z′;

• all β, β ⊂ α, have stopped increasing their restraints by stage s0; and

• if r is the maximum restraint imposed by such nodes β <L α or β ⊂ α at

stage s0 (and thus the maximum imposed by them forever), then we have

〈Λs0−1(s0), 0〉 > r.

By Lemma 3.27, let s1 ≥ s0 be a stage such that α is active at s1 and for all

i < e such that α � (2i + 1) =⊥, C
[i]
s1 = C [i]. After stage s1, no node to the left of

α can enumerate any numbers into A (as no such node is active), and no Pi-node

such that γ ̂⊥⊂ α can enumerate any more numbers into A (since γ would have

enumerated them all by stage s1).

Also, for any stage t > s1, α never declares any x to be pending for α unless

x ∈WAt
e, at t, for good; this is because it only declares x to be pending if the computa-

tion is α-correct, and after s1 any α-correct computation is a correct computation

(as all nodes to the left of or above α are finished enumerating below the use of the

computation, and all nodes below or to the right of α respect r(α, s1)). Thus, as in

Theorem 3.17, if WA
e is infinite, then α builds up a sequence of pending numbers

x1, x2, x3, . . . , at stages s1, s2, s3, . . . . One of these must be permitted by D at

some stage t, as D is noncomputable; and by choice of s0, α is the ≤L-least node

for which the hypotheses for end-of-stage action are met. So at the end of stage t

we act for Re, and it is met.

(ii) By the induction hypothesis, for all β <L γ and β ⊂ γ, lims r(β, s) exists. Let

s0 be a stage such that for all t ≥ s0 and all β <L γ or β ⊂ γ, r(β, t) = lims r(β, s);

and let r = max{lims r(β, s) : β <L γ or β ⊂ γ}.
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Since γ is on the true path, whenever any 〈m, e〉 enters C [e], there is always a

later stage such that γ is active, and at that later stage γ puts 〈m, e〉 into A if

〈m, e〉 > r. Thus A[e] = C [e] ∩ (r,∞), and Pe is met.

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.24.

It seems reasonable that, since we can make a to be as low as (noncomputably)

possible or as high as d, we should be able to make it lie in any jump hierarchy

level in between. In fact, we can do so, but we will not prove this directly, instead

deferring discussion until Subsection 3.3.2.

3.3 Relativizations of Other Concepts

Now we look at the concepts of tardiness, contiguity, noncontiguity, and array non-

computability. The overwhelming success of our relativization of prompt simplicity

led us to be optimistic that similar results would appear for some of these other

concepts. We were optimistic that some of the other concepts would relativize

nicely, and that perhaps some pattern would emerge. We were disappointed on

both counts.

3.3.1 Tardiness

The promptly simple c.e. degrees are precisely the c.e. degrees that are noncappable,

that is, are not halves of minimal pairs in the c.e. degrees. One direction of this

result (“PS ⊆ NC”) was proved by Maass, Shore, and Stob [32, Theorem 1.11],

the other (“NC ⊆ PS”) by Ambos-Spies, Jockusch, Shore, and Soare [4, Theorem

1.13].

To investigate tardiness, we prove the analogue of one direction: for any c.e.

degree a, “NCa ⊆ PSa” holds in the c.e.-in-a degrees. That is,
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Theorem 3.29. Given c.e. degrees a < d, if d is not prompt over a, then there is

a c.e. degree b such that d ∩ b = a.

The work for this result is a direct adaptation of the “NC ⊆ PS” proof given

in [39, Chapter XIII], so we have put it into Appendix D. Once we have this result,

it follows immediately that

Theorem 3.30. There is a prompt incomplete c.e. degree d that is not tardy over

any c.e. degree a < d.

Proof. Ambos-Spies [2, Theorem 1] has shown that there is an incomplete c.e. degree

d that is strongly noncappable, that is, for all c.e. b|d and a < d, it is not the case

that a = b ∩ d. This and Theorem 3.29 yield the result.

So we have discovered that tardiness does not relativize nicely.

As noted on page 53, the reason we kept the c.e.-in-A formulation of prompt

simplicity over A, rather than using a c.e.a.-in-A formulation, is that our results are

stronger with the c.e.-in-A formulation. Our definition of prompt simplicity over A

seems to be tougher than necessary (we require Re to hold whether WA
e ≥t A or

not), and yet every c.e. degree d has a degree a below it such that d is prompt over

a. On the other hand, our definition of tardiness seems easier than necessary, yet

there is a c.e. degree d that fails to be tardy over any c.e. degree a below it.

3.3.2 Remarks on Theorem 3.29

The results on promptness in Section 3.2 were obtained before moving on to the

concepts in the present section (tardiness, contiguity, noncontiguity, and array non-

computability). We did not prove Theorem 3.29 until we had moved on to an

investigation of tardiness. In hindsight, this result would have been enough to

prove the existence theorems in the Subsections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, since Fejer [20] has
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shown that the nonbranching c.e. t-degrees are dense. Thus, given a c.e. degree d,

there is a nonbranching a ∈ [0,d]; so in particular there is no c.e. degree b such that

d ∩ b = a, and thus d is prompt over a, proving Theorem 3.17. Similar reasoning

makes Theorem 3.23 immediate. Finally, given D ∈ d we can always find a c < d

such that (i) c is low or (ii) c′ = d′, so we merely find a nonbranching degree a < d

in (i) [0, c] to get Corollary 3.22 or (ii) [c,d] to get Theorem 3.24.

We didn’t notice this, however, until we had already worked out the proofs of

Theorems 3.17, 3.23, and 3.24 and Corollary 3.22; besides, it is more instructive

to see those results proved directly than to derive them as corollaries of the non-

branching result and Theorem 3.29. For these reasons we have kept the original

proofs of these results. We point out, however, that by using Theorem 3.29 and

Fejer’s density result, we can push our work on promptness as far as possible:

Corollary 3.31. If d is any c.e. degree, and b < c ≤ d are c.e. degrees, then there

is a c.e. degree a, b < a < c, such that d is prompt over a.

Proof. Immediate.

3.3.3 Contiguity and noncontiguity

Turning to contiguity and noncontiguity, we find that neither relativizes nicely; and

these observations follow directly from results from other sources.

First we need to relativize contiguity, which we do in a natural way.

Definitions. As in Downey–Stob [19]: Let A be a c.e. set. For any two sets

X and Y (not necessarily c.e.), we say that X is A–wtt-reducible to Y , denoted

X ≤A−wtt Y , if there are a reduction Φ and an A-computable function fA such that

Φ(Y ) = X and for all x, u(Φ, Y, x) ≤ fA(x).

We say that X is A–wtt-equivalent to Y , denoted X ≡A−wtt Y , if X ≤A−wtt Y

and Y ≤A−wtt X.
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Definition 3.32. Let d and a be c.e. degrees, a ≤ d, and let A ∈ a be a c.e. set.

We say that d is contiguous over a if for all X, Y ∈ d that are c.e. in A, we have

X ≡A−wtt Y .

As noted on page 53, this definition would be the same if we formulated it with

either c.e.a.-in-A sets or c.e.-in-A sets. This is clear because all the sets in question

are already in d ≥ a.

Contiguity over a is very similar to a-contiguity :

Definition. Downey–Stob [19, Definition 6.25]: The c.e. degree c is a-contiguous

if for all c.e. sets C1, C2 ∈ c, C1 ≡A−wtt C2 for some (any) c.e. set A ∈ a.

Remark 3.33. The only difference between these concepts is that Definition 3.32

requires that a condition hold for all c.e.-in-A sets in d, and the definition of a-

contiguity requires it only for the c.e. sets in d. Clearly, then, if a < d are c.e.

degrees and d is contiguous over a, then d is a-contiguous. α

We will also need the following definition:

Definition. Downey [10]: A c.e. degree is strongly contiguous if for all sets

C1, C2 ∈ c, C1 ≡wtt C2.

On the face of it, this definition is stronger than the definition of contiguous,

since in the definition of contiguity the wtt-equivalence must hold merely between

any two c.e. sets. However, Downey and Lempp have proved the following:

Theorem. Downey–Lempp [17, Corollary 1.2]: A c.e. degree c is contiguous if and

only if c is strongly contiguous.

The results above show that noncontiguity does not relativize nicely:

Proposition 3.34. There is a contiguous c.e. degree d that is not noncontiguous

over any c.e. a < d.
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In fact, this is true for every contiguous degree d.

Proof. If d is contiguous, then it is strongly contiguous by [17, Corollary 1.2]. Let

a be any degree below d. Any two sets D1 and D2 in d are wtt-equivalent, and thus

certainly A–wtt-equivalent for any c.e. A ∈ a (if the use functions are bounded by

a computable function, certainly they are bounded by a function that’s computable

in A). In particular this is true if D1 and D2 are c.e. in A.

That contiguity also does not relativize “nicely,” follows from two more results

from Downey and Lempp [17] and Downey and Stob [19]. First we need the following

definitions as in [19]:

Definitions. Downey–Stob [19, Definitions 5.19 and 6.26]: A c.e. degree a is

locally distributive if

(∀a1, a2)

[
(a1 ∪ a2 = a & d ≤ a) =⇒
(∃d1,d2) [ d1 ∪ d2 = d & d1 ≤ a1 & d2 ≤ a2 ]

]
.

A c.e. degree a is locally distributive over a c.e. degree b if

(∀a1, a2)

[
(a1 ∪ a2 = a & d ≤ a & b ≤ d ≤ a) =⇒
(∃d1,d2) [ d1 ∪ d2 = d & d1 ≤ a1 ∪ b & d2 ≤ a2 ∪ b ]

]
.

Remark 3.35. The Downey-Lempp result on strong contiguity was actually a by-

product of their proof that contiguity is a definable property in (R,≤). Their main

result was that if c is locally distributive, then c is contiguous. That contiguity

implies local distributivity is a corollary of Lachlan’s Lemma [29], whence contiguity

is defined. α

The following results are what we need:

Theorem. Downey–Lempp [17, Theorem 7.3]: There is a noncomputable c.e.

degree d that is not locally distributive over any a < d.
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Lemma. Downey–Stob [19, Lemma 6.27]: If a < c are c.e. degrees and c is

a-contiguous, then c is locally distributive over a.

Proposition 3.36. There is a noncontiguous c.e. degree d that is not contiguous

over any a < d.

Proof. Let d be as in [17, Theorem 7.3], and suppose d is contiguous over a for

some a < d. Then by [19, Lemma 6.27] and Remark 3.33, d is locally distributive

over a, a contradiction.

In particular, the degree d from [17, Theorem 7.3] and Proposition 3.36 is in-

complete, as Downey and Lempp also show (Theorem 6.3 of the same paper) that

0′ is c-contiguous for some c < 0′.

3.3.4 Array noncomputability

Now we turn to array noncomputability, which turns out to be the slipperiest con-

cept to relativize. The problem isn’t that the relativization is not straightforward;

it is quite straightforward. The problem is that the straightforward relativiation

does not seem, at first glance, to be quite the right definition, because a particular

nice result on anc degrees does not “completely” relativize to A-anc degrees, as we

will explain below.

We will explain this below. First, the definition:

Definition 3.37. Let a be a c.e. degree, A ∈ a a c.e. set, and d > a a c.e.-in-A

degree. We say that d is array noncomputable over A, abbreviated A-anc, if there

are an A-very strong array FA = {FA
i }i∈ω and a c.e.-in-A set DA ∈ d such that

(∀e) (∃n) [WA
e ∩ FA

n = DA ∩ FA
n ]. (3.3.1)
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Of course we also call such a degree a-anc or array noncomputable over a. Notice

that any very strong array is an A-very strong array for any A; this will be helpful

below.

Remark 3.38. If d is anc over a, then d 6≤ a. For if DA is as in Definition 3.37 and

DA ≤t A, then DA = WA
e for some e, contradicting Condition 3.3.1.

To answer the “relativizing nicely” question, we will be interested in the case

where d > a. We see no reason to believe that d > a necessarily if Condition 3.3.1

is met, which is why we require it explicitly in the definition. α

The following is one of the nicer basic results about the (unrelativized) anc

degrees:

Theorem. Downey–Jockusch–Stob [14, Theorem 2.5]: Let F and G be very strong

arrays, D an F-anc set, and b a c.e. degree, b ≥ deg (D). Then there is a G-anc

set B ∈ b.

This shows that the anc degrees are closed upward, and also that array noncom-

putability is independent of array, at least up to degree (in fact up to wtt-degree);

this is what justifies our using the term array noncomputable without explicit ref-

erence to the particular strong array. It would be nice to have a relativized version

of [14, Theorem 2.5] for array noncomputability over A. The best possible result

would run as follows:

Given a c.e. set A: Let FA = {FA
i }i∈ω and GA = {GA

i }i∈ω be A-very strong

arrays; DA >t A a c.e.-in-A set that satisfies Condition 3.3.1 with respect to FA;

and b a c.e.-in-A degree, b ≥ deg (DA). Then there is a set BA ∈ b that satisfies

Condition 3.3.1 with respect to GA.

We will refer to this as the “full relativization” of [14, Theorem 2.5]. The nice

aspects of such a result, as in [14, Theorem 2.5], would be that
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• the second array is arbitrary, and

• the set we build is in the chosen degree d.

We can certainly achieve one or the other, but we have so far been unable to achieve

both. Thus we have two results [Propositions 3.39 and 3.41] that are close, both

of which are proved in a fashion precisely parallel to [14, Theorem 2.5]. The first

assumes that the second array GA is really a very strong array:

Proposition 3.39. Given a c.e. set A: Let FA = {FA
i }i∈ω be an A-very strong

array and G = {Gi}i∈ω a very strong array; DA >t A a c.e.-in-A set that satisfies

Condition 3.3.1 with respect to FA; and b a c.e.-in-A degree, b ≥ deg (DA). Then

there is a set BA ∈ b that satisfies Condition 3.3.1 with respect to G.

In particular, the A-anc degrees are closed upward.

Proof. We merely sketch the proof, as it is exactly the proof of [14, Theorem 2.5]

with A as an oracle. Let B̂A be a c.e.-in-A set in b. We will code B̂A into BA by

enumerating all z ∈ G〈0,x〉 into BA if x enters B̂A. To meet Condition 3.3.1, we

use A to define a function gA thus: Given e, use A to find n(e), the least n such

that |FA
n | > |G〈e+1,0〉|. For all n ≥ n(e), let gA(e, n) be the greatest 〈e+ 1, i〉 such

that |FA
n | > |GgA(e,n)|. For each e we will enumerate a c.e.-in-A set V A

e to meet the

requirements

Re,n : V A
e ∩ Fn = DA ∩ Fn =⇒ WA

e ∩GgA(e,n) = BA ∩GgA(e,n).

Then at stage s+ 1, for all e and n ≥ n(e) we act for Re,n as follows:

1. Let ds+1 be the number, if any, enumerated into DA at stage s + 1. If there

is some m ≤ n such that ds+1 ≤ maxFA
m, then we enumerate all z ∈WA

e,s+1 ∩

EgA(e,n) into BA.
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2. If BA
s ∩ GgA(e,n) = WA

e,s ∩ GgA(e,n) and BA
s+1 ∩ GgA(e,n) 6= WA

e,s+1 ∩ GgA(e,n),

then enumerate an element into V A
e ∩ FA

n to make DA
s+1 ∩ FA

n 6= V A
e,s+1 ∩ FA

n .

(The idea is that if DA ∩ FA
n is to be equal to V A

e ∩ FA
n , then DA must

change on FA
n , thus meeting the condition for Step 1 that allows us to make

BA ∩GgA(e,n) = WA
e ∩GgA(e,n) again.)

Of course we code “x ∈ B̂A?” into BA when we need to, as described earlier.

That BA satisfies Condition 3.3.1 with respect to G follows as in the proof of [14,

Theorem 2.5]. That BA ∩
⋃
e,i∈ωG〈e+1,i〉 ≤t D

A follows because given x ∈ G〈e,i〉 we

can find, computably in A ⊕ DA, a stage after which DA never permits x; and

A⊕DA ≡t D
A by the statement of the theorem. (This is the only place we use the

hypothesis that DA >t A.) That BA∩
⋃
i∈ωG〈0,i〉 ≡t B̂

A is clear by the construction

because G〈0,i〉 is a very strong array and not just an A-very strong array.

Remark 3.40. Note that if we had required Condition 3.3.1 to hold only for c.e.a.-

in-A sets rather than for all c.e.-in-A sets, we would have had to make the auxiliary

sets V A
e ≥t A in the proof of Proposition 3.39. It is unclear how to achieve this.

This is one reason we use c.e.-in-A sets in Definition 3.37. α

The last sentence of the above proof sketch illustrates the problem with trying

to prove the “full relativization” of [14, Theorem 2.5] on page 97: If GA is an A-very

strong array that is not a very strong array, then the coding step will not work. If

we have coded DA into BA using A as oracle, we need to consult A to be able to

decode DA. There is nothing in the above construction that guarantees BA ≥t A.

We could try to code A itself into BA, of course, but the same problem arises.

Actually we ran into this problem while proving our relativized version of the

Promptly Simple Degree Theorem, Proposition 3.13. If we try simply to relativize

the usual proof (using A as oracle) as in [39, Chapter XIII], then we build a set

BA such that A ⊕ BA is equivalent to our given D, not BA ≡t D as desired. In
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Proposition 3.13, we were able to use a trick to circumvent this; namely, to code

the fact that e was in D, we put more numbers into BA � f(e) + 1 than would

ever be in BA � f(e) + 1 for any other reason. The trick worked in that case

because every promptness requirement needed only one witness and we knew what

f(e) was—so that it was easy to see whether “too many” numbers had gotten into

BA � f(e) + 1 and thus whether e was in D. In the present situation, to meet each

anc requirement we need to make sure that BA agrees with each WA
e on some chunk

GA
n ; but we don’t know, in a computable manner, how many elements there will be

in WA
e ∩GA

n—or even how big GA
n is.

Without the assumption that the second array is a very strong array, we have

been unable to prove that our set BA is in b, but we do have the following:

Proposition 3.41. Given a c.e. set A: Let FA = {FA
i }i∈ω and GA = {GA

i }i∈ω be

A-very strong arrays; DA >t A a c.e.-in-A set such that

(∀e) (∃n) [WA
e ∩ FA

n = DA ∩ FA
n ]; (3.3.2)

and b a c.e.-in-A degree, b ≥ deg (DA). Then there is a c.e.-in-A set BA such that

A⊕BA ∈ b and

(∀e) (∃n) [WA
e ∩GA

n = BA ∩GA
n ].

Proof. Use the construction from Proposition 3.39 to build BA, and use A at the

end to decode B̂A from BA.

Remark 3.42. Proposition 3.41 shows that a degree d > deg(A) is A-anc if and

only if for every A-very strong array GA, there is a c.e.-in-A set BA such that

deg(BA) ≤ d and

(∀e) (∃n) [WA
e ∩GA

n = BA ∩GA
n ].
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This is not quite the “full relativization” of [15, Theorem 2.5] that we hoped for,

but, as we shall see, it is enough. α

Our definition of A-anc is a relativization of [14, Definitions 1.3–1.5], using A-

very strong arrays in place of very strong arrays and c.e.-in-A sets in place of c.e.

sets. In this case our choice to use c.e.-in-A sets rather than c.e.a.-in-A sets seems

a little suspicious, as (given Remark 3.40) we seem to have made this choice only

for the sake of proving Propositions 3.39 and 3.41.

We remind the reader, however, that there is an alternate definition of array

noncomputability. Downey, Jockusch, and Stob [15, Definition 1] define a degree

d ≤ 0′ (not necessarily c.e.) to be array noncomputable if for any function f ≤wtt K,

there is a function g ≤t d that is not dominated by f . They then show that if d is

a c.e. degree, the formulations are equivalent, that is,

Proposition. Downey-Jockusch-Stob [15, Proposition 1.4]: If d is a c.e. degree

and F = {Fi}i∈ω is any very strong array, then the following are equivalent:

(i) For any function f ≤wtt K, there is a function g ≤t d that is not dominated

by f .

(ii) There is a c.e. D ∈ d such that D is F-anc, that is,

(∀e) (∃n) [We ∩ Fn = D ∩ Fn ].

By relativizing the proof of [15, Proposition 1.4] precisely (we will explain what

we mean by “relativizing precisely”), we can prove the following:

Proposition 3.43. Given a c.e. set A: Let d > deg(A) be a c.e.-in-A degree and

FA = {FA
i }i∈ω any A-very strong array. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) For any function f ≤A−wtt A′, there is a function g ≤t d that is not domi-

nated by f .
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(ii) There is a c.e.-in-A set BA, deg (BA) ≤ d, such that

(∀e) (∃n) [WA
e ∩ FA

n = BA ∩ FA
n ].

Proof. Because the proof is quite long and is simply the proof of [15, Propositions

1.3 and 1.4] with the oracle A added, we do not sketch it here; the reader is directed

to [15]. The following adjustments relativize the proof of [15, Proposition 1.4] to

yield the present result:

1. All computable functions are changed to A-computable functions, and all c.e.

sets to c.e.-in-A sets.

2. We use the Relativized Slowdown Lemma 3.11, observing (as in the proof

of [15, Proposition 1.3]) that the sets UA
e,s need only be uniformly A-computable

in e and s and not necessarily finite.

3. We use a relativized version of the Modulus Lemma as in [15, Proposition

1.4]: that a function g has c.e.-in-A degree if and only if it is the limit of an

A-computable approximation hA(x, s) that has a modulus m ≤t g.

4. Finally, the function mK (the modulus function of K) becomes mA
K , where we

are considering a particular enumeration {A′s}s∈ω of A′ from A, and for any n

mA
K(n) is a stage s such that A′s � n = A′ � n.

Then Proposition 3.43 follows precisely as in [15, Proposition 1.4].

Remark 3.44. Proposition 3.43 and Remark 3.42 indicate that Definition 3.37, a

straightforward relativization of array noncomputability based on [14, Definitions

1.3–1.5], is equivalent to the straightforward relativization of [15, Definition 1.1].

Thus, even though we have not been able to prove the “full relativization” of [14,

Theorem 2.5], and even though our choice to use c.e.-in-A sets may seem suspicious
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to some, we think that our definition of A-array noncomputability is the proper

one. α

Once we have Remark 3.44, it is immediate that array noncomputability does

not relativize nicely:

Theorem 3.45. There is an array computable c.e. degree d that is not array non-

computable over any a < d.

In fact this is true for all array computable c.e. d.

Proof. Let d be an array computable c.e. degree. Suppose d is A-anc for some A,

A <t D. Let f be any function that is ≤wtt K. Then f ≤wtt A′ since K ≤1 A
′, so

certainly f ≤A−wtt A′. Then there is a function g ≤t d that is not dominated by f .

So d is array noncomputable, a contradiction.

The proof of Theorem 3.45 illustrates the following:

Proposition 3.46. If c < a < d are c.e. degrees and d is array noncomputable

over a, then d is array noncomputable over c.

Proof. Let C ∈ c be a c.e. set. In the proof of Theorem 3.45, replace “array

(non)computable” with “array (non)computable over C,” “≤wtt” with “≤C−wtt,”

and “K” with “C ′.”

3.4 Remarks

In this chapter, we have relativized certain properties known or conjectured to be

definable in (R,≤), with an eye toward questions like Question 3.2. A summary of

our discoveries is given in Figure 3.1. Of course we have the following open question:

Question 3.47. Which properties P besides promptness “relativize nicely”?
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relativizes nicely?

promptly simple: ∀∃ yes
tardy: ∃∀ no
contiguous: ∀∃∀ no
noncontiguous: ∃∀∃ no
anc: ∀∃∀∃? no

Figure 3.1: A summary of the relativizations studied

We do not know yet whether array computability relativizes nicely. If it does

not, then promptness is the only property examined that relativizes nicely. It is

also the only property examined that

1. is closed upward, and

2. splits all jump classes.

Tardiness splits all jump classes, since promptness does; but the class of tardy

degrees is not closed upward. Neither contiguity nor noncontiguity is closed upward;

also, neither splits all jump classes, since any contiguous degree must be low2.

Array noncomputability is closed upward but does not split all jump classes, since

any nonlow2 degree must be anc. Thus array computability does not split all jump

classes either. We do not by any means claim or even conjecture that upward closure

and the splitting of all jump classes are the key to discovering which properties

relativize nicely (in particular lowness relativizes nicely and fails on both counts);

we merely wish to pose the question,

Question 3.48. Is there a property P that is closed upward and splits all jump

classes but does not relativize nicely?

On the other hand, if array computability does relativize nicely, we will wonder

whether there is something common to both promptness and array computability
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that has an effect on relativization. One link comes to mind: Schaeffer [35] has

argued that array noncomputability and array computability can be seen as dynamic

properties, since given any array computable set D and any computable f , D must

have an approximation that, for cofinitely many x, changes no more than f(x)

times. In particular, array computability can be seen as the success of a dynamic

condition (“D(x) reaches its final value with no more than f(x) mind-changes”),

much as promptness is the success of a dynamic condition (“x enters D in no

more than p(s) stages”). We do not know whether this dynamic character makes

a difference with respect to relativization. Of course we will first need to solve the

question of whether array computability relativizes nicely after all.
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CHAPTER 4

ON THE DEFINABILITY CONJECTURE

4.1 Introduction

As indicated earlier, we have conjectured the following:

If a is a c.e. degree such that every c.e. degree d > a is noncontiguous, then a

is array noncomputable.

If true, this implies that the anc degrees are definable in (R,≤). The work in the

previous two chapters has been related to definability and the array noncomputable

degrees, but has not yet focussed directly on the conjecture. We now take a brief

look at the conjecture itself. From now on, “definable” means “definable in (R,≤)”

unless otherwise specified.

The conjecture involves strict inequalities, and to prove it we would like to build

a contiguous degree strictly above every array computable degree. To demonstrate

the definability of the array noncomputable degrees, though, it would be enough to

prove a slightly weaker version: that every array computable c.e. degree a either

is contiguous itself or has a contiguous degree above it. So for any A of array

computable degree we would like to build a C such that C ≥t A and deg(C) is

contiguous, whether C ≡t A or not.

It seems reasonable, at first glance, that we should be able to code A into C

while making deg(C) contiguous. It is a result of Downey, Jockusch, and Stob [14]

that for any computable p, if A is array computable, then any function g ≤t deg(A)
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has an approximation ĝ(x, s) that changes its mind for each x no more than p(x)

times. In a similar vein, by Downey–Jockusch–Stob [15] there is a function f ≤wtt K

that dominates every function g ≤t deg(A); but f ≤wtt K if and only if there are

a computable p and an approximation f̂(x, s) to f that changes its mind no more

than p(x) times.

It seems natural to try to code A into C and, somehow, cast the number of

injuries to a particular contiguity requirement Ce as an A-computable function ge.

Then ge would have an approximation that changed no more than, say, p(x) times

for any x, and it would be dominated by a function with a similar property, and we

might be able to find some computable relative of p that could serve as the needed

bound on the use functions for Ce.

So far, however, we have been unable to prove our conjecture by this sort of effort.

We note that, of all the published constructions of contiguous degrees that we are

aware of (in [43], for example, and in [1], [11], and [16], among others), the positive

requirements are no more complicated than “Φe 6= A”; specifically, the requirements

work independently, each requirement needs only one permission to succeed, and if

one follower of the requirement doesn’t work we can use another. This is essential

since a key aspect of the strategy is the judicious choice and cancellation of followers.

In our case, though, coding A into C is a global requirement. If we choose a

follower to code whether x is in A, we can’t simply cancel it any time we choose;

we need either to keep it forever or to cancel it within a certain computable (or at

least C-computable) time period. The first doesn’t work with the usual contiguity

strategies, and the second doesn’t allow us to hold onto a follower long enough to

let it do its job, i.e., to be in C if and only if x is in A.

We have had no success proving the (weakened form of the) conjecture, but nei-

ther have we had success in refuting it. To refute it, we would have to build an array
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computable degree a such that every degree b ≥ a is noncontiguous. It is simple

to use the methods of Downey [13, Theorem 2.8], Downey and Stob [19, Theorem

9.5], or Schweiter [36, Theorem 1] to directly build an incomplete degree A that

is bounded only by noncontiguous degrees, or to build a low such A. (Obviously

we could accomplish this by building an anc degree, but that would not be direct.)

The reason such a construction works is that we have to make only finitely many

enumerations into A for each “De ≥t A =⇒ deg(De) noncontiguous” requirement,

so that eventually the incompleteness or lowness requirements would cease to be

injured. We cannot adapt this construction to the case where A needs to be array

computable, though. To do so, we would have to ensure that each array computabil-

ity requirement was injured, not finitely often, but only computably often—no more

than once, in fact, for each x in one particular chunk of a very strong array.

Thus we would have to know in advance how many injuries each positive require-

ment could inflict on lower-priority negative requirements. But this is impossible,

since the number of injures inflicted by any noncontiguity requirement would de-

pend on (a) the witness x for the requirement, which would presumably change as

the construction wore on, and (b) the value of ϕ̂i(x), where Φ̂i is a wtt-reduction

we are trying to defeat to ensure noncontiguity; but determining ϕ̂i(x) is not a

computable step, because we do not know in advance whether ϕ̂i even converges on

x.

4.2 Results Inspired by the Conjecture

Instead of attempting to build a contiguous degree above a given array computable

degree, we could of course take a c.e. set A such that every degree strictly above A

is noncontiguous, and try to show that A has array noncomputable degree. Now, to

show that A has array noncomputable degree, we have to show that for some very
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strong array F = {Fi}i∈ω and some E ≤t A, for all e we satisfy

Re : (∃n) [We ∩ Fn = E ∩ Fn ].

Given a c.e. set A, we will try to accomplish this by the following natural strategy.

First, we will make E ≤t A by ordinary permitting. Next, as usual we will use the

chunks F〈e,k〉 to meet Re. The construction should run as follows:

Construction, stage s+ 1. First, let as+1 be the element (if any) enumerated

into A at stage s+ 1. For any x such that x is frozen and x ≥ as+1, put x into E.

Next, we say Re is not met at stage s+ 1 if, for all 〈e, i〉 ≤ s+ 1, Es+1 ∩ Fi ⊂

We,s+1 ∩ Fi. For all e such that Re is not met, for all k such that 〈e, k〉 ≤ s + 1

declare all x ∈ (We − E) ∩ F〈e,k〉 to be frozen.

End of construction.

Now, for arbitrary A there is certainly no way to guarantee that E will be an

F -anc set; if A is of array computable degree then some Re must fail. However, we

do know that

Proposition 4.1. If Re fails, then We is not F-anc and We ≥wtt A.

Proof. Since E is c.e., the first clause is obvious. To see that We ≥wtt A, for any

x let k be least such that minF〈e,k〉 > x, and let f(x) = maxF〈e,k〉 + 1. Then f

is computable, and we claim that We � f(x) is all we need to determine whether

x ∈ A. Wait until a stage s0 such that We,s0 � f(x) = We � f(x). Since Re fails,

at stage s0 we must have E ∩ F〈e,k〉 ⊂ We ∩ F〈e,k〉, so that all y ∈ (We − E) ∩ Fk

are declared frozen at s0. Then As0 � minF〈e,k〉 = A � minF〈e,k〉, since otherwise

all such y are permitted to enter E; but since x < minF〈e,k〉, x ∈ A if and only if

x ∈ As0.

Note that the permitting used to make E ≤t A is the simplest possible (x is

permitted by x). If we used a more complicated style of permitting, we could still
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assume that each x was permitted by a number greater than or equal to x, so the

proof of Proposition 4.1 would still apply.

The fact that the construction above can be foiled only byWe such that We ≥wtt

A gave us hope. After all, if d is a noncontiguous degree above A, certainly there

is a D ∈ d such that A is not wtt-reducible to D, and presumably we can use this

to our advantage.

Or so we thought. The following, however, shows that we cannot assume this:

Corollary 4.2. There are nonrecursive c.e. sets A <t D such that A is non-

computable, d (= deg(D)) is incomplete and noncontiguous, and for all W ∈ d,

A ≤wtt W .

We label this only as a corollary (and push its proof to an appendix) because

we have learned that it follows from two results in G. A. Schweiter’s Ph.D. thesis:

Theorem. Schweiter [36, Theorem 1]: For any noncomputable c.e. set D, there

is a c.e. set A ≤wtt D such that deg(A) is noncontiguous and A is the wtt-top of

deg(A).

Theorem. Schweiter [36, Theorem 2]: For any noncomputable c.e. set C, there is

a c.e. set B ≤wtt C such that deg(B) is noncontiguous and wtt-bottomed.

Then Corollary 4.2 follows if we let the D in [36, Theorem 1] be the wtt-bottom

of deg(B) in [36, Theorem 2]. In fact this yields a result stronger than Corollary 4.2:

it shows that D’s and A’s as in Corollary 4.2 are downward dense in R.

Our direct construction for Corollary 4.2 is given in Appendix E. We do not

know whether our construction automatically yields a D that is of wtt-bottomed

degree or an A that is of wtt-topped degree, or whether it can be adapted to

prevent this. If it can be so adapted, this will be an improvement that does not

follow directly from Schweiter’s work. We note that Corollary 4.2 does not settle
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the question of whether, if deg(A) has only noncontiguous degrees above it, then

there must be some D in every such degree such that A 6≤wtt D. However, as some

further calculations convinced us that such a result would be of little help in proving

the conjecture after all, we pursued this line of inquiry no further.

Since the conjecture was still beyond our reach, we began looking at conse-

quences of it. The idea was that if the conjecture were false, then we might be able

to refute one of its consequences and thus refute it indirectly. If the consequence

turned out to be true, on the other hand, then we would have reassured ourselves

by eliminating a possible refutation of the conjecture. Consider the following:

Theorem. Ambos-Spies [1, Corollary 5.4]: If a is a low c.e. degree, then there is

a low c.e. degree b ≥ a such that every c ≥ b is noncontiguous.

If the conjecture is true, it and the above result yield that

Theorem 4.3. If a is a low c.e. degree, then there is a low anc c.e. degree b ≥ a.

It is an easy matter to prove Theorem 4.3 and thus reassure ourselves that the

conjecture may still be true. For let A be a low c.e. set. We use our favorite very

strong array,

F = {{0}, {1, 2}, {3, 4, 5}, . . . },

and build a c.e. set B to fulfill the requirements

Ne : (∃∞s) [Φe,s(As ⊕Bs; e)↓] =⇒ Φe(A⊕B; e)↓, and

Re : (∃n) [We ∩ Fn = B ∩ Fn ].

Construction, stage s + 1. For all e ≤ s + 1, if Φe,s+1(As+1 ⊕ Bs+1; e) ↑

(perhaps because of the hat trick), then let r(e, s+1) = 0; otherwise let r(e, s+1) =

max{u(Φi(A⊕B), B, i, s+ 1) : i ≤ e}.
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For all e ≤ s+ 1, proceed as follows (in order of increasing e): Set q(e, s+ 1) =

max{r(i, s+ 1) : i ≤ e}. Find the least 〈e, k〉 ≤ s+ 1, if any, such that

We,s+1 ∩ F〈e,j〉 6= Bs ∩ F〈e,j〉 for all j ≤ k and minF〈e,k〉 > q(e, s+ 1). (4.2.1)

Enumerate into B all x in (We,s+1 −Bs) ∩ F〈e,k〉.

End of construction.

Lemma 4.4. Each Re is met and enumerates only finitely many numbers into B.

Proof. By induction on e. Let s0 be a stage after which noRi, i < e, ever enumerates

anything else into B. Let I = {i0, i2, . . . , in} be the set of indices, if any, such that

im < e and lims r(im, s) exists; and let r be the maximum of all these limits.

Suppose that Re is not met. Let k be least such that minF〈e,k〉 > r, and wait

till a stage s1 > s0, s1 > 〈e, k〉 , such that for all j ≤ k We,s1 ∩ F〈e,j〉 = We ∩ F〈e,j〉,

and r(im, t) = lims r(im, s) for all t ≥ s1.

Let s2 be the first true stage after s1, that is, the first stage v > s1 such that

Av � av = A � av (where av is the number, if any, enumerated into A at stage

v). Then r(j, s2) = 0 for all j < e such that j /∈ I. For suppose that Φj,s2(As2 ⊕

Bs2; j)↓ and as2 > u(Φj(A⊕B), A, j, s2). Then, since A never again changes below

u(Φj(A ⊕ B), A, j, s2) (as s2 is a true stage) and no Ri’s ever enumerate anything

into B below u(Φj(A⊕B), B, j, s2) (by the induction hypothesis if i < e, by restraint

if i ≥ e), we have Φj(A⊕B; j)↓, contradicting j /∈ I.

It follows that q(e, s2) = r. Now, since Re is not met and We,s2 ∩ F〈e,j〉 =

We ∩ F〈e,j〉 for all j ≤ k and minF〈e,k〉 > r = q(e, s2), at stage s2 we enumerate all

x ∈ (We,s+1−Bs)∩F〈e,k〉 into B. But then Re is met after all. In particular, we will

never have to put anything into B ∩ F〈e,j〉 for j ≥ k because of the first clause of

Condition 4.2.1, and we will never put anything into B ∩ F〈e,j〉 for j < k, by choice

of k and s1.
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Lemma 4.5. A⊕B is low.

Proof. Define the A-computable function

g(e, s) =

 1,
if Φe,s(As ⊕Bs; e)↓ and
As � u(Φe(A⊕B), A, e, s) = A � u(Φe(A⊕B), A, e, s);

0, otherwise.

Claim. For all e, lims g(e, s) exists.

To prove the claim, note that for any e, by Lemma 4.4 there is a stage se such that

no Ri, i < e, enumerates anything into B after stage se. Thus if Φe,s(As ⊕Bs; e)↓

and As � u(Φe(A ⊕ B), A, e, s) = A � u(Φe(A ⊕ B), A, e, s) for some s > se, then

the same is true for all t ≥ s by the restraint on B, so lims g(e, s) = 1. In this

case Φe(A ⊕ B; e) ↓. On the other hand, if it is not true for any s > se, then

lims g(e, s) = 0 (as g(e, s) = 0 for all s > se); and in this case Φe(A⊕B; e)↑.

This shows not only that lims g(e, s) exists for all e, but also that lims g(e, s) =

(A⊕B)′(e) for all e. However, g is A-computable, so (A⊕B)′ ≤t A
′ by the Limit

Lemma, and since A is low we have (A⊕B)′ ≤t ∅′ as desired.

The only other existence theorem we know of that concerns degrees with only

noncontiguous degrees above them, but does not already mention anc degrees, is

very similar to the previous one:

Theorem. Downey and Jockusch [16, Corollary 3.6]: If a is a low c.e. degree,

then there is an incomplete 1-topped low-cuppable c.e. degree b ≥ a such that every

c ≥ b is noncontiguous.

This is proved similarly to [1, Corollary 5.4]; both proofs rely on Robinson’s

Splitting Theorem and refer to earlier results within the individual papers. If our

conjecture is true, then it and [16, Corollary 3.6] yield

Corollary 4.6. If a is a low c.e. degree, then there is an incomplete 1-topped low-

cuppable anc c.e. degree b ≥ a.
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Thus it would be nice to know if Corollary 4.6 were true. But this is immediate:

Given a, let â ≥ a be a low anc degree by Theorem 4.3, and let b ≥ â be an

incomplete, etc., c.e. degree as in [16, Corollary 3.6]. Then b is anc by upward

closure of the anc degrees.

Our next line of inquiry involved the following four questions.

Questions 4.7. Is it true that . . .

1. . . . above every contiguous degree there is a strictly greater array computable

degree?

2. . . . above every array computable degree there is a strictly greater array

computable degree?

3. . . . above every contiguous degree there is a strictly greater contiguous de-

gree?

4. . . . above every array computable degree there is a strictly greater contiguous

degree?

As contiguity is a stronger condition than array computability, these questions

are listed in order of increasing difficulty (though putting 2 before 3 was more or

less a judgment call). The last, of course, is our conjecture, and the others are

consequences of it. All of these questions are still open. We especially want to

settle the second one by showing that every array computable degree is bounded

by a strictly greater array computable degree; but we have been unable to do this

so far. There are two reasons for our interest in this question in particular:

First, it seems reasonable that if we can construct an array computable degree

strictly above every array computable degree, then we will be able to do so in a

uniform manner. If this is so, then we have, above every array computable degree,
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a chain of uniformly c.e. sets of strictly increasing degree. Any increasing chain of

degrees has an exact pair; it would be interesting in this case to see whether we

could force some such ascending chain to have an exact pair of array noncomputable

degrees (below 0′). If we could find such an arrangement, it would show that the

array noncomputable degrees in D(≤ 0′) do not form a strong filter.

The second reason requires some elaboration. To begin, we look at Schaeffer’s

definition of a hierarchy of classes of ∆0
2 functions, called the composition hierarchy:

Definition. Schaeffer [35, Definition 11.1]: Let c0 be the class of computable

functions. Suppose cn has already been defined. Then we define cn+1 as follows:

f ∈ cn+1 if there are a computable approximation f̂(x, s) to f and a function p ∈ cn

such that for all x,

|{s : f̂(x, s) 6= f̂(x, s− 1)}| ≤ p(x).

Note that, because a function f ≤wtt K if and only if there are a computable

approximation f̂(x, s) and a computable function p such that for all x,

|{s : f̂(x, s) 6= f̂(x, s− 1)}| ≤ p(x),

we have f ≤wtt K if and only if f is c1.

¿From the composition hierarchy, Schaeffer also defines a hierarchy of degrees

below 0′:

Definition. Schaeffer [35, Definition 12.1]: For any n, a degree a is cn-nc if for

any f ∈ cn, there is some g ≤t a such that g is not dominated by f .

Then by the remark above and the generalized definition [15, Definition 1.1] of

array noncomputable degrees, it follows (as noted in [35]) that the c1-nc degrees

are precisely the array noncomputable degrees.
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Schaeffer defines the cα functions (and thus the cα-ncdegrees) explicitly for α ≤

ω · 2 but notes that the hierarchy can be continued up through all computable

ordinals, and that each class so obtained is a proper superset of the nonlow2 degrees

(as the classes cα do not exhaust the functions ≤t K, and for any nonlow2 a there

is a g ≤t a not dominated by any f ≤t K). We will abuse his notation and denote

the opposite of cα-nc as cα-c , so that we have c1-c ⊂ c2-c ⊂ · · · ⊂ cn-c ⊂ · · · ⊂

cω·2-c ⊂ · · · ⊂ low2.

The c1-c degrees are the same as the array computable degrees, the degrees d

such that some f ≤wtt K dominates every g ≤t d. The low2 degrees, of course,

are precisely the degrees d such that some f ≤t K dominates every g ≤t d. We

wondered whether reducibilities between ≤wtt and ≤t would correspond to levels in

Schaeffer’s hierarchies the same way ≤wtt corresponds to c1 and c1-c .

The only intermediate reducibility we are aware of, called recursively-controlled

Turing reducibility, is due to Sui [49]. This notion turns out to correspond precisely

to the finite levels of the composition hierarchy.

Definition. Sui [49, Definition 1]: Let A be any ∆0
2 set and B any c.e. set.

We say that A is n-recursively-controlled Turing reducible to B, denoted A ≤n·rct

B, if there are an increasing computable function h and partial computable binary

functions ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψn as follows: For any x, IF s0 is the least stage such that

Bs0 � h(x) = B � h(x), and IF for all m, 0 < m ≤ n,

• ψm(x, sm−1)↓, and

• sm is the least stage such that Bsm � ψm(x, sm−1) + 1 = B � ψm(x, sm−1) + 1,

THEN x ∈ A⇐⇒ x ∈ Asn.

Remark 4.8. This is not presented precisely as in [49]. In the original definition, sm

was set equal to sm−1 if ψm(x, sm−1) ↑, but this doesn’t really yield a reducibility
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since we cannot tell whether ψm(x, sm−1) is going to converge; so we are requiring

that ψm(x, sm−1)↓ for all relevant sm. Also, the original definition does not specify

that the sets A and B be ∆0
2, but this is implicit in the statement, since it is assumed

that each has a computable approximation. (We could weaken the hypothesis on

B, assuming only that it is a ∆0
2 set, but this would require additional details, and

we will be interested only in the case where B is K.) Finally, rather than simply

using sn as the stage such that x ∈ A ⇐⇒ x ∈ Asn, the original definition uses

t = max{s0, s1, . . . , sn}. However, since we are assuming that the ψi(x, si−1) are all

defined, we may also assume that they, and thus the si, are nondecreasing; so we

will just use sn. α

We will show that a function f is cn+1 (in Schaeffer’s composition hierarchy) if

and only if f ≤n·rct K. The definition of n-recursively controlled Turing reducibility

is given in terms of a set A, but we can easily see how to adapt it for a function

f . Remember, for example, how we think of f ≤wtt B: f is just Φ(B) for some

functional Φ, but for some computable ϕ, u(Φ, B, x) ≤ ϕ(x) for all x. In particular,

given B, to compute f(x) we could just wait until a stage s such that Bs � ϕ(x) =

B � ϕ(x) and then let Φ start to compute x. The use depends only on the oracle

set B and the computable function ϕ(x) and not on any interaction between the

functional Φ and the oracle.

The idea with recursively bounded Turing reducibility is similar. If f ≤n·rct B,

where f = Φ̃(B), then for any x we can see sn (as in the definition) simply as

the stage by which B has settled down below the use u(Φ̃, B, x). As with a wtt-

reduction, we can simply wait until this stage and then let Φ̃ start to compute

f(x). This is analogous to demanding, as in the definition above, that a number x

be in A if and only if x ∈ Asn ; instead we will demand that we can start running
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Φ̃ to compute f(x) if Bsn � ψn(x, sn−1) = B � ψn(x, sn−1). If f = χA, the two

formulations of A ≤n·rct B are easily seen to be equivalent.

Remark 4.9. What is really important is not so much the stage sn but the use

ψn(x, sn−1), which (as in the case of wtt-reducibility) depends only on the oracle set

and some computable functions and not on any interaction between the functional

and the oracle. In this respect, ≤n·rct and ≤wtt are very similar to each other and

very different from ≤t. α

Theorem 4.10. A function f ≤t K is cn+1 if and only if f ≤n·rct K.

Proof. By induction on n.

(⇐=) Suppose f ≤n·rct K via the functions h and {ψi(x, s)}i≤n. We will show

that f is cn+1. Let q be the function such that, given x, q(x) = sn−1 where s0,

s1, . . . sn−1 are as in the definition of ≤n·rct. Clearly q ≤(n−1)·rct K via h and

{ψi(x, s)}i≤n−1, so by induction q is cn. This fact will be important later.

We need to find an approximation f̂ to f such that for some p(x) in cn,

|{s : f̂(x, s) 6= f̂(x, s− 1)}| ≤ p(x) for all x.

Let Ψ̃ be such that f = Ψ̃(K). Let x and s be fixed. We define f̂(x, s) in a canonical

fashion, using the following algorithm:

1. If s = 0, then let f̂(x, s) = 0 and stop. Otherwise go to Step 2.

2. Let vs be such that Ks � h(x)+1 = Kvs � h(x)+1 6= Kvs−1 � h(x)+1 (that is,

vs < s is the most recent stage at which K changed below h(x)). Continue.

3. Let i = 1. Let vs0 = vs. Continue.

4. If ψi,s(x, v
s
i−1)↑, then let f̂(x, s) = 0 and stop. Otherwise go to Step 5.
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5. If ψi,s(x, v
s
i−1) ↓, then let vsi be such that Ks � ψi,s(x, vsi−1) + 1 = Kvsi �

ψi,s(x, v
s
i−1) + 1 6= Kvsi−1 � ψi,s(x, vsi−1) + 1. If i < n, then let i = i + 1 and

run Step 4 again. Otherwise go to Step 6.

6. If i = n and ψn,s(x, v
s
n−1) ↓ and vsn is such that Ks � ψn,s(x, vsn−1) + 1 =

Kvsn � ψn,s(x, vsn−1) + 1 6= Kvsn−1 � ψn,s(x, vsn−1) + 1, then let σ = Ks �

ψn,s(x, v
s
n−1) + 1. Continue.

7. If Ψ̃s(σ; x)↑, then let f̂(x, s) = 0 and stop. Otherwise go to Step 8.

8. If Ψ̃s(σ; x)↓, then let f̂(x, s) = Ψ̃s(σ; x) and stop.

Clearly f̂(x, s) 6= 0 only if we reach Step 8, and if f̂(x, s) 6= 0 then f̂(x, s) = 0

for some t > s only if K changes below ψn(x, vtn−1). Notice that Steps 7 and 8

are the only ones that depend on Ψ̃ itself; the others depend only on K, h, and

{ψi(x, s)}i≤n. In particular the algorithm reaches Step 6 if and only if vsi−1 and

ψi,s(x, v
s
i−1) are defined for all i ≤ n. Further, notice that for any s, there is some

stage s∗ ≥ s (and thus we will assume it to be the least such stage) such that the

algorithm reaches Step 6 for x and s∗; this is simply because K eventually settles

down on each initial segment under consideration.

Now, let p̂ be the function defined as follows: For any s,

p̂(s) = max{ψn,t(x, vtn−1) : t ≤ s∗ and this algorithm reaches Step 6 for x and t}.

Clearly p̂ is computable. Now the critical thing to notice is the following. Let x be

given, and suppose sn−1 is as in the definition of “f ≤n·rct K” for this x. For all

t ≥ sn−1, if the above algorithm reaches Step 6 for t (and it must do so for some

such t), then the numbers vt0, vt1, . . . , vtn are the correct numbers s0, s1, . . . , sn.

This follows by induction on k ≤ n and by the definition of f ≤n·rct K again.

Then p̂(sn−1) is the largest value any ψn(x, vtn−1) will ever take, so we never

use more of K than K � p̂(sn−1) + 1. Since K � p̂(sn−1) + 1 can change only
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p̂(sn−1) + 1 times, by the comments after the algorithm we see that |{s : f̂(x, s) 6=

f̂(x, s− 1)}| ≤ 2(p̂(sn−1) + 1).

However, sn−1 is q(x). Because p(x) = 2(p̂(x) + 1) is a computable function of

x, it is c0. So the function (p ◦ q)(x) = 2(p̂(q(x)) + 1) is in cn since q ∈ cn, by the

following:

Corollary. Schaeffer [35, Corollary 11.11]: For any f ∈ cn and g ∈ cm,

f ◦ g ∈ cn+m.

So |{s : f̂(x, s) 6= f̂(x, s− 1)}| ≤ (p ◦ q)(x), where p ◦ q ∈ cn, as desired.

(=⇒) Let f be cn+1, so that there are a computable approximation f̂(x, s) and

a cn function p such that

|{s : f̂(x, s) 6= f̂(x, s− 1)}| ≤ p(x).

By the induction hypothesis, p ≤(n−1)·rct K, say by the functions h and {ψi(x, s)}i≤n−1.

Let W be the c.e. set { 〈x, i〉 : |{s : f̂(x, s) 6= f̂(x, s − 1)}| ≥ i}, and let h be

such that W ≤1 K via h. Now, since p is just some function Ψ̃(K), we can define

a partial computable function ψn(x, s) for all x and s as follows:

1. Wait until stage s.

2. Let σ = Ks, and try to compute Ψ̃(σ; x) using only σ as oracle.

3. If you ever get a value for Ψ̃(σ; x) in this manner, then set ψn(x, s) =

max{h( 〈x, i〉 ) : i ≤ Ψ̃(σ; x)}. Otherwise ψn(x, s)↑.

Now f ≤n·rct K via h and {ψi(x, s)}i≤n, as follows. For any x, the stages s0, s1,

. . . , sn−1 are the same as in the definition of “p ≤(n−1)·rct K.” Then ψn(x, sn−1) ↓

(that is, we get a value in Step 3) since p ≤(n−1)·rct K, and we have ψn(x, sn−1) =

max{h( 〈x, i〉 ) : i ≤ p(x)}. Clearly checking this much of K will tell us which

〈x, i〉 ’s are in W , and thus how many times the approximation to f changes. Now
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we simply wait for the approximation to change exactly that many times to give us

f(x).

Remark 4.11. Schaeffer [35, Chapter 11] notes that the composition hierarchy ex-

tends through all computable ordinals α without exhausting all functions ≤t K. In

particular we wonder whether there is a whole hierarchy of reducibilities that relate

to the levels cα in the same way each ≤n·rct relates to each cn.

Since the functions f ≤n·rct K go up only through the finite levels of the hierar-

chy, we point out (in the spirit of Remark 4.9) that every ≤n·rct is much closer to

≤wtt than to ≤t. α

The reader is no doubt wondering how all of this relates to the second of Ques-

tions 4.7. Our attempts to settle the question have involved the generalized defini-

tion of array computability from [15]: that a degree a is array computable if and

only if there is some function f ≤wtt K that dominates every g ≤t a. That is, we

have started with a c.e. set A of array computable (c1-c ) degree, taken an f ≤wtt K

that dominates every g ≤t a, and attempted to construct a c.e. set C 6≤t A such

that f (or some function f̃ ≤wtt K that is closely related to f) dominates every

g ≤t A⊕ C as well.

Our hope is that, if we can show that every c1-c degree is bounded by a strictly

greater c1-c degree, then we may also be able to generalize the method and the

result to show that every cn-c degree is bounded by a strictly greater cn-c degree,

for all n. The next step, of course, would be to generalize the result and the method

to any computable ordinal α.

We mention this because Schaeffer has pointed out that every cω+1-nc c.e. degree

bounds a copy of M5 in the c.e. degrees (by the proof of Downey and Shore [18,

Theorem 3.1]), and has posed the following question:
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Question. Schaeffer [35, Chapter 12]: What is the minimal α such that every

cα-nc degree bounds a copy of M5 in the computably enumerable degrees?

It is conceivable that, once this minimal α is found, we will discover that

cα-nc -ness is a necessary condition as well as a sufficient one. That is, it may

very well be that, for this α, a c.e. degree a is cα-nc if and only if M5 can be em-

bedded below a in the computably enumerable degrees. Equivalently, a c.e. degree

a would be cα-c if and only if M5 cannot be so embedded.

If we can find results as outlined above, then we can show that, above every c.e.

degree that does not bound a copy of M5, there is a strictly greater c.e. degree that

also does not bound a copy of M5—thus taking us full circle to our original area of

study.

4.3 Remarks

We note that we are not the first to speculate that array noncomputability of a is

captured by the degrees above a. In fact our conjecture is in the spirit of a remark

of Downey, Jockusch, and Stob [15, page 104] concerning the generalized array

noncomputable degrees. It is a curiosity that, whereas our conjecture about de-

finability in (R,≤) involves a ∀∃∀∃-formula, the Downey-Jockusch-Stob suggestion

would make array noncomputability definable in (D(≤ 0′),≤) by a ∀∃∀-formula.

They prove [15, Theorem 2.5] that if a is an array noncomputable degree, then

a is the join of a minimal pair of degrees below 0′; therefore every degree b ≥ a is

the join of two such degrees. They suggest that, perhaps, the converse holds: that if

every degree b ≥ a is the join of a minimal pair of degrees below 0′, then a is array

noncomputable. This would clearly define the generalized array noncomputable

degrees in (D(≤ 0′),≤).
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APPENDIX A

EMBEDDING M5 INTO THE LOW ANC DEGREES

Theorem A.1. There exist c.e. degrees a0, a1, and a2 such that a0∪a1 = a1∪a2 =

a2 ∪ a0, a low degree, and a0 ∩ a1 = a1 ∩ a2 = a2 ∩ a0, an anc degree.

In other words, the lattice M5 can be embedded into the c.e. degrees with all five

of its degrees low and anc.

We model a pinball machine proof after the ones in Downey-Shore [18] and

Stob [42]. We shall construct four c.e. sets, A0, A1, A2, and C. Given these, define

Âi = Ai ⊕ C and A = A0 ⊕A1 ⊕ A2 ⊕ C. The construction will guarantee that

(i) A, Â0, Â1, Â2, and C form the desired embedding of M5;

(ii) C is anc; and

(iii) A is low.

To make A low, we must meet, for every e, the requirement

Λe : (∃∞s)[Φe,s(As; e)↓] =⇒ Φe(A; e)↓ .

We do this by preserving the use u(Φe, A, e, s) for cofinitely many s. Specifically,

after stage s we will forbid all requirements of lower priority than Λe to enumerate

into A anything less than u(Φe, A, e, s).

Let F be the very strong array {{0}, {1, 2}, {3, 4, 5}, . . .}. To make C anc, as

in [1], we will meet for every e the requirement

Re : (∃n)[We ∩ Fn = C ∩ Fn].
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We will reserve the sets F〈e,i〉, i ∈ ω, for meeting Re.

Finally, as in [18] we have the following requirements to create the embedding:

Pe,i : Φe(C) 6= Ai (for e ∈ ω and i = 0, 1, 2),

and

Ne,i,j :
If Φe(Âi) = Φe(Âj) and this function is total, then it is also

computable in C (for e ∈ ω, i, j = 0, 1, 2, i 6= j).

On our pinball machine there is a track that pinballs roll down after being emitted

from holes; each hole He,i corresponds to a “positive lattice requirement” Pe,i.

The progress of balls may be impeded by gates; each gate Ge,i,j corresponds to

a “negative lattice requirement” Ne,i,j. Next to each gate is a corral. When a

number of balls roll down the track and get caught by a gate, one of them remains

at the gate while the others are placed into the corral.

This whole arrangement—track, holes, gates, corrals—is called the surface of

the machine. Below the lowest gate is a bin separated into the sets A0, A1, and A2

that we are building; each ball’s goal is to get all the way down the track into its

target set.

There are no flippers and no free games.

As in [18] we define the auxiliary functions

l(e, i, j, s) = max{x : (∀y < x)[Φe,s(Âi,s; y) = Φe,s(Âj,s; y)]}

and

m(e, i, j, s) = max{0, l(e, i, j, t) : t ≤ s}.

Also as in [18], we refer to balls on the surface of our machine as followers

and traces. A ball x that is shot out of a hole in the machine for the sake of a

requirement Pe,i is said to be a follower of that requirement. Followers and their
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traces (see below) can be cancelled, that is, removed from the machine. We will

refer to a follower of Pe,i as xne,i, where n is the number of uncancelled followers

for Pe,i that are already on the surface of the machine when xne,i is chosen. At the

second step of every stage we give each ball x a trace, which is simply a ball we set

up behind x to help us meet the unwritten requirement that Âi <t Âj⊕ Âk (in fact,

we will ensure that Ai <t Aj ⊕ Ak). A trace of x is also called a descendant of x,

and the descendants of any descendants of x are also descendants of x.

The priority ordering, taking all types of requirements into account, is Λ0, R0,

N0, P0, Λ1, R1, N1, P1, . . . , but during the construction (as will become clear) we

need only explicitly recognize the ordering of the positive requirements, R0, P0, R1,

P1, . . . . If n < m, then xne,i has higher priority than xme,i, but all of xne,i’s descendants

have the same priority as xne,i.

A pinball y is said to need attention at stage s+ 1 if

1 y is the least ball at gate Ge,i,j and l(e, i, j, s+ 1) > m(e, i, j, s+ 1); or

2 y is the least ball above hole He,i and Φe,s+1(Cs+1; y)↓= 0.

A “positive lattice requirement” Pe,i is said to need attention at stage s+ 1 if some

pinball associated with Pe,i needs attention or

3 there is no ball waiting behind hole He,i and Pe,i is not currently met (that is,

there is no y such that Φe,s+1(Cs+1; y)↓ 6= Ai,s+1(y)).

An “anc requirement” Re is said to need attention at stage s + 1 if

4 Re has a “witness set” F at stage s+ 1 and We,s+1 ∩ F 6= Cs ∩ F ; or

5 Re has no witness set at stage s+ 1.

The Construction at stage s+ 1.
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Step 1 (Action for lowness): For all m ≤ s+ 1, define

q(m, s+ 1) = max{u(Φm, A,m, s+ 1) : n ≤ m and Φm,s+1(As+1;m)↓}.

To help fulfill all lowness requirements, at stage s+ 1 we first:

• Cancel any ball xne,i on the surface of the machine, such that xne,i <

q( 〈e, i〉 , s+ 1).

• Cancel any witness set F〈e,k〉 (for an anc requirement Re) such that

minF〈e,k〉 < q(e, s+ 1).

Step 2 (Positive action): At stage s+ 1, step 2, act only for the highest priority

positive requirement that needs attention. If it is a lattice requirementPe,i, we

act only for the highest-priority y of its balls that need attention. Whichever

type of requirement we act for, we cancel all lower-priority balls on the surface

of the machine and all witness sets for lower priority anc requirements (this

is where we need to know that Rn has higher priority than Pn and how the

followers’ priorities relate).

Case 1 If there is an unoccupied gate below Ge,i,j, let y and its descendants

drop through Ge,i,j to the first unoccupied gate; there, put the largest

descendant onto that gate, and place the rest of them into the corral

associated with the gate.

If there is no unoccupied gate to drop into, then drop y and all of its

descendants into the bin and thus into their target sets. And if, in fact,

y is a follower for some positive lattice requirement, then declare that

that requirement has been met (perhaps only temporarily) and cancel

all the lower-priority balls associated with the requirement. If y is not

a follower, find the ball of which y is a trace, and pull this ball from its
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corral onto the associated gate. (As in [18], it is easy to show that this

gate will be empty so that this can be done.)

Case 2 Shoot y and its descendants out of the hole. If there is an unoccupied

gate below, let these balls drop to the first one; there, put the largest

descendant onto that gate, and place the rest of them into the corral

associated with the gate.

The rest is as in Case 1: If there is no unoccupied gate to drop into, then

drop y and all of its descendants into the bin and thus into their target

sets. Since y is a follower for some positive lattice requirement, declare

that that requirement has been met and cancel all the lower-priority balls

associated with it.

Case 3 Appoint a large number to be a follower of Pe,i; set it behind hole

He,i, and label it xne,i, where n is the number of uncancelled followers on

the surface of the machine.

Case 4 Enumerate all of We,s+1 ∩ F into Cs+1.

Case 5 Appoint a witness set F〈e,k〉 forRe, where k is least such that minF〈e,k〉

is a large number.

Step 3 (Trace appointment): For every ball on the surface of the machine that

has no trace, give it a large number as a trace. As in [18], we make sure that

the trace we appoint creates or continues an “i, j-stream”: If x is already part

of such a stream (i.e., a sequence of balls where the first is targeted forAi, the

second for Aj, the third for Ai, and so on), we target the trace to continue that

stream. If x is targeted for Ai and is alone at a gate Ge,i,j or Ge,j,i, we target

the trace for k (the one of 0, 1, and 2 that isn’t i or j). If x is targeted for

Ai and is alone at a gate Ge,j,k, it doesn’t matter whether we target its trace
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for j or k; we will target it for the lesser of j or k, for the sake of definiteness.

The same applies to a ball xne,i behind a hole: either continue an i, j-stream

or target the trace for the lesser of j and k. (Again, as in [18], it is easy to

see that everything on the surface of the machine after this is part of such a

stream, and we omit the proof.)

End of Construction.

The following two lemmas are verified precisely as in [18], so verifications are

provided here only for completeness. They follow entirely from the workings of the

pinball machine. We have added new requirements (low and anc requirements) to

the construction, but their only effect on the machine itself is extra cancellations of

pinballs. Extra cancellations certainly do not harm either of these lemmas.

Lemma A.2. For any Pe,i, only finitely many balls associated with a particular

follower of Pe,i receive attention.

Proof. Let y1, y2, . . . , yn be descendants of the follower x that are appointed behind

the hole He,i. If they do not leave their hole, or if they and x all enter their target

sets eventually, the lemma is proved. Suppose x, y1, y2, . . . , yn leave He,i and get

placed in a corral Ce1 below the hole, with yn placed at the associated gate Ge1 . No

more balls associated with x will ever receive attention unless yn goes through the

gate.

Suppose yn does leave the gate. If yn does not enter its target set, then it (i)

gets cancelled or (ii) gets stuck forever at a gate Ge2 , e2 < e1, or (iii) gets stuck

forever at a corral Ce2 , e2 < e1. In case (i), if yn gets cancelled, then x and all the

other yi’s get cancelled too because they have the same priority as yn; in case (ii),

if yn is stuck at a gate, then its descendants have all entered their target sets and x

and all the other yi’s cannot ever move from their corral; and in case (iii), it must
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be that some descendant of yn gets stuck at a gate or corral below where yn sits

(otherwise yn would be allowed to roll out onto its gate), and when that ball gets

stuck none of the balls in question will ever get attention again.

If yn does enter its target set, then yn−1 rolls out onto gate Ge1 and takes its

place, and we can argue a fortiori for yn−1.

Lemma A.3. If a gate has permanent residents, they comprise an i, j-stream of

descendants of a single ball and thus all have the same priority.

Proof. Immediate by the construction.

The following is new:

Lemma A.4. For all n = 〈e, i〉 ,

(i) Λn is satisfied, and lims q(n, s) exists and is finite;

(ii) Rn receives attention finitely often and is met; and

(iii) Pe,i receives attention finitely often and is met.

Proof. By induction.

(i) Assume the lemma for m < n. Once the higher-priority Rm’s and Pm’s stop

enumerating items into A, Λn can restrain A below q(n, s) for all stages s from now

on. This both satisfies Λn and keeps q(n, s) from increasing.

(ii) Assume the lemma for m < n, and assume part (i) for n. Once higher-

priority Rm’s and Pm’s stop receiving attention, and once q(n, s) reaches its final

value, Rn’s witness set can never again be cancelled. It is then only a finite number

of stages until Rn is satisfied.

(iii) Assume the lemma for m < n, and assume parts (i) and (ii) for n. Wait until

the least stage s0 such that all higher-priority Rm’s and Pm’s are done receiving

attention, lims q(n, s) has been attained, and Rn is satisfied. As in [18], the first

follower x appointed for Pe,i after s0 can never be cancelled, so that either it satisfies
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Pe,i or one of its descendants gets stuck at a gate below He,i forever, thus causing

all movement of balls associated with x to cease after a stage s1. The first follower

appointed after s1 also is uncancellable, so again either it satisfies Pe,i or one of its

descendants gets stuck at a lower gate forever. And so on; but there are only so

many gates below He,i, so some such follower y must enter Ai.

At the stage s at which y exited the hole He,i, we had Φe,s(Cs; y)↓= 0. No anc

requirements of higher priority ever act again, and the witness sets of lower-priority

anc requirements are cancelled at s—to be replaced by witness sets F such that

minF > u(Φe, C, y, s). Thus Φe(C; y) = Φe,s(Cs; y) = 0, so Pe,i is met.

Lemma A.5. All the Ne,i,j are met.

Proof. The proof of this lemma, like those of the others, is similar to the proof of

the analogous lemma in [18]. We assume that Φe(Âi) = Φe(Âj) is a total function

f and show how to find f(x) computably in C for any x.

Let s0 be a stage by which all of the Rm’s and Pm’s are done acting, for m ≤

〈e, i, j〉, and by which every gate below Ge,i,j already has a permanent resident if it

is ever going to get one.

Given x, wait until a stage s > s0 such that

(i) l(e, i, j, s) > x,

(ii) C is correct on the maximum “C-use” of the Âi and the Âi computations,

and

(iii) for all m ≤ 〈e, i, j〉, the only balls at Gm are ones that will never move.

By our assumption that Φe(Âi) = Φe(Âj) is total, (i) and (ii) must occur

cofinitely often. Condition (iii) will occur infinitely often, and this follows as in [18]:

At any stage t > s0 for which it fails, there is a highest-priority ball among those

foiling (iii), and that one must either enter its target set (cancelling the others that

cause the problem and thus making (iii) hold) or get cancelled (and this must also
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cancel the others causing the problem). If it’s cancelled, then either (iii) holds at

that stage or there is something of still higher priority that is keeping (iii) from

holding, and this cannot go on forever as there are only so many higher priorities.

At stage s, by (i),

Φe,s(Âi,s; x) = Φe,s(Âj,s; x).

We must show that for all stages t ≥ s, either

Φe,t(Âi,t; x) = Φe,s(Âi,s; x), or (A.0.1)

Φe,t(Âj,t; x) = Φe,s(Âj,s; x). (A.0.2)

The proof is by induction. Assume the claim true for stages s to t, and suppose

it fails at stage t+ 1. Then some number y must have entered Ai, Aj, or C at t+ 1.

Suppose y entered C. By the construction, y is a member of the witness set

F for some anc requirement. Now, by the induction hypothesis, either (A.0.1) or

(A.0.2) held at stage t; without loss of generality we will assume it was A.0.1.

Back at stage s, we had u(Φe(Âi), C, x, s) < y, since (ii) held at s and y

has since been added to C. Certainly u(Φe(Âi), C, x, t) ≥ y, or the enumeration

would not have spoiled A.0.1. At some stage s′ between s and t, then, a number

z was enumerated into Ai or C below u(Φe(Âi), C, x, s
′), so that Φe,s′(Âi,s′; x)↓,

Φe,s′+1(Âi,s′+1; x) ↑, and at the earliest stage after s′ such that the computation

converged again, its use was, for the first time, greater than y.

When, we ask, was F appointed as a witness set? Suppose F was chosen before

the enumeration of z at stage s′. If z had been working for a requirement of higher

priority than the one F was working for, then F would have been cancelled at s′.
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If on the other hand F ’s requirement had higher priority than z’s, then, since the

choice of F did not cancel z, F must have been appointed before z was—which

contradicts z < u(Φe(Âi), C, x, s
′) < y ∈ F .

So F was chosen after the enumeration. But once the Âi computation converged

again after s′, its use was greater than minF ; so F must have been appointed at

a stage when the computation still diverged, say stage w. Since Φe,w(Âi,w; x)↑, we

must have Φe,w(Âj,w; x)↓ by the induction hypothesis, so minF > u(Φe(Âj), C, x, w).

Consider again our “trouble stage” t. Either Φe,t(Âj,t; x) ↓ or

Φe,t(Âj,t; x) ↑. If Φe,t(Âj,t; x) ↓, then u(Φe(Âj), C, x, t) > y; for otherwise the enu-

meration of y would not disturb this computation, so the claim would still hold at

t+ 1. In this case, something (call it z′) must have been enumerated at some stage

(call it w′, w < w′ < t) into Âj, below u(Φe(Âj), C, x, w), to drive up the use. On

the other hand, if Φe,t(Âj,t; x)↑, then since the computation converged at w, again

we find that some z′ must have been enumerated into Âj at some stage w′ below

u(Φe(Âj), C, x, w)), to cause the divergence.

In either case, since z′ < u(Φe(Âj), C, x, w), z′ must have been chosen before

stage w. The choice of F did not cancel z′, so z′’s requirement must have had

higher priority than F ’s. But then F would have been cancelled at w′ (as w < w′),

a contradiction.

So y did not enter C.

That y also did not enter Ai or Aj follows precisely as in [18] and, again, is

included only for completeness. (The proof depends entirely on the workings of

the pinball machine. Our Λn and Rn requirements do not affect the pinball ma-

chine’s workings other than by cancelling balls on it; and it is still true that if a ball

gets cancelled, all lower-priority balls get cancelled, which is the only aspect of the
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cancellation that is important for the proof.) Without loss of generality, suppose y

entered Ai. Let v ≤ t+ 1 be the stage at which y passed the gate Ge,i,j.

Either Ge,i,j was occupied when y reached it (which would have been at v, since

y would have kept going), or it was not. Suppose it was occupied; then the ball

z occupying it must have been of higher priority than y, or it would have been

cancelled by y’s movement. Let u be the stage at which z got to the gate. One

of the equations A.0.1 or A.0.2 held at u. But numbers (balls and witness sets) of

higher priority than z do not enter their target sets between u and t + 1 (before

v they would have cancelled z, and afterward they would at least have cancelled

y), and numbers of lower priority are cancelled by z’s movement at u. Thus no

numbers below the use of the computation that held at u can enter Âi or Âj by

t+ 1, so both equations A.0.1 and A.0.2 hold at t+ 1 after all, a contradiction.

Suppose Ge,i,j was not occupied when y reached it. Then y was caught by the

gate, and when the gate opened at stage v, we had Φe,v(Âi,v; x) = Φe,v(Âj,v; x), with

this common value equal to either Φe,s(Âi,s; x) or Φe,s(Âj,s; x), as v < t+ 1. By the

construction, the traces that were built up for y while it waited at Ge,i,j formed an

i, k-stream. All balls and witness sets of lower priority that y were cancelled at v,

so any appointed later are too big to have harmed either computation. No numbers

of higher priority have been enumerated into their target sets since v, since that

would have cancelled y. So in particular Âj has not changed below u(Φe, Âj, x, v),

so Equation A.0.2 holds at t; and when y enters Ai, either it enters with descendants

that were appointed after v—and are thus too big to harm the Âj-computation—or

with its i, k-stream of balls, none of which can harm the Âj-computation. This

contradiction shows that no such y exists.

Lemma A.6. For i, j, k = 0,1,2, Âi <t Âj ⊕ Âk.
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Proof. This follows exactly as in [18]. To see whether x ∈ Âi: If x is odd, then

x ∈ Âi iff x ∈ Âj (x is 2y+ 1 for some y ∈ C). If x = 2y for some y, then x ∈ Âi iff

y ∈ Ai, so wait till stage y. If y has not been appointed as a follower or a trace, and

targeted for Ai, by this stage, it never will be. If y was appointed as a follower or

a trace, then either it entered Ai immediately or it was assigned a trace of its own,

targeted for Aj or Ak. If that trace never made it to its target set, y is not in Ai.

If that trace did get into its target set, then at that stage y rolled from a corral out

onto a gate and was given a new trace. Either this trace failed to enter its target

set (so y is not in Ai) or it succeeded, but if it succeeded, y had to pass through this

gate, come to rest at a lower one, and get a new trace. This can happen only finitely

many times, as there are only finitely many gates for y to fall to, so eventually we

will know whether y ∈ Ai.

This completes the proof of Theorem A.1.
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APPENDIX B

AN M5 WITH ANC MIDDLE DEGREES AND BOTTOM 0

Theorem B.1. There exist array noncomputable c.e. degrees a0, a1, and a2 such

that a0 ∪ a1 = a1 ∪ a2 = a2 ∪ a0 and a0 ∩ a1 = a1 ∩ a2 = a2 ∩ a0 = 0.

As in Appendix A, we construct sets A0, A1, and A2 with the desired properties

via a pinball machine. If we make these three sets anc, then certainly they will

be noncomputable; so the only positive requirements needed are the anc require-

ments. (For Theorem A.1, by contrast, we had to guarantee that the middle three

degrees were strictly above the anc bottom degree.) Let F be the very strong array

{{0}, {1, 2}, {3, 4, 5}, . . .}. The positive requirements are as follows:

Re,i : (∃n)[We ∩ Fn = Ai ∩ Fn] (for e ∈ ω and i = 0, 1, 2).

For each Ai, we will reserve the sets {F〈e+1,k〉}k∈ω to meet Re,i; we will choose

witness sets for Re,i, and the members of the witness sets will be pinballs called

followers. The rest of ω, i.e. the set S = ∪
k∈ω

F〈0,k〉, will be used for the traces to

guarantee that Ai ≤t Aj ⊕ Ak for i, j, k ∈ {0, 1, 2}. The negative requirements are

as before:

Ne,i,j :
If Φe(Ai) = Φe(Aj) and this function is total, then it is also

computable (for e ∈ ω, i, j = 0, 1, 2, i 6= j).

The machine is set up as before. The priority ordering of the anc requirements is

clear. Witness sets chosen for the same anc requirement have priority based on
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when they were chosen, i.e., pinballs associated with the earlier witness set have

priority over pinballs associated with the later one. A pinball y is said to need

attention at stage s+ 1 if

1 y is the least ball at gate Ge,i,j and l(e, i, j, s+ 1) > m(e, i, j, s+ 1); or

2 y = minF , where F is the least witness set above hole He,i such that We,s+1∩F 6=

Ai,s ∩ F .

A requirement Re,i is said to need attention at stage s+1 if some pinball associated

with Re,i needs attention.

The Construction at stage s+ 1.

Step 1 (Movement of balls): At stage s + 1, step 1, act only for the highest

priority positive requirement that needs attention and the highest-priority of

its balls that need attention. First cancel all lower-priority balls on the surface

of the machine and all witness sets for lower priority requirements. Then:

Case 1 If there is an unoccupied gate below, let y and its descendants drop

through Ge,i,j to the first unoccupied gate; there, put the largest descen-

dant onto that gate, and place the rest of them into the corral associated

with the gate.

If there is no unoccupied gate to drop into, then drop y and all of its

descendants into the bin and thus into their target sets. If y ∈ F〈e+1,k〉 is

a follower for Re,i and We,s+1 ∩ F〈e+1,k〉 = Ai,s+1 ∩ F〈e+1,k〉, then declare

that Re,i has been met (perhaps only temporarily) and cancel all the

balls from other witness sets associated with the requirement. If y is not

a follower, find the ball of which y is a trace, and pull this ball from its

corral onto the associated gate. (As before, this gate will be empty.)
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Case 2 Let {x1 < x2 < . . . < xm} = We,s+1 ∩ F .

Shoot x1 and its entourage out of the hole He,i, as in Theorem A.1. If

there is an unoccupied gate below, let these balls drop to the first one;

there, put the largest descendant onto that gate, and place the rest of

them into the corral associated with the gate. Repeat for followers x2

through xm.

For any xn, if there is no unoccupied gate to drop into, then drop xn and

all of its descendants into the bin and thus into their target sets.

(Note: Once followers have been shot out of their hole, they act inde-

pendently.)

Step 2 (Picking new witness sets): For step 2, for any Re,i that is currently

unmet—that is, for all n ≤ s+1 we have We,s+1∩Fn 6= Ai∩Fn—choose another

witness set F〈e+1,k〉 forRe,i. Choose them large and in order of increasing 〈e, i〉;

that is, smaller 〈e, i〉 ’s get lower-numbered witness sets.

Step 3 (Trace appointment): For every ball on the surface of the machine that

has no trace, give it a large number as a trace. Each number in a witness

set behind a hole receives a separate trace. As before, we make sure that the

trace we appoint creates or continues an “i, j-stream,” and again it is easy to

see that everything on the surface of the machine after this is part of such a

stream.

End of Construction.

The verification that the construction works is straightforward. The following

lemmas are proved as in [18] and Appendix A:

Lemma B.2. For any Pe,i, only finitely many balls associated with a particular

follower of Pe,i receive attention.
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Thus it is also true that only finitely many balls associated with a particular

witness set for Pe,i ever receive attention.

Lemma B.3. If a gate has permanent residents, they comprise an i, j-stream of

descendants of a single ball and thus all have the same priority.

The following takes only a little more work to reassure us, since the positive

requirements need more than one enumeration each:

Lemma B.4. For each 〈e, i〉 , Re,i receives attention finitely often and is met.

Proof. Suppose Re,i is not met. By induction, wait until a stage s0 such that all

higher-priority Rn’s have stopped receiving attention, and let F〈e+1,k0〉 be the first

witness set picked for Re,i after s0. (A witness set must be picked sometime, by the

assumption that Re,i is unmet.) Notice that F〈e+1,k0〉 cannot be cancelled.

For some s′0 > s0, we have We,s′0
∩ F〈e+1,k0〉 = We ∩ F〈e+1,k0〉, so by stage s′0 all

followers of Re,i that are in We ∩F〈e+1,k0〉 will have been ejected from He,i. If these

followers fail to meet Re,i, it must be the case that at least one ball associated with

at least one of the followers gets stuck at a gate below He,i.

By the remark after Lemma B.2, let s1 be a stage by which all balls associated

with F〈e+1,k0〉 have stopped moving, and let F〈e+1,k1〉 be the first witness set chosen

after stage s1. Then F〈e+1,k1〉 cannot be cancelled since the balls associated with

F〈e+1,k0〉 have stopped moving. As with F〈e+1,k0〉, we reason that either Re,i is met

or a ball associated with a follower from F〈e+1,k1〉 gets stuck at a gate below He,i,

and so on. Each witness set that fails to meet Re,i leaves a ball permanently stuck

in some gate below He,i; so if we ever have to pick an (〈e, i〉 + 1)th such witness

set, it must succeed in meeting Re,i.

The next lemma follows as in Theorem 2.1 of [18] or the non-C portion of

Theorem A.1, as the cancellation procedures are exactly the same:
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Lemma B.5. All the Ne,i,j are met.

Finally, the traces work for this construction precisely as in the others:

Lemma B.6. For i, j, k = 0,1,2, Ai <t Aj ⊕Ak.

Theorem B.1 follows.
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APPENDIX C

RELATIVIZED NOTIONS FOR STRONG REDUCIBILITIES

Soare and Stob [41] proved that for every c.e. set A, there is a set WA c.e.a. in

A such that WA does not have c.e. degree. Along these lines, Stob [44] posed the

following question:

Question C.1. Does there exist a c.e. set A such that every set wtt-c.e. in and

above A is of c.e. degree?

Here a set C is wtt-c.e. in A if C = dom Φ̂(A) for some wtt-reduction Φ̂. We

will answer first a question related to Question C.1, that is:

Question C.2. Does there exist a c.e. set A such that every set tt-c.e. in and above

A is of c.e. degree?

We say a set C is tt-c.e. in A if C = dom T̂ (A) for some tt-reduction T̂ .

Proposition C.3. For any set A (c.e. or not), a set C is tt-c.e. in A if and only

if C ≤tt A.

Proof. Suppose C is tt-c.e. in A via the reduction T̂—that is, x ∈ C iff T̂ (A; x) ↓.

A tt-reduction is simply a computable way to assign to each x a finite list of axioms

〈σi, ni〉 (all σi incompatible and the same length) so that if σi = A � |σi|, then

T̂ (A; x) ↓= ni. So T̂ (A; x) ↓ iff there is some axiom 〈σi, ni〉 with σi = A � |σi|.

Thus, to see whether x ∈ C (with A given), simply check the finite list for x and

see whether any such axiom is there. If so, x ∈ C; if not, x /∈ C.
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The converse is clear: If C = T̂ (A), we can simply take all the 〈σi, 1〉 axioms

in T̂ to be a new tt-reduction T̂ ∗. Then clearly T̂ ∗(A; x) ↓ iff x ∈ C, so that

C = dom T̂ ∗(A).

Corollary C.4. For any set A, if a set C is tt-c.e. in and above A, then C ≡T A.

As for the wtt case and the original question:

Proposition C.5. For any set A of c.e. degree, if C is wtt-c.e. in and above A,

then C has c.e. degree.

Proof. Suppose A ≤t C and C is dom Φ̂(A) for the wtt-reduction Φ̂ (with com-

putable use function ϕ̂). Since A has c.e. degree, we can fix a computable approx-

imation to A and a modulus g ≤t A for this approximation. Clearly C ≤ ∅′, as

we can compute whether x ∈ C by waiting until A � ϕ̂(x) settles down (using the

modulus g ≤t A ≤t ∅′) and then seeing whether Φ̂(A; x)↓ with this much of A.

Since C ≤t ∅′, we show C has c.e. degree via the Modulus Lemma by construct-

ing a modulus f for C such that f ≤t C.

Note that g ≤t C, since g ≤t A. Given x, use C as oracle to compute

s0 = max{g(i) : i ≤ ϕ̂(x)}.

By stage s0 + 1, A will have settled down below ϕ̂(x). Go to stage s0 + 1 and see

whether Φ̂s0+1(As0+1; x) ↓.

• If so, let f(x) = s0 + 1.

• If not, then use C as oracle and see whether x ∈ C.

– If not, let f(x) = s0 + 1.

– If so, then wait until the first stage t such that Φ̂t(At; x) ↓, and let

f(x) = t+ 1.
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Clearly f ≤t C. That f is a modulus for C follows since, after stage s0 + 1,

C can change its mind about x only once (from x /∈ C to x ∈ C), and we can tell

computably in C whether it changes its mind.

Finding the stage s0, after which the computation may converge later if it di-

verges now—but will never diverge if it converges now—is where the wtt-reducibility

is used. It allows us to find s0 even if the Φ̂(A; x) computation hasn’t converged.

This would be impossible without wtt-reducibility, since a divergent computation

in the general case might have an unbounded use.
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APPENDIX D

PROMPT SIMPLICITY AND NONCAPPABILITY OVER A

We provide a proof of Theorem 3.29:

Theorem. Given c.e. degrees a < d, if d is not prompt over a, then there is a c.e.

degree b > a such that d ∩ b = a.

The reader should be aware that this construction is a direct adaptation of the

construction in Soare [39, Chapter XIII, Section 2] and Soare [40].

Let A <t D be c.e. sets such that deg(D) is not prompt over deg(A). We will

build a c.e. set B to satisfy the following requirements:

Pe : B 6= Φe(A),

and

Ne : Φe(D) = Φe(A⊕B) = fe total =⇒ fe ≤t A.

The unrelativized version of the theorem guarantees that B is noncomputable

by making B simple. Rather than attempting to make B simple over A, however,

we meet all Pe’s via Sacks coding. The reason is that, since we are not using A as

an oracle, we cannot know for certain which x’s that enter WA
e at stage s are there

for good; so we might encounter a finite WA
e such that infinitely many x’s flicker

into and then out of WA
e . If we tried to make B simple, we might have to put

something into B for each such x and thus injure lower-priority restraints infinitely
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often. The Sacks coding, however, works nicely since it depends on enumerations

of the c.e. sets A and D instead of approximations to c.e.-in-A sets.

To use the coding strategy we define the following length-of-agreement function:

lA(e, s) = max{x : (∀y < x) [Φe,s(As; y)↓= Bs(y)]}.

For the requirements Ne we have as usual the length-of-agreement functions

l(e, s) = max{x : (∀y < x) [Φe,s(Ds; y)↓= Φe,s(As ⊕Bs; y)]}

and

m(e, s) = max{l(e, t) : t < s},

and as usual we define a stage s to be e-expansionary if s = 0 or l(e, s) > m(e, s).

As in [40], we define also a modified length-of-agreement function to keep any

Φe that does not satisfy the hypotheses of Ne from causing problems with the rest

of the construction. Define l(e, k, s) (in terms of the restraint function r(e− 1, s))

as follows. If r(e− 1, s) 6= k, then l(e, k, s) = l(e, k, s− 1). If r(e− 1, s) = k, then

let t < s be the most recent stage such that r(e − 1, t) = k, and let l(e, k, s) =

min{l(e, v) : t ≤ v ≤ s}. (This is a different function than the l(e, k, s) of [40].)

As in the proof from [39], we meet Ne by challenging the tardiness of d over a.

For all e we will try to build an A-computable function pAe to meet, for all i, the

requirement

Re,i :
WA
i infinite =⇒

(∃x) (∃s) [x ∈WAs
i, at s, for good & Ds � x 6= DpAe (s) � x],

tying the Re,i’s to Ne in such a manner that we meet

Re : Ne or (∀i)Re,i.
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Specifically, we define pAe to try to meet (∀i)Re,i, and for each pair e, i we build

an A-computable function ψAe,i so that if we have to act for Re,i infinitely often, then

ψAe,i is the A computable total function fe that meets requirement Ne.

The Re,i’s may impose restraint on B, so that, as in [39], we have to play a

different version of Re,i at different stages, depending on how much restraint has

been imposed by the Re′,i′’s with e′ < e. To this end we will refer to requirements

Rk
e,i; each Rk

e,i is the same as Re,i above, but it believes that lim infs r(e− 1, s) = k

(where r(e − 1, s), to be defined within the construction, is the “higher-priority”

restraint). The key is that Rk
e,i will build a function ψA,ke,i and will help to build

a function pA,ke —and these may be different from the functions ψA,je,i and pA,je for

j 6= k.

As in earlier constructions, we define what it means for Rk
e,i to look met and to

be actually met :

We say that Rk
e,i looks met at stage s+ 1 if there are an x and a t ≤ s+ 1 such

that

• x ∈WAv
i,v for all v, t ≤ v ≤ s+ 1,

• pAs+1,k
e,s+1 (t)↓, and

• Dt � x 6= Dα � x, where α = p
As+1,k
e,s+1 (t).

We say that Rk
e,i is actually met if there are an x and a t such that

• x ∈WAt
i, at t, for good and

• Dt � x 6= DpA,ke (t) � x.

Construction, stage s+ 1. For each e ≤ s+ 1 do the following:

Step 1 Let k = r(e − 1, s + 1). For every j > k and any i, cancel any gap or

restraint imposed by Rj
e,i.
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Step 2 (Closing gaps) If s is an e-expansionary stage, proceed as follows (oth-

erwise go to Step 3): If some Rj
e,i-gap (for any j) was opened at a stage

v + 1 < s+ 1 and it hasn’t been closed or cancelled, then proceed as follows:

1. Declare the gap closed.

2. Set pA,je,s+1(t) = s + 1 with use u(Φi, A, x, s + 1) + 1 for all t ≤ v not in

dom(pA,je,s ).

3. Set Rj
e,i’s B-restraint at s+ 1.

4. For all i and j, for any y such that ψA,je,i,t(y) ↓ at a stage t < s + 1 but

ψA,je,i,s+1(y)↑, set ψA,je,i,s+1(y) = Φe,s+1(Ds+1; y) ( = Φe,s+1(As+1⊕Bs+1; y) as

s+ 1 is an e-expansionary stage) with use u(Φe(A⊕B), A, y, s+ 1) + 1.

Step 3 (Opening gaps) Let s′ = max{t < s + 1 : r(e − 1, t) = k} if this set is

nonempty, and s′ = 0 otherwise.

1. Find the least i ≤ s+ 1, if any, such that Rk
e,i does not look met at s+ 1,

no Rk
e,i-gap is open, and

(∃y) (∃x)


x ∈WAs+1

i,s+1 −W
As′
i,s′ &

y 6∈ dom
(
ψA,ke,i,s

)
&

y < l(e, s+ 1) &
x > ũ(Φe, D, y, s+ 1) + 1

 ,
where ũ(Φe, D, y, s+ 1) = max{u(Φe, D, z, s+ 1) : z ≤ y}.

Let y be the least such, take the least x corresponding to y, and open an

Rk
e,i-gap as follows:

(a) Define ψA,ke,i,s+1(y) = Φe,s+1(Ds+1; y), with use

max{u(Φi, A, x, s+ 1), u(Φe(A⊕B), A, y, s+ 1)}+ 1.

(b) Cancel any B-restraint associated with Rk
e,j , for all j ≥ i.
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If there is no such i, then do not open any gaps at this stage.

2. Set r(e, s+ 1) equal to the maximum of the B-restraint still imposed by

Rk′
e′,i′, for some

• e′ < e, or

• e′ = e and k′ < k, or

• e′ = e, k′ = k, and i′ < l(e, k, s).

Step 4 (Coding) For all x, t ≤ s+ 1, put 〈x, t, e〉 into B if and only if

• x ∈ Ds+1,

• x < lA(e, v) for all v with t ≤ v ≤ s+ 1,

• 〈x, t, e〉 > r(e, s+ 1), and

• for no t′ < t is 〈x, t′, e〉 ∈ Bs.

End of Construction.

Lemma D.1. If deg(D) is not prompt over deg(A), then the following hold for all

e:

(i) Ne is satisfied, and lim infs r(e, s) exists; and

(ii) Pe is satisfied and enumerates only finitely many numbers into B.

Proof. (i) Assume the lemma for n < e. Let k = lim infs r(e − 1, s), and let Ske =

{s : r(e− 1, s) = k}.

Suppose that Φe(D) or Φe(A ⊕ B) is not total or Φe(D) 6= Φe(A ⊕ B). Then

Ne is satisfied trivially, and we need only to show that lim infs r(e, s) exists. Let

p = (µx)¬[ Φe(D; x)↓= Φe(A⊕B; x)↓ ]. If, for some i < p, infinitely manyRk
e,i-gaps

are opened, then let i be the least such. Clearly lim infs r(e, s) exists in this case,

because if an Rk
e,i-gap is opened at stage t, then r(e, t) is set equal to the maximum
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of k and the restraints imposed by Rk′
e,i′, for k′ < k or for k′ = k and i′ < i. These

restraints have limits by choice of k and i (smaller k′ and i′ get action only finitely

often). Suppose on the other hand that for each i < p, there are only finitely many

Rk
e,i-gaps. Note that by choice of p there are infinitely many stages v such that

l(e, v) = p exactly; for eventually we reach a stage v0 such that l(e, v) ≥ p for all

v ≥ v0, and if l(e, v) > p for cofinitely many v, then Φe(D; p)↓= Φe(A⊕ B; p)↓, a

contradiction.

Because Ske is infinite, then, there are infinitely many stages s in Ske such that

l(e, k, s) = p. (The “l(e, v) = p” stages have to be shuffled in with the stages of Ske

somehow; and if l(e, v′) ≤ p at some v′ between v1, v2 ∈ Ske , then l(e, k, v2) ≤ p.)

For cofinitely many such stages s, r(e, s) = r, where r is the maximum of k and the

restraints imposed by Rk′
e,i′ , for k′ < k or for k′ = k and i′ < p. These restraints

have limits because

• the Rk′
e,i′ for k′ < k stop acting, and

• there are only finitely many Rk
e,i′-gaps for each i′ < p.

So lim infs r(e, s) = r, as desired.

Thus, suppose Φe(D) = Φe(A ⊕ B) = fe, a total function. We will show that

fe ≤t A.

Since d is not prompt over a, there is an i such that WA
i is infinite but Rk

e,i is

not actually met. Then there are infinitely many stages s at which r(e− 1, s) = k

and Rk
e,i does not look met. At any such stage at which no Rk

e,i-gap is open, an Rk
e,i-

gap will be opened by Step 3 of the construction. Since there are infinitely many

Ne-expansionary stages, by Step 2 any Rk
e,i-gap that is opened is closed sometime.

Thus there are infinitely manyRk
e,i-gaps. Let i be least such that there are infinitely

many Rk
e,i-gaps. It may not be the case that “WA

i is infinite but Rk
e,i is not actually
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met”; that is, it may be that Rk
e,i is met trivially because WA

i is finite. We are

fortunate, however, in that this is enough.

Let s0 be such that

1. Pe′, e′ ≤ e, does not enumerate anything into B at any stage s ≥ s0 (by the

induction hypothesis);

2. r(e− 1, s) ≥ k for all stages s ≥ s0 (by choice of k);

3. l(e, s) ≥ i for all stages s ≥ s0 (by the hypothesis that Φe(D) = Φe(A⊕B));

4. if t0 is the least stage such that l(e, s) ≥ i for all s ≥ t0, then for every k′ such

that

• r(e− 1, t) = k′ for some stage t < t0 and

• r(e− 1, t′) will ever be equal to k′ for some t′ ≥ t0,

there has already been some stage v, t0 ≤ v ≤ s0, such that r(e−1, v) = k′ (that

we can choose s0 to satisfy this condition follows, again, by the hypothesis that

Φe(D) = Φe(A ⊕ B)—as there must be such a t0 and there can therefore be

only finitely many such k′);

5. if k′ < k, no Rk′
e,i′-gap is opened or closed at any stage s ≥ s0 (by choice of k);

6. if i′ < i, no Rk
e,i′-gap is opened or closed at any stage s ≥ s0 (by choice of i);

7. if i′ < i and WA
i′ is infinite, then Rk

e,i′ looks met for all s ≥ s0 (such a stage

must exist, also by choice of i); and

8. if i′ ≤ i and WA
i′ is finite, then for no x and no s ≥ s0 is it true that x ∈

WAs
i′, at s, for good.
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Given y, suppose ψA,ke,i (y) is not defined until some stage s1 > s0. We claim that for

infinitely many e-expansionary stages t ≥ s1,

Φe,t(At ⊕Bt; y) = Φe,t(Dt; y) = ψA,ke,i,t(y). (D.0.1)

This is enough to yield part (i), as follows: First, since ψA,ke,i (y) is redefined only

if A has changed below the use of ψA,ke,i (y), and since this use is always the same

as u(Φe(A ⊕ B), A, y, t) + 1 if ψA,ke,i (y) is redefined at t, ψA,ke,i (y) is well-defined and

computable in A if Φe(A⊕ B) is total. Also, ψA,ke,i is total since y is always chosen

minimal in Step 3.1, and since, anytime ψA,ke,i (y) becomes undefined, it is redefined at

the next e-expansionary stage. So because ψA,ke,i is total, eventually ψA,ke,i (y) reaches

its final value, which must agree with Φe,t(At ⊕ Bt; y) and Φe,t(Dt; y) at infinitely

many e-expansionary stages t after that, and thus must agree with the final value

of Φe(A⊕B; y) = Φe(D; y).

At stage s1 we open an Rk
e,i-gap to define ψA,ke,i (y), so there is an x such that

x ∈WAs1
i,s1
−WAs′

i,s′ , with s′ as in Step 3. Let v, s′ < v ≤ s1, be such that x ∈WAv
i, at v.

For all t > s′, pA,ke,s1(t) will be undefined, since s′ is the most recent stage in Ske .

Because no Rk
e,i-gap is ever cancelled after s0 (by choice of s0 and k), the above

gap must be closed at the next e-expansionary stage s2. Then p
As2 ,k
e,s2 (v) = s2, and

v ≤ s1 < s2.

At this point, we need to consider the state of Rk
e,i. Since infinitely many Rk

e,i-

gaps are opened, either

• WA
i is infinite and Rk

e,i is not actually met (since if it were actually met it

would look met cofinitely often, so we would not open infinitely many Rk
e,i-

gaps), or

• WA
i is finite.
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Case 1: WA
i is infinite and Rk

e,i is not actually met. Notice that if A changes

below u(Φi, A, x, s1) + 1 between s1 and s2, then at s2, ψA,ke,i,s2
(y) is set equal to

Φe,s2(Ds2; y) by Step 2.4 of the construction. So suppose As1 � u(Φi, A, x, s1) + 1 =

As2 � u(Φi, A, x, s1) + 1. There are two subcases:

Subcase 1.a: Ds1 � x = Ds2 � x. Since x > u(Φe, D, y, s1), then, we have

Φe,s2(Ds2; y) = Φe,s1(Ds1 ; y) = ψA,ke,i,s1
(y) = ψA,ke,i,s2

(y).

Subcase 1.b: Ds1 � x 6= Ds2 � x. In this case, since Rk
e,i is not actually met,

it must be that x leaves WA
e at some stage s3 > s1. But this means that As3 �

u(Φi, A, x, s1) + 1 6= As1 � u(Φi, A, x, s1) + 1, so that ψA,ke,i,s3
(y) ↑. At the next e-

expansionary stage s4 ≥ s3, ψA,ke,i,s4
(y) is set equal to Φe,s4(Ds4; y) by Step 2.4 of the

construction.

Thus, in either subcase, at some e-expansionary stage sn > s1 we have ψA,ke,i,sn(y) =

Φe,sn(Dsn; y) = Φe,sn(Asn ⊕ Bsn; y). At stage sn, then, Rk
e,i restrains B below sn.

This restraint is never cancelled, for it could be cancelled at stage t only if

• r(e − 1, t) < k, which does not happen after stage s0 by Condition 2 on the

choice of s0; or

• an Rk
e,i′-gap is opened for some i′ < i, which also cannot happen after s0

because of Condition 5; or

• l(e, k′, t) < i where r(e − 1, t) = k′; but this cannot happen after stage s0

either, by definition of l(e, k′, t) and by Conditions 3 and 4 on the choice of

step s0. (The idea here is that l(e, k′, t) is the minimum length of agreement

since the last stage v such that r(e− 1, v) = k; but by careful choice of s0 we

have guaranteed that this length of agreement must be at least i.)

So B does not change below u(Φe(A ⊕ B), B, y, sn) + 1 between sn and the next

stage sn+1 at which an Rk
e,i-gap is opened. Then if A has not changed below the use
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by stage sn+1, Equation D.0.1 holds; so by a similar argument as in the previous

paragraph, D.0.1 holds at some e-expansionary stage after sn+1. On the other hand,

if A does change below u(Φe(A ⊕ B), A, y, sn) + 1 by stage sn+1, we will certainly

redefine ψA,ke,i (y) at the next e-expansionary stage after sn+1, so D.0.1 holds at that

stage. Thus D.0.1 holds at infinitely many e-expansionary stages.

Case 2: WA
i is finite. Then, by choice of s0, x leaves WA

e at some time after

stage s1. The argument in this case is precisely as in Subcase 1.b and the paragraph

that follows.

Thus Ne is met. Now, at every stage s at which an Rk
e,i-gap is opened, r(e, s)

is the maximum of k and the restraints imposed by Rk′
e,i′ for k′ < k or k′ = k and

i′ < i. These restraints have a limit by choice of i and k, so lim infs r(e, s) <∞.

(iii) Let r = lim infs r(e, s). Suppose B = Φe(A). Then lims l
A(e, s) = ∞.

For any x we can, computably in A, find a stage s such that x < lA(e, s) and

As � u(Φe, A, x, s) = A � u(Φe, A, x, s). Let t = max{r, s}. Then 〈x, t, e〉 > r and

for any v ≥ t, x < lA(e, w) for all w, t ≤ w ≤ v, so by the coding either 〈x, t′, e〉 ∈ Bt

for some t′ < t or else x ∈ D iff 〈x, t, e〉 ∈ B. So D ≤t A ⊕B ≡t A, contradicting

that D >t A.
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APPENDIX E

A DIRECT PROOF OF COROLLARY 4.2

We provide a direct proof of Corollary 4.2:

Corollary. There are noncomputable c.e. sets A and D such that d (= deg(D))

is incomplete and noncontiguous and for all W ∈ d, A ≤wtt W .

We will construct c.e. sets A, D, D1, and B to meet the following requirements

for all e:

Pe : Φe 6= A,

Ne : Φe(D) 6= K,

Qe : Φe(A) 6= D,

Re : Φ̂e(D
1) 6= B, and

Ξe :
If Ψe(We) = D & Φe(D) = We &

ψe(x), φe(x) are nonzero and increasing in x,
then A ≤wtt We.

In addition we will ensure that B ≤t D by associating a trace δs(x) with any x

that we are considering enumerating into B, and enumerating this δs(x) into D if

x enters B at stage s.

In Ξe, we understand 〈Ψe,Φe,We〉e∈ω to be an appropriate indexing of all triples

consisting of two computable functionals and one c.e. set. In Re, we understand
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(Φ̂e)e∈ω to be an appropriate indexing of all wtt-reductions, or rather, of all pairs

〈Φi, ϕj〉 〈i,j〉∈ω consisting of one computable functional and one (possibly partial

and thus unusable) computable function. We will always read the expression

“Φ̂e,s(D
1
s ; x)↓” to mean “Φi,s(D

1
s ; x)↓, ϕj,s(x)↓, and u(Φi, D

1, x, s) ≤ ϕj(x).”

The set D1 is a “kick set” (as in Downey [13]) of D that we construct along

with D. Since it is a kick set, D1 ≡t D (see below), so that if B ≤t D, and if all

Re are met we will have deg(D) noncontiguous. The Pe’s make A noncomputable,

the Ne’s make D incomplete, the Qe’s make sure that deg(A) 6= deg(D) (which is

needed because deg(D) could be wtt-bottomed), and the Ξe’s yield the result.

The kick set D1 will be constructed as in [13, Theorem 2.8] and [19, Theorem

9.5]. That is, at every stage s each number n in ω has a marker Λn,s. Initially, each

Λn,0 = n. For any stage s, let f(s) be the unique number (if any) enumerated into

D during stage s. Then Λf(s),s is put into D1 at stage s, and the markers Λn,s for

all n ≥ f(s) will be moved to numbers at least as large as s. At all times we require

the following:

• Λm,s < Λn,s for m < n;

• Λm,s ≤ Λm,s+1; and

• Λm,s /∈ D1
s .

These are the only enumerations we make into D1. This procedure will automati-

cally make D1 ≡t D.

The construction takes place on a priority tree with nodes for all types of require-

ment. Each node has one or two possible outcomes. The Pe-, Qe-, and Re-nodes

have outcomes s and w (“stop” and “wait”); the Ξe-nodes have outcomes ∞ and

f (for “l(e, s) increases infinitely often” and “l(e, s) increases only finitely often”).

The Ne-nodes always have outcome 0. The Pe-nodes have length 5e, the Ne-nodes
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have length 5e + 1, the Qe’s length 5e+ 2, the Re’s length 5e + 3, the Ξe’s length

5e+ 4.

Many nodes will set up restraints on the sets D and A at various stages during

the construction. The restraint erected by a node σ at stage s will be denoted

rD(σ, s) or rA(σ, s), depending on which set is being restrained. We also define two

length-of-agreement functions as follows. For Re, we define

L(e, s) = max{x : (∀y < x) [ Φ̂e,s(D
1
s ; y) = Bs(y) ]}.

For Ξe we define a length-of-agreement function that looks a bit scary but is just

the greatest x such that

• the computation Ds(y) = Ψe,s(We,s; y) for every y < x has an extra layer—

that is, We,s and Φe(Ds) agree on all z’s used in the computation—and

• both use functions ψe and φe are increasing in z for all z used in any of these

computations.

That is, l(e, s) = maxx :
(∀y < x)

[
Ds(y) = Ψe,s(We,s; y) &
u(Ψe,We, y, s) < u(Ψe,We, y + 1, s)

]
&

(∀z ≤ u(Ψe,We, x− 1, s) + 1)

[
We,s(z) = Φe,s(Ds; z) &
u(Φe, D, z, s) < u(Φe, D, z + 1, s)

]
 .

For each incompleteness requirement Ne, we define a length-of-agreement func-

tion

lN (e, s) = max{x : (∀y < x) [Ks(y) = Φe,s(Ds; y) ]}.

If σ is a node working on requirement Ne, we say that a stage s is a σ-expansionary

stage if σ is active at stage s (that is, σ ⊆ fs) and

lN (e, s) > max{lN (e, t) : t < s and σ ⊆ ft}.
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We meet the Ne’s via a Sacks preservation strategy. Our strategy for the Re’s is

similar to strategies in Downey [13], Downey-Stob [19], and Schweiter [36, Theorem

1]. We pick a witness x and wait until Φ̂e,s(D
1
s ; x) ↓= 0. We put x into B and

restrain D, in order to restrain D1 below ϕ̂e(x) and preserve the disagreement

Φ̂e,s(D
1
s ; x)↓= 0 6= 1 = B(x). Since we are trying to build B ≤t D, when we put x

into B we must put the “trace” δs(x) into D. But this will require that Λδs(x),s be

put into D1; and if Λδs(x),s ≤ ϕ̂e(x), we cannot preserve the disagreement as desired.

Our saving grace is that we work with wtt-reductions. If a situation arises as

described above, we will simply grit our teeth and put δs(x) into D, and choose

a new trace δs+1(x) > ϕ̂(x). Now, if Φ̂e,t(D
1
t ; x) ↓= 0 at some later stage t, we

restrain D (to restrain D1 below ϕ̂e(x) and hold this computation), and we put x

into B and δt(x) into D. The marker Λδt(x),t has to go into D1, of course, but since

Λδt(x),t ≥ δt(x) > ϕ̂e(x), we have won the requirement. Figure E.1 may be helpful.
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Λδs(x),s ϕ̂(x)

δs+1(x)

Figure E.1: The “biting the bullet” scenario

The strategies for the Ξe’s and the Pe’s work together in roughly the following

manner. Every Ξi-node τ tries to build a wtt-reduction with computable use func-

tion γ̂τ , to try to make A ≤wtt We. We will never explicitly mention the reduction,

focussing instead on the use function γ̂τ . What’s important about the process is

that once γ̂τ (x) is defined, that definition is never cancelled, by tree movement or
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for any other reason; this is what keeps the function computable. Suppose a number

x is chosen as a witness by some node σ working on Pe; if x is to be put into A, this

fact must be reflected in a wtt-manner in the We’s that σ believes are t-equivalent

to D. In such a case we will judiciously choose a number z to put into D that will

force all such We’s to change where a change is needed, that is, below γ̂τ (x) for each

τ such that τ ̂∞ ⊂ σ; see Figure E.2.
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. . . to later enumerate x

enumerate z now . . .

u(Ψj,Wj , z, s)

u(Ψi,Wi, z, s) γ̂σ�5i+4(x)

γ̂σ�5j+4(x)

Figure E.2: Making A ≤wtt We

Notice that, when we are ready to put something into A during the construction

to meet some Pe, we do not wait for permission from all the Wi’s for which we

might need to have A ≤wtt Wi. (If we waited for permissions, the construction

would grind to a halt!) Instead we are putting the witness into A right away and

putting something else into D—serving notice to those Wi’s. If they want to stay

equivalent to D, they’d better give us a permission later.

At each stage s + 1 we will define a string fs+1, which is the approximation to

the true path f at that stage.
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Construction, stage s + 1. At stage s + 1, we will specify nodes βs+1,k by

induction on k ≤ s+ 1 (for each k, |βs+1,k| = k), and set fs+1 = βs+1,s+1.

First, βs+1,0 = λ. Now let β = βs+1,k.

If β is a Pe-node: Take the action specified for the first case that applies:

• Case 1, β has no witness for Pe:

Choose a large witness x. Let βs+1,k+1 = β ŵ.

• Case 2, there is a y < s+ 1 such that Φe,s+1(y)↓= 0 and y ∈ As+1:

Let βs+1,k+1 = β ŝ.

• Case 3, β has a witness x, Φe,s+1(x)↓= 0, and x /∈ As+1:

For every i < e such that β(5i+ 4) =∞ (in other words, β believes that

Wi ≡t D via Ψi and Φi), let

yi = max{y : 0 < u(Ψi,Wi, y, s+ 1) < γ̂β�5i+4(x)};

let yi = s if γ̂β�5i+4(x) is undefined, or yi = −1 if this set is empty. Next,

let

z = min{yi : β(5i+ 4) =∞}.

Finally, let

r = max{rA(σ, s + 1) : σ ⊂ β or σ <L β}.

(That is, r is the maximum of all the A-restraints for the nodes above or

to the left of β.)

– Subcase 3.1: If z ≤ r, then set up a restraint rD(β, s + 1) on D,

where

rD(β, s+ 1) = max
i:β(5i+4)=∞

{u(Φi, D, u(Ψi,Wi, r + 1, s+ 1), s+ 1)}+ 1.
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Cancel x (and z), and initialize all Qi- and Ri-nodes extending or

to the right of β. Let βs+1,k+1 = β ŵ.

– Subcase 3.2: If z > r but there is some i < e such that β(5i+4) =∞

and u(Ψi,Wi, r + 1, s+ 1) ≥ γ̂β�5i+4(x), then (as in subcase 3.1) set

up a restraint rD(β, s+ 1) on D, where

rD(β, s+ 1) = max
i:β(5i+4)=∞

{u(Φi, D, u(Ψi,Wi, r + 1, s+ 1), s+ 1)}+ 1.

Cancel x (and z), and initialize all Qi- and Ri-nodes extending or

to the right of β. Let βs+1,k+1 = β ŵ.

– Subcase 3.3: Otherwise, enumerate x into A and enumerate z into

D. Declare that Pe has been met. Let βs+1,k+1 = β ŝ, and go to the

next stage.

• Case 4, none of the above:

Let βs+1,k+1 = β ŵ.

If β is an Ne-node: Take the action specified for the first case that applies:

• Case 1, there is some x such that Φe,s+1(Ds+1; x)↓6= 1 and x ∈ Ks+1:

Then set r(β, s+ 1) =

u(Φe, D, x, s+ 1) + 1 for the least such x.

• Case 2, there is no such x:

Then proceed as follows.

1. If s+ 1 is a β-expansionary stage, set r(β, s+ 1) =

u(Φe, D, l
N(e, s+ 1), s+ 1) + 1, but

2. If s+ 1 is not a β-expansionary stage, do nothing.

If k < s+ 1, then let βs+1,k+1 = β 0̂.
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If β is a Qe-node: Take the action specified for the first case that applies:

• Case 1, β has no witness:

Choose a large witness x. Let βs+1,k+1 = β ŵ.

• Case 2, there is a y < s+ 1 such that Φe,s+1(As+1; y)↓= 0 and y ∈ Ds+1:

Set up an A-restraint rA(β, s+1) = u(Φe, A, y, s+1). Let βs+1,k+1 = β ŝ.

• Case 3, β has a witness x and Φe,s+1(As+1; x)↓= 0:

Let

r = max{rD(σ, s+ 1) : σ ⊂ β or σ <L β}.

(That is, r is the maximum of all the D-restraints for the nodes above

or to the left of β.)

If x ≤ r, then cancel x (and z) and let βs+1,k+1 = β ŵ.

If x > r, then enumerate x into D. Set up an A-restraint rA(β, s+ 1) =

u(Φe, A, x, s + 1). Initialize all Pi-nodes extending or to the right of β.

Let βs+1,s+1 = β ŝ, and go to the next stage.

• Case 4, none of the above:

Let βs+1,k+1 = β ŵ.

If β is an Re-node: Take the action specified for the first case that applies:

• Case 1, β has no witness:

Choose a large witness x. Set δs+1(x) = x. Let βs+1,k+1 = β ŵ.

• Case 2, there is a y < s+ 1 such that Φ̂e,s+1(D1
s+1; y)↓6= Bs+1(y):

Set up a D-restraint

rD(β, s+ 1) = min{y : Λy−1,s > ϕ̂e(x).}

Let βs+1,k+1 = β ŝ.
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• Case 3, β has a witness x, Φ̂e,s+1(D
1
s+1; x)↓= 0, x /∈ Bs+1, and

L(e, s + 1) > x:

Let

r = max{rD(σ, s+ 1) : σ ⊂ β or σ <L β}.

(That is, r is the maximum of all the D-restraints for the nodes above

or to the left of β.)

– Subcase 3.1: If δs(x) ≤ r, then cancel x and let βs+1,k+1 = β ŵ.

– Subcase 3.2: Biting the bullet. If δs(x) > r, but Λδs(x),s ≤ ϕ̂e(x) (that

is, the marker for δs(x) is below the computable use ϕ̂e(x) for Φ̂e(x)),

then enumerate this δs(x) into D. Reset δs+1(x) to be s+ 1, and for

all y > x such that δs(y) exists, reset δs+1(y) = δs+1(y − 1) + 1. Let

βs+1,s+1 = β ŵ, and go to the next stage.

– Subcase 3.3: If Λδs(x),s > ϕ̂e(x), then enumerate δs(x) into D. Enu-

merate x into B. Set up a D-restraint

rD(β, s+ 1) = min{y : Λy−1,s > ϕ̂e(x).}

Initialize all Qi- and Ri-nodes extending or to the right of β. Let

βs+1,s+1 = β ŝ, and go to the next stage.

• Case 4, none of the above:

Let βs+1,k+1 = β ŵ.

If β is a Ξe-node: Let t < s + 1 be the most recent stage at which β was active.

If l(e, s+ 1) > l(e, t), then let βs+1,k+1 = β̂∞. Otherwise, let βs+1,k+1 = β f̂ .

For every x < l(e, s) for which γ̂β(x) is not defined, set γ̂β(x) = s.
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At the end of stage s+ 1:

Let fs+1 = βs+1,s+1.

Initialize all Pe-, Qe-nodes, and Re-nodes to the right of fs+1. (That is, cancel

all witnesses and restraints for such nodes. Do not touch any Ξe-nodes or undo the

definition of γ̂σ(x) for any σ or x.)

If some number was enumerated in D during this stage, let x be the least such.

Set Λx,s+1 to be large, and reset Λy,s+1 for y > x, preserving the properties listed

on page 154.

End of construction.

Let f be the true path, defined as usual (f � n = lim inf fs+1 � n).

Lemma E.1. For all e,

(i) Let α = f � 5e. Then α meets Pe, enumerates finitely many numbers into

A, and imposes finite restraint on D.

(ii) Let β = f � 5e+ 1. Then β meets Ne and imposes finite restraint on D.

(iii) Let γ = f � 5e + 2. Then γ meets Qe, enumerates finitely many numbers

into D, and imposes finite restraint on A.

(iv) Let σ = f � 5e + 3. Then σ meets Re, enumerates finitely many numbers

into B, and imposes finite restraint on D.

Proof. The proof is by simultaneous induction.

(i) By the induction hypothesis, wait until a stage s0 such that the following

conditions hold:

• all Pn-, Nn-, Qn-, and Rn-nodes above α never again enumerate anything into

A, B, or D or increase their restraint after stage s0;

• the approximation to the true path, ft, never moves to the left of α for t > s0;
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• α is active at s0; and

• for all i < e such that α(5i+ 4) =∞,

– l(i, s0) > r+ 1, where r is the maximum of the D-restraints for all nodes

to the left of or above α, and

– there exists a y < l(i, s0) such that for all w with y ≤ w ≤ l(i, s0), we

have u(Ψi,Wi, w, s0) > r + 1.

Such an s0 must exist, since α is on the true path; in particular, the final clause (on

length of agreement) must hold for cofinitely many α-stages, since α is not active at

s unless l(i, s) has increased for all such i. (Recall that l(i, s) includes the condition

on increasing uses.)

After stage s0, α will never be initialized. There are four cases.

Case 1: α has no witness. A large witness will be chosen at stage s0, and this

witness will never be cancelled. At some α-stage s1 > s0, all of the above conditions

will be met. Go to case 3 below and read “s1” for “s0.”

Case 2: Pe has already been actively met. Then it can never be “unmet,” since

the disagreement does not depend on an oracle. So α never again acts or imposes

restraint.

Case 3: α has a witness x. If it is never the case that Φe,t(x) ↓= 0, then Pe is

met, and we don’t ever take action for it. So assume that this convergence happens,

and let s2 ≥ s0 be the first α-stage after the convergence happens. Let z be defined

as in Case 3 of the Pe-node action.

(a) If subcase 3.3 of the Pe-node action applies for x and s2, then we meet Pe

at stage s2; and since it can never be unmet, α never again acts or increases its

restraint.
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(b) If subcase 3.1 or 3.2 of the Pe-node action applies, x will be cancelled at s2,

and at the next α-stage s3 > s2, a new x′ will be chosen. Let s4 be the first α-stage

at which Φe,s4(x
′)↓= 0, if ever.

For all stages t, s2 ≤ t ≤ s4, the D-restraint rD(α, t) = rD(α, s2) will be re-

spected. Recall that we defined rD(α, s2) as

rD(α, s2) = max
i:α(5i+4)=∞

{u(Φi, D, u(Ψi,Wi, r + 1, s2), s2)}+ 1.

The point of this magical number is as follows. Let i be such that α(5i+ 4) =∞.

We have r + 1 < l(i, s2), and we see that nothing less than rD(α, s2) is allowed to

enter D after stage s2. Then nothing less than u(Ψi,Wi, r + 1, s2) can enter Wi.

Because nothing enters Wi below u(Ψi,Wi, r + 1, s2), we have u(Ψi,Wi, r + 1, t) =

u(Ψi,Wi, r + 1, s2) for all t, s2 ≤ t ≤ s4. Since x′ was chosen large at s3, we have

x′ > u(Ψi,Wi, r + 1, s2), so that also

γ̂α�5i+4(x′) > u(Ψi,Wi, r + 1, s2) = u(Ψi,Wi, r + 1, s4). (E.0.1)

Thus, for all such i, enumerating r+1 into D will effect the necessary change in Wi,

if we need to put x′ into A. That is, enumerating r + 1 into D will force a change

in Wi below u(Ψi,Wi, r + 1, s2) and thus below γ̂α�5i+4(x′).

When we define z in the construction at stage s4, denoting it as z′ since it is

based on x′ instead of x, we have that

z′ ≥ r + 1, (E.0.2)

since yi ≥ r + 1 for the relevant i (by the above comments). (That no yi = −1

follows by the choice of s0 and thus of s4.) Thus, at s4, subcase 3.3 applies (by E.0.1

and E.0.2), so we meet Pe, and α never again acts or increases its D-restraint.

(ii) We show that if K = Φe(D), then K is computable. By the induction

hypothesis, wait until a stage s0 such that
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• all Pn-, Nn-, Qn-, andRn-nodes above β never again enumerate anything into

A, B, or D or increase their restraint after stage s0;

• the approximation to the true path, ft, never moves to the left of β for t > s0;

and

• β is active at s0.

Suppose K = Φe(D). Then there are infinitely many β-expansionary stages. So,

given x, wait until the first β-expansionary stage s1 > s0 such that lN (e, s1) > x.

At stage s1, rD(β, s1) is set equal to u(Φe, D, l
N(e, s1), s1) + 1. By the induction

hypothesis and the choice of s0, Ds1 � r(β, s1) = D � r(β, s1), so Φe,t(Dt; x) =

Φe,s1(Ds1; x) for all t ≥ s1, and therefore Φe(D; x) ↓= Φe,s1(Ds1; x). Since K =

Φe(D) by assumption, K(x) = Φe,s1(Ds1 ; x). The number x was arbitrary, so K is

computable.

So K 6= Φe(D). Now let p be the least number such that K(p) 6= Φe(D; p), and

let s2 be a stage such that for all y < p and all t ≥ s2, Kt(y) = Φe,t(Dt; y).

Suppose p ∈ K, and let s′2 be such that p ∈ Ks′2
. If Φe,t(Dt; p) ↑ for all t ≥ s′2,

then β never again imposes restraint. So suppose Φe,t(Dt; p) ↓ for some t ≥ s′2.

Then β does not increase its restraint at any stage t unless Φe,t(Dt; p)↓6= 1 or t is

β-expansionary. If t is β-expansionary, then lN(e, t) > p, so Φe,t(Dt; p) = Kt(p) = 1;

but then the restraint preserves the Φe(D)-computation forever, so that Φe(D; p) =

K(p) = 1, contradicting the choice of p. So if β ever increases its restraint again

at some s3 > s′2, it must be true that Φe,s1(Ds3; p)↓6= 1. At stage s3, β restrains D

below u(Φe, D, p, s3), and since this restraint is respected, Φe,t(Dt; p) 6= 1 = Kt(p)

for all t ≥ s3, and β never again increases its restraint.

If p /∈ K, on the other hand, then there are no β-expansionary stages after s2,

for at such a stage s3 we would clearly have Φe,s3(Ds3; p) = 0 = Ks3(p), and the
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restraint imposed by β at s3 would ensure that Φe(D; p) = 0 = K(p), contradicting

the choice of p.

(iii) By the induction hypothesis, wait until a stage s0 such that the following

conditions hold:

• all Pn-, Nn-, Qn-, and Rn-nodes above γ never again enumerate anything into

A, B, or D or increase their restraint after stage s0;

• the approximation to the true path, ft, never moves to the left of γ for t > s0;

and

• γ is active at s0.

There are four cases, all of them easy.

Case 1: γ has no witness. A large witness will be chosen at stage s0. Letting

s1 > s0 be the next γ-stage (note that at s1 all of the above conditions are met), go

to Case 4 below and read “s1” for “s0.”

Case 2: there is a y < s + 1 such that Φe,s+1(As+1; y)↓= 0 and y ∈ Ds+1. This

is Case 2 of the Qe-node action, so a restraint on A is set up at stage s0 (if it is not

up already) to protect the computation Φe(A; x)↓= 0. All nodes from now on will

respect this restraint, so Qe will never be “unmet.” The node γ need never act or

increase restraint again.

Case 3: γ has a witness x ≤ max{rD(σ, s0) : σ <L γ or σ ⊂ γ}. Then the

witness will be cancelled, and at the next γ-stage a large witness will be chosen.

Let s1 be the next γ-stage; go to Case 4 below and read “s1” for “s0.”

Case 4: γ has a witness x > max{rD(σ, s0) : σ <L γ or σ ⊂ γ}. If Φe,s0(As0 ; x)↓=

0, then we meet Qe at stage s0, and it stays met (and γ never again acts) as in

Case 2. If ¬(Φe,s0(As0; x) ↓= 0), then γ does not increase its restraint. At any

future γ-stage si, Case 4 will apply again. Either we meet Qe at some such si,
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or ¬(Φe,si(Asi; x) ↓= 0) for all si—and in either case γ never again increases its

restraint, and Qe is met.

(iv) By the induction hypothesis, wait until a stage s0 such that the following

conditions hold:

• all Pn-, Nn-, Qn-, and Rn-nodes above σ never again enumerate anything into

A, B, or D or increase their restraint after stage s0;

• the approximation to the true path, ft, never moves to the left of σ for t > s0;

and

• σ is active at s0.

There are four cases, and none is tricky.

Case 1: σ has no witness. A large witness will be chosen at stage s0. Letting

s1 > s0 be the next σ-stage (note that at s1 all of the above conditions are met),

go to case 3 and read “s1” for “s0.”

Case 2: Re has already been actively met and still looks met. When it was met,

say by witness y, a restraint was placed on D, and this restraint must be respected

from now on. The D-restraint was chosen so that if it is respected, then nothing

enters D1 below ϕ̂e(y), and so the disagreement between Φ̂e(D
1; y) and B(y) will

be preserved. Then Re never acts or increases its restraint again.

Case 3: It is time now to meet Re. That is, σ has a witness x, x /∈ Bs0 ,

Φ̂e,s0(D
1
s0; x)↓= 0, and L(e, s0) > x.

(a) If Subcase 3.1 of the Re action applies, it will not apply when the next

witness is chosen. Go to the first σ-stage after the choice of the new witness, and

read part (b).

(b) If Subcase 3.2 of the Re action applies, then the enumeration of δs0(x) does

not injure the restraints of higher-priority requirements; it simply allows us to reset
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δs0(x) so that it is bigger than ϕ̂e(x). If Φ̂e,t(D
1
t ; x)↓= 0 at some stage t > s0, then

at the first σ-stage s2 > t, Subcase 3.3 will apply. Go to part (c).

(c) If Subcase 3.3 of the Re action applies, then Re is met by the enumeration

of x into B. The restraint preserves the disagreement from now on, as in case 2, so

the node σ need never act or increase its restraint again.

Case 4: None of the above. Then Case 4 will apply at every σ-stage until Case

3 applies (if ever). If Case 4 always applies, it is not the case that Φ̂e,s0(D
1
s0

; x)↓= 0

and L(e, s0) > x, so Re is met and σ never acts again. If Case 3 applies at some

σ-stage, then (as above) Re will be met at some future stage, and then σ never acts

again.

This completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma E.2. B ≤t D.

Proof. This is clear from the construction. In particular lims δs(y) exists for every

y, since we change the value of δs(y) only if Subcase 3.2 of the Re-node action holds

for some x ≤ y, and Subcase 3.2 can apply only once for any x.

Lemma E.3. D has noncontiguous degree.

Proof. B ≤t D by Lemma E.2, but B 6≤wtt D1 ≡t D by Lemma E.1(iv).

Lemma E.4. For any e, if We ≡t D, then A ≤wtt We.

Proof. Because D 6≡t ∅ by Lemma E.3, we may assume that 〈Ψe,Φe,We〉 is a triple

such that the use functions for Ψe and Φe are nondecreasing in x. Let σ ⊂ f be the

Ξe-node associated with this triple.

Wait until a stage s0 such that the following conditions hold:

• all Pn-, Nn-, Qn-, and Rn-nodes above σ have finished acting, for all n ≤ e;

• all such nodes never again increase their restraint;
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• the approximation to the true path, βt, never moves to the left of σ for t > σ;

and

• σ is active at s0.

We will show that for any x /∈ domγ̂σ at stage s0, we need only We � γ̂σ(x)

to determine whether x ∈ A. Since domγ̂σ is finite at stage s0, it follows that

A ≤wtt We.

To see whether x ∈ A, wait until stage x (without loss of generality we may

assume x > s0). If x has not been appointed as a witness for some Pn yet, it never

will be, so x /∈ A. Otherwise, consider the first σ-stage s1 > s0 such that l(e, s1) > x

(which must happen since We ≡t D). Notice that, by the assumption that x > s0

and our conventions on computations (page 9), s1 is actually the first σ-stage ever

at which the length of agreement has been greater than x. At stage s1, γ̂σ(x) will

be set equal to s1 by the Ξe-node action.

Now, if x /∈ As1 and x has not been cancelled by or at stage s1, then it cannot

be the witness for a node to the right of σ̂∞, because σ̂∞ is active at stage s1

and x would have been cancelled. If x is the witness for a node τ <L σ or τ ⊂ σ,

then x /∈ A since such nodes never act again by choice of s0. So assume that x is

the witness for some Pe-node τ ⊃ σ̂∞.

We wait until a σ-stage t such that l(e, t) > s1. Suppose that x is still not in A

by stage t. The only way x can get into A at some stage s2 > t is through subcase

3.3 of the Pe-node action. Suppose this happens. Then the following must be true

of τ :

(∀i < n) [ τ(5i+ 4) =∞⇒ (∃y > r)[ 0 < u(Ψi,Wi, y, s2) < γ̂δ(x) ] ],

where δ = τ � 5i+ 4 and r is the maximum of the restraints for nodes above or to

the left of τ . This is true, in particular, for i = e.
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Now, as defined in the Pn action,

ye = max{y : 0 < u(Ψe,We, y, s2) < γ̂δ(x)};

so u(Ψe,We, ye, s2) < γ̂δ(x) = s1. Since z = min {yi : τ(i) =∞} ≤ ye, we have

0 < u(Ψe,We, z, s2) ≤ u(Ψe,We, ye, s2) < s1, (E.0.3)

where the second inequality holds by the nondecreasing assumption on uses.

For τ to enumerate x at stage s2, we must have z ≥ r + 1. But then also

z ≥ rσ + 1, where rσ is the maximum D-restraint for all nodes above or to the left

of σ.

Now, We ≡t D at least up to s1 at stage s2, by the choice of t and s2 and since

τ extends σ ̂∞. If z is put into D at stage s2, then, under the assumption that

We ≡t D, the enumeration of z < s1 into D forces a later change in We below

u(Ψe,We, z, s2) if this use is nonzero. By Equation E.0.3, there is a change, and it

occurs in We � s1 as required.

The lemmas prove the theorem.
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